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INTRODUCTION

This manual was written for two purposes; 1: For the ski l led mechanic as a reference
book when working with electric typewriters; 2. For the student mechanic who has
experience with the manual typewriter sufficient to enable him to comprehend the
complexities of the electric typewriter.
For the ski l led mechanic, this manual should be invaluable for a number of reasons.
Primarily, it includes 6 different electric typewriters. The i l lustrations are the best that
can be obtained. Operations and adjustments are presented in a condensed form for quick
and easy reference-a complete "digest" that probes only the essentiaIs of an operation
and adjustment. The experienced mechanic wi l l find the I.B.M. Selectric section very
interesting and informative about this type of machine. Most servicemen do not attempt

to repair the Selectric, but with this section, a good mechanic can make al l the necessary
Selectric adjustments.
For the trainee who has previously had manual typewriter training and experience,
this wi l l be a good training manual on electrics. Each electric typewriter should be
studied for its — Operation and Adjustment. One should first study'"Operation" and
follow that particular machine's operation by hand-cranking the machine through a cycle.
Watch each part and identify its action and purpose.
The machines contained in this manual are the models that are being sold and ser
viced in great quantity in the U.S.A.

It is important to recognize the fact that this electric manual fol lows the author's
previous work, the Ames B200 Standard Typewriter Manual and should be considered a
companion to it, especial ly for the trainee. Many service areas are discussed, explained,
and covered in detai l in the B200. It would also be wel l to have the B200 to refer to in

cases where the operation of the manual typewriter and the electric typewriter are simi

lar. For instance, the Escapement section of the Royal electric is similar to the Escape
ment section of the Royal manual; therefore, having been covered in the B200 Manual,
this section is omitted from this Electric Manual.

This book is not for beginning typewriter mechanics. It must assume that the reader
knows and understands basic typewriter repeair theory and practice.
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ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
SUGGESTIONS:

IN GENERAL:

With the popularity end sale of the electric
typewriter increasing at a rapid pace, the demand
for trained servicemen is also increasing. But to

service electric typewriters, a man must have a
thorough knowledge of the manual typewriter.
Once he acquires this background, I think he will
find his work with the electrics to be even more

inte resting.

The mechanical problems of the manual type
writer can sometimes be blamed on the operator;
such as, erratic touch causing skipping or pi ling;
returning the carriage with varying force, causing
under or over banking; quick-stroking the shift
key, causing flying caps; and many others. A
large majority of these problems wi l l be non
existent with the electric typewriter. Almost al l
of the operational keys are "electrified"; that is,
they are controlled with the same force each time

irregardless of the operator.

The

electric typewriter should always be

placed on a sturdy table and never on a table
which might buckle or fal l. The movement of a
wobbly table can cause the machine to misoperate.
When cleaning the electric typewriter, care
should be exercised as with any electrical device.
The motor and al l of the wiring should be removed
before submerging the machine into solution. Check

that al l rubber parts are removed. Remove al l
drive belts if possible. If not possible, be sure to
wipe belts off with a rol l cleaner immediately
offer the cleaning is completed. After removing or
eliminating damage to the above parts, an electric
can be cleaned in the same manner as the manual
typewri ter.
POWER DRIVE:

The "electrical" portion of the electric type
writer consists of an electric motor and a switch.

(Some models hove condensers or capacitors).
TERMS:

Some of the terms that the electric typewriter
student should be famil iar with before starting
would be the operation and theory of the fol low
ing:

1. Toggle-Two hinged parts that wi l l become
rigid and hold in this position when pulled or

pushed at either end. When a toggle is "mode",
it wifl form a straight line. When a toggle is

"broken", the rigidity or straight line is relaxed.
2. Cam - A surface that wi l l push another port
by contacting with it.
3. Clutch - Two or more parts that will operate
independently of each other when disengaged but
wil l operate as one unit when engaged.
4. Before Play —The distance that a part wi l l
travel before it actually contacts another part;

such as, "keylever before play".
5. After Play —The distance that a part will
travel after it has completed activating another

port; such as, "keylever after play".

(Or trip)

6. Overthrow - The distance, when a latch is
is being latched, that the driven part wi l l travel
beyond the point of latching.

Theelectric motordrives al l of thepower operations
by means of clutches or belts. In the Selectric
typewriter, the motor drives the operational shaft
and the cycle shaft.
When the switch is turned "on", the motor
starts, and through belts, the Power Rol l or the
Fluted Shaft wi l l rotate.

The power rol l is a source of power which con
sists of a platen-like substance that wi l l activate

the operations of the keylevers. (Royal, Remington,
Smith Corona, and I.B.M.) The power rol l should
never hove oi l or grease on it. If some appears,
take a rol l cleaner and a soft rag and clean off
immediately.

The power roll, like the platen, should never
be sanded down. A smal l amount of tolerance in

the diameter of the power rol l wi l l make a great
deal

of difference in the variation of the im

pression of the type bar, or the force of the typeheads contacting the platen.
The fluted shaft is a metal shaft that has

teeth-like gears that wi ll contact and activate
the operations of the keylevers. The Underwood
uti lizes the fluted shaft, also some of the earl ier
model Royals.
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SPRING CLUTCH
DRIVEN HUB
CLUTCH SPRING

DRIVING HUB

MOUNTING SHAFT

COMPONENT PARTS

F GURE 1.

¥

SPRING TIGHTENS TO DRIVE

SPRING OPENS TO SLIP

FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 2.

Enlarged Diamef-er

Spring Clutch - Unwinding Direction
FIGURE 4.
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SPRING CLUTCH
One type of clutch used on electric type
writers is the spring clutch. This type clutch is
made of o coil spring. Each end of the spring is
positioned around a hub. One side is the Driving
Hub-the other is the Driven Hub. Both hubs will

The action of the spring in and out tends to
force the hubs away from each other when the
spring tightens to drive. The result is lost motion
in the clutch action. Adjustable col lars are fast
ened to the shaft to restrict the end play of the
hubs and hold this lost motion to a minimum. To

turn freely on the mounting shaft.
The normal inside diameter of the coil spring is

get the maximum amount of action of the springs,

slightly smaller than the diameter of either of the

the col lar must hold the hubs to less than .005"

hubs on which it is fitted. The difference in the

end play. Excessive end play wi ll allow a spring
coi l to drop in between the hubs and ruin the

diameter is usually about .003".
To fit the spring on the hubs, it must be opened
or unwound slightly. This gives the spring an
initial grip on the hubs.
If one of the hubs is rotated, the spring will

begin to rotate with it. One direction of rotation
will cause the spring to tighten and drive the
other hub.

If the driving hub is rotated in the opposite

direction, the spring wi ll open, allowing the spring
to slip on the driven hub.
The direction in which the driving hub is rotated,
in relation to the direction in which the clutch

spring is wound, determines whether the spring
clutch wilI slip or drive.
The amount of force required to open the clutch
spring until it slips depends upon the weight of
the spring and the tension with which it grips the
hub. About three ounces of force to unwind is

about average. This is called "clutch spring drag".
Clutch springs and hubs are lubricated to reduce
sliding friction and wear. Use a lubricant that wi ll

withstand the high pressure and heat which develop
under the clutch spring when the spring tightens
to drive.

spring.

If there is no end ploy between the hubs, this
will cause a bind and interfere with the slipping
of the clutch.

It is just as important for the spring clutches to
slip when they are supposed to slip as it is for
them to drive when they are supposed to drive.
There is another kind of spring clutch that
is controlled by the holding or releasing of one
end of the spring. By holding one end of the spring,
the spring is allowed to slip. If both ends are re
leased, the spring wi l l reduce its diameter, there
fore will grip and drive the other part or hub. (See
Figure 4)
This spring clutch is adjustable also by a
collar being set either forward or backward. This
will release or engage the spring sooner or later.
Both of these types of spring clutches are
widely used in electrics today. Study and look at
the spring clutches very closely. Know the theory
behind their operation.

POWER ROLLS
In most electric typewriters, one of the most
important single components is the rubber faced

power rol l. Unlike the platen, the power rol l is not
visible and therefore, its function is not as wel l

known. The function of the power rol l, as the name
indicates, is to drive (power) each key into its
stroke upon engagement and for this reason,
specially compounded rubber and extreme care in
producing the rolls must be exercised in order to
obtain desired results.

The design in the cams and the materials used
vary from one make of a typewriter to the other,
and for this reason, the rubber used for these power
rol ls also varies. However, there are general
requirements that must be met for satisfactory
operation.

As in platens, the power rol l rubber must hove
the proper hardness and resiliency, and it also
must be compounded to resist wear, provide the
proper amount of friction and also resist glazing
and ozone cracking.
No matter what type of rubber is used on the

power rol l, just as important are the dimensional
specifications of the roll. Power rolls ore usual ly
ground to a much closer tolerance than platens.
Usual ly the cam clearance on amachine isodjusted
to a specific Outside Diameter of the power rol l
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and if the replacement power roll is too smal l or
too large, natural ly the cam clearance will change
and so wil l the impression characteristics. There
fore, it is important that the rubber O.D. is held
within specified tolerances. If the roll is ground
out of round, it wil l produce l ight or dark im
pressions, depending on if the cam engages the
rol l on the "high" or the "low" side, and by the
same token, if the rol l is out of paral lel one end of
the keyboard wi ll produce lighter or darker im
pressions than the other.

If the power rol l rubber wears too fast, natur
ally the cam clearance wi l l increase and this, in
turn, wi l l give a l ighter impression unti l the point
is reached where no impressions will be mode due
to the extreme cam clearance. The impression wi l l
also be affected if the power rol l has too much or
not enough friction. Too much friction, of course,
wi l l cause cut outs, while not enough friction wi l l
cause l ight impressions.
Since the frictional ch aracteristics are very

important in the power roll, it is imperative that
oi l is used very sparingly in the cam and power
roll area. By the same token, occasional cleaning
of the rol l with the proper fluid wi l l prolong the
life of the power roll whi le improper cleaning media
wi ll render the roll useless.
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ROYAL

Illustrations provided through the cour
tesy of Royal Typewriter Company, Inc.,
A Division of Litton Industries.

Technical Material written by the author.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

ROYAL

The Royal 550 is the basic Royal electric typewriter. The Royal 550
and the Royal 660 are very similar typewriters, with the 660 having a
few additional features, such as the Carbon Ribbon attachment; but they
are basically the same machine.
This section of the manual can also be used for the adjustments of

the Royal Electress and the Royal G.A. model. The operations of these
two machines are also similar.

The 550 uses the Power Rol l for its operation, and this Power Roll

is adjustable; therefore, it wi ll not need to be replaced as with some
other Power Roll machines.

The Spring Clutch is used in many of the 550 operations. Always,
when hand-cranking the machine, crank in the correct direction so that
the springs of the Spring Clutches will not be damaged.
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COVERS

ROYAL
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The covers of the 660 con be removed merely
by loosening most of the screws, not removing
them altogether. Follow these directions:

Remove top cover (4) (raise front and pul l
forward)

Remove screws (18) left and right
Loosen screws (3) and (14)
Remove keyboard cover plate (1) (raise front
and pull forward)
Loosen screws (5) and (11)
Loosen screws (6),(10) and (8)
Remove covers (7) and (9)

Loosen screws (15) left and right
Remove cover (12) (slide backward)
Remove four feet screws (19)
Remove bottom pan
ROY-3

PLATEN - SWITCH

ROYAL
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PLATEN:

The platen of the 660 has a solid shaft (most
models) which is very similar to the KMM Royals.
The removal of the platen is the same. Remove the

left platen knob, .remove the set screws on the
right side of the platen, and pull the right platen
knob and shaft out. Remove platen.

y

SWITCH:

When the switch is turned on, the link (2) pulls
the line lock lever (3) up and releases stud (4),
allowing the line lock bail to move from beneath
the keylevers. When the switch is turned off, the
bail moves back under the keylevers blocking the
keylevers from being depressed. To adjust for
more or less bai l movement, form extension (5)
Iill!

frontward or rearward. After making this adjust
ment, check the clearance between the center post
and the line lock lever at the rear of the machine.

This clearance should be one full space to insure
proper line locking adjustment when the right
margin contacts it.

POWER DRIVE

ROYAL
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The motor is equipped with a thermal cutout
which will stop the flow of current to the motor if

the temperature of the motor reaches 285 degrees
F. The motor will remain inoperative until its

temperature drops to normal. This is a safety factor
and will prevent damage to ports in case of a
mechanical or operational failure.
The power drive train and the power roll must
never be rotated backward, as this wi ll damage
the clutch springs. Always rotate in the direction
shown on the diagram.

The power roll clearance to the action corns
must be correct before adjusting the belt tensions.

To adjust the tension of the belt (1), loosen
binding screws (3) and position the drive bracket
assembly to that belt (1) has sufficient tension.
To adjust the tension of the belt (10), loosen
binding nuts (6), bock off binding screws (8), and
turn adjusting screws (5) counter clockwise to
increase or clockwise to decrease the tension of

belt (10).
If the belts ore too tight, the operation wil l be
noisy and cause wear on the bearings. If the belts
are too loose, the power roll will slow down and
be very jerky.

To adjust the tension of the belt (17), loosen
screws (14) and (16) and rotate the eccentric drive

shaft bearing (15) for sufficient tension.
ROY-5

POWER ROLL

ROYAL
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REMOVAL
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Remove belts from pulleys (1) and (13)
Remove screw (17)

Remove spring (18)
Remove screw (16)

Remove brushing (15)

17

18

19

20

Loosen set screws (1) and (4)

Remove pulley (2) and washer (3)
Loosen set screws (14), (5), (9), and (12)
Remove set screw (8)(NOTE: Older models have 4 set screws here)
Pull power roll shaft to the right and out of the machine
Remove collar (11) and washer (10)

Remove power roll-guide the right end of the power roll forward-guide
shift cam (19) around trip arm (20)
Remove clutch assembly (6) and washer (7)
REPLACEMENT

Replace the power roll and clutch assembly (24)
into place. Install the power roll shaft through
each part as shown in the diagram in reverse order
of the removal. Do not tighten the set screws.
NOTE: On earlier model machines the power roll
was secured to the shaft by four set screws. The
jm

use of these screws should be discontinued and

they should be replaced with a Nylok Pellet Pilot
set screw. The power roll and shaft areselect
fitted to each other and can only be obtained as
one unit. They ore no longer available as separate
items.

ROYAL

POWER ROLL ADJUSTMENTS
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Align the power roil pilot set screw (8) with
the pilot hole (22) in the shaft and tighten-then
back out slightly (1/8 turn maximum).
The left edge of the power roll should hove a
full bite on the left power roll cam. Place a .015"

Push backspace cam clutch (6) to the right
against the shift cam. Tighten set screws (5)
against the flat surface of the shaft. The clearance
between the backspace clutch and the shift cam

gauge between the backspace cam (6) and the left

Position the tab clutch assembly (23) so that
the clutch spring end is properly aligned with the
tab release lever. Tighten set screws (9) to the

sub frame. Push the power roll and shaft to the
left and the pulley to the right. Tighten the set
screw (1) on the flat surface of the shaft. Tighten
set screw (4). Remove gauge.

Place a .005" gauge between washer (10) and
collar (11). While holding pressure of the power
roll to the right and collar (11) to the left, tighten

must not exceed .005".

flat surface of the shaft.

Position pul leys (1) and (13) and tighten the
set screws. Install the shift cam tension spring
(18).

set screw (12) on the flat surface of the shaft.

This provides a minimum of end play.
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TYPE KEY ACTION

ROYAL
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As keylever (2) is depressed, lever (4) pivots
and lever (6) moves up contacting roll cam (11) at
(7). Rol l com (11) rotates into engagement with the
power roll. Type bar lever (14), which is riveted

This coming action of reset ear (8) allows the
keylever to be held depressed, but will not get a

to the roll cam, will be pivoted forward. This
action will cause the type bar to be thrown up to
the platen. Rol l com (11) will remain engaged with

(7).

the power roll until it contacts the impression

as the lower cose letters. The manifold control

repeat operation. When the keylever is released,

arm (6) will again spring under roll cam at point
When shifting to the upper cose letters, more
impression is required to print with the same force

control screw (10).

bracket (9) will move down when the segment

As the type bar lever (14) moves forward, the
reset ear (8) pushes trip arm (6) to the right, which
allows roll cam (11) to return to a neutral position.

moves downward. This will allow the roll cam to

ROYtB

stay in contact with the power roll longer before
contacting the adjustment screws (10).

ROYAL

REPEAT KEY
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The repeat key operation is the same as the
other keys except when the keylever is depressed
farther down. When pressure is applied to the repeat
key (2), the repeat action stop (3) allows the key-

ment allows repeat extension (7) to contact roll
cam (9) at point "A", moving the roll cam into
contact with the power roll, thereby operating the
type bar again.

lever additional downward movement. This move
nii]

TYPE KEY ACTION ADJUSTMENTS
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IMPRESSION: The impression of all the lower
cose letters con be adjusted at one time by loosen
ing lock nut (18) and turning screw (19) in or out
as needed.

Individual impressions can be adjusted with the
impression screws (10) for each key.
SHIFT COMPENSATOR: The upper case letters
should have the same impression as the lower case
letters. To adjust, loosen nut (23) and slide the
link up or down until there is equal density of the
impressions. Tighten nut (23).
There must be a clearance of .020" to .025"

between the roll cam and the power roll. To adjust,
loosen bracket binding screws (2) on both sides
left and right. Adjust eccentrics (1) both sides until

there is the proper clearance for the majority of
the cams. In case there are a few thar are irregular

and the clearance is too great or too small, the
type bar links (5) must be changed.
TYPE BAR LINKS (5): These can be obtained

in four lengths to adjust individual cam clearances.
The links are stamped for identification,

"L" long link increases clearance .005
"XL" extra long link increases clearance .008
"S" short link decreases clearance .005
"XS" extra short link decreases clearance .008

If the power roll has been adjusted, recheck the
adjustments of the following: Carbon ribbon drive
belt, backspace, shift and tab units, space bar
cam clearance, and power roll belt tension.

TRIP
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The key lever should have a total downward
movement of ,156". This movement is measured as

"before trip" and "after trip". Study the General
Section on Key lever Trip.
The "before trip" of the 660 should be .109" or
about 2/3rds of the total movement of the keylever.
This is adjusted by loosening screws (1) left and

right and tilting bracket (2) up to decrease the
movement and down to increase the movement. Hold

bracket (2) in place and tighten screws (1). Check
all keylevers for proper "before trip". An individ
ual adjustment can be made by forming trip arm (6)
as shown in the diagram.
The "after trip" should be .031" or about l/3rd
of the total movement of the keylever. Adjust by
loosening screws (4) left and right and moving
buffer (3) up or down as needed.
All keylevers should be free of binds. Check
all points in the keylever action for binds.
[Ril

RING AND CYLINDER

ROYAL
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The ring and cylinder adjustments of the Royal
660 are very similar to the adjustments of the man
ual Royals (KMG —FP). The ring and cylinder
should be checked with one sheet of paper (.003").
Remember to check the carriage adjustment and

the platen adjustment first. To adjust, loosen the
escapement frame support screws (8) and the
bottom roil binding screws (6) left and right, and

c

move the bottom rail forward or rearward as needed.

Recheck the position of the rear roll (9). Keep the
bottom rail and the segment parallel. Tighten
screws (8) and (6).

The adjustable banking ring screws (2) should
be adjusted equally to clear the wear shields (1)
by .006". This adjustment must be made when the
segment is up.

SHIFT ACTION
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When the shift key is depressed, link (3) is

pulled forward. This will pivot trip arm (4) up out

VIEW A
17

of the path of tooth (5). At the same time, the
lower arm of (4) will move up into the path of tooth

16

(5). When tooth (5) is released, this will cause the

clutch spring to exert friction on the power roll
end and the shift cam hub (8). The hub (8) will
rotate the driver roll (16), which is connected to
the shift link (19). This action will rotate shift
I

rod (20) forward pulling the segment down.
During this movement, detent arms (6) and (10)
cam past the center of rolls (7) and (11). This
tension will keep the segment in a positive posit
ion so that it wi ll not bounce.
As the shift hub reaches the lower arm of the

!

I

shift arm (4), it will stop the tooth (5), thereby
releaving the pressure of the clutch spring. This
will stop the rotating action of the hub.
When the shift key is released, link (3) moves
backward, allowing the lower arm of (4) to release
the tooth (5) and upper arm of (4) to move into the
path of the tooth. The rest of the operation is the
some OS the shifting down action.

The "on feet" adjustment will be made in a
similar manner as the adjustment on the manual
Royal. The "on feet" adjustment will be made
with the segment down (capital letters).
Remove eccentric (17) and screw (18). The

segment is now free to be moved up or down. Push
the segment down by hand. With the power "on".

strike "H's", "K's", "L's", etc., adjusting the
shift stop nuts (21) left and right until there is an
even "on feet". Check for equal pressure on both
left and right.
Move the segment up by hand. Adjust the stop

nuts (22) left and right until there is good motion.
Check for even pressure on both sides, both left
and right.

Replace arm (19) with screw (18) and eccentric
(17). Check that tooth (5) is up against arm (4).
Adjust eccentric (17) so that roll (16) is centralized
in groove (15). Shift the segment up and down a
few times and then recheck adjustment.
The shift arm (4) should be released from tooth

(5) when the shift key is depressed about .156".
Form link (3) for on earlier or later release.

When shifting from lower to upper case posit
ion, rolls (7) and (11) should pass the center point
of arms (6) and (10) an equal distance. Adjust
eccentrics (13) left and right for correct detent.
This detent acts as a segment lock.

Check the spring tension of spring (9). To
adjust, remove and form it to the left for more
tension. Correct tension will reduce the shift cam
noise.

ROY-13

ESCAPEMENT
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The escapement of the 660 is very similar to
that of the other Royal typewriters. The rocker,
starwheel, and the front and back limit adjustments

Check the tripping point of three type bars —one
from either end of the segment and the center type

are the same. The difference lies in how the rocker

and the Remington manual typewriters. The tripp

is pivoted.
The universal bar (1) is pushed forward by the
action of the type key. This movement will pull
drive link (8) forward. The shift (4) will rotate
(clockwise) which will pull transfer link (2) to the
front of the machine, operating the rocker. All
parts are returned to normal by spring tension.

ing point should not vary more than .125" between

All of the escapement adjustments of the Royal
in the Ames B200 manual; such as, the 6:00 o'clock
position, distances between the loose dog and the
rigid dog, the front limit and the back limit, should
be reviewed and checked on the 660.

!

bar. This is the method used on the Underwood

the two end type bars. If the trip is off too far,
loosen screw (9) slightly and tap the bracket for
ward or rearward as needed. Tighten screw (9).
The majority of the type bars should trip when
the typeface is .160" from the platen. To adjust,
loosen the lock nut and adjust screw (5) in or out
OS needed. Check this adjustment with the lower
cose letters.

The upper case letters should trip about the
same, but do not try to adjust the upper case trip.
The individual trip carinot be adjusted either.
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SPACE BAR
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SPACE BAR ADJUSTMENTS

As the space bar is depressed, link (4) is
pulled forward. Arm (7) is pivoted backward re

leasing cam (6) so that it will be rotated by spring

At a rest position, the top of the space bar
must be about 3/16" from the top of the bottom
row of keys. Adjust upper stop (14) up or down as

(13).

needed.

The higher side of com (6) then will contact
revolving power roll (5). Cam (6) wi ll be rotated,
and, as the cam reaches its high point, bracket
(10) will pivot and then pivot bracket (11). This
will cause the rocker to trip, and the escapement
action will take place.

When the space bar is depressed into a repeat
space operation, the top of the space bar should
not go below the top surface of the front plate.
.Adjust by forming brackets (2) up or down
There should be a clearance of .010" to .015"

between the cam roll (6) and power roll (5). Adjust
by adjusting screw (15) up or down as needed.

As cam (6) continues to rotate (if the space bar
is held depressed), arm (7) will contact the second
ary stop (9), stopping the roll com (6). If the space

the space bar arm (11) and escapement plate (12).
Adjust by forming arm (11) forward or rearward as

bar has been released, arm (7) will contact the

needed.

primary stop (8), stopping the roll com (6).

When the space bar is depressed about 1/16"
to 1/8" (depending on conditions), it should re

If the space bar is depressed into the repeat
space position, arm (7) wil l miss both primary and
secondary stops and continue the spacing action.

lease the roll com (6) to contact the power roll.
Adjust by forming link (4) at point (4) for quicker
or slower trip of the space bar.

There should be a clearance of .015" between

BICHROME
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MINIMUM
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VIEW A
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There ore three surfaces on cam (4) for stencil,

block, and red positions. When shaft (7) is moved

The bichrome mechanism is activated by the
movement of the universal bar. As U bar (13) is

either left or right, it positions one of these sur

pushed forward by the action of the type bar lever,

faces in line with cam follower (3). The shaft is

bichrome link (10) rotates shaft (7) counter clock
wise. NOTE: This action takes place as soon as
the type bar leaves the type bar rest. The rotation

moved to its proper position by the action of the
bellcrank (15) which is connected by link (11) to

of shaft (7) causes the high point of cam (4) to
push cam follower (3) upward, which will raise
the vibrator (1). The lower portion of cam follower
(3) will contact the lower portion of, cam (4). This
will act as a limit of the vibrator arm, keeping it
from being thrown too high.
ROY.-16:

the bichrome switch (12).
The surface of com (4) that has the highest

point is the red position. This will lift the vi
brator up to the red portion of the ribbon. The sur
face that does not hove a cam is the stencil

position - this will not raise the vibrator at all.
The other surfacer is for the block position.
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BICHROME ADJUSTMENTS
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The vibrator (1) must be free of binds. Check
that shaft (7) will move freely back and forth, left

(8) whi le the U bar, drive link, and lever are being
held toward the rear and vibrator is at rest posit

to right. Spring (6) should push shaft (7) to the

ion.

right with a snappy action.
Position the bichrome lever in the black positition. The cam follower (3) should be centrally
located on cam (4). Form link (11) to obtain this
condition.

Loosen set screws (8). Hold U bar (13), drive
link (10), and lever (9) toward the rear of the ma
chine. Raise the vibrator up and slowly let it go

down to its full rest position. Tighten set screws

Place the bichrome lever in the red position.

Type a few characters; such as,

and '/".

These should strike centrally on the red portion
of the ribbon. To raise or lower the printing height
of the ribbon, loosen screws (5) and move vi
brator arm (2) up or down as needed.
Recheck the freedom of the vibrator and shaft

(7).
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The tabulator theory of the 660 is very similar
to the manual typewriter. The escapement rack is
lifted out of mesh with the pinion, thereby freeing
the carriage to move by the mainspring tension.

As the tab key is depressed, lever (9) pivots
up releasing clutch spring (7). As this clutch sp

ring tightens on the eccentric hub (8), the hub is
rotated and pul ls link (11) downward. This action

The release of the tab latch (13) wi ll occur

when a set tab stop contacts tab finger (3) pushing
it to the left. This will pivot latch (13) and un
latch arm (12). All of the remaining parts will
return to rest by spring tension.
If no tab stops are set, the final knock off finger
(5) will contact tab finger (3) and unlatch the tab
mechanism.

If the tab key is held depressed, the tabulator

rotates shaft (17) so that arm (12) will latch on
bracket (13). As bracket (13) is pivoted, it will

cam (8) will make one revolution. Then secondary

pull link (4) to the right causing tab finger (3) to

engage the action.

move to the right.

stop (23) will contact clutch spring (7) and dis
If the machine is in a carriage return operation,

The rotating action of shaft (17) causes three

and the tab key is depressed, stud (18) will be

things to happen at the same time. Lift arm (15)

latched under arm (19). Extension (20) wi ll un
latch the carriage return operation and a tabulation
operation will take place.
If the machine is in a tabulation operation, and

raises lift lever (16) which lifts the rack out of

mesh with the pinion. Through link (14), the tab
finger is brought forward into position so that it
may contact a set tab. And finally, center post (2)
is pushed to the rear so it wi ll bypass the right
margin stop.
ROY-18

the carriage return key is depressed, extension (21)
wi l l not allow lever(22)to engage the carriage return
mechanism.

TABULATOR BRAKE

ROYAL
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In a tabulation operation, the speed of the carri
age is controlled by a centrifugal type brake. The
mainspring drum (2) is in mesh with the brake
pinion (3) which is in mesh with the broke gear
(6) and rotates this gear. There are two felt-lined
broke shoes attached to gear (6) which, when

There should be about .005" end play between
drum (7) and gear (6). Adjust retaining nut (5) for

rotated, ore thrown out against the hub of broke

OS needed.

drum" (7). This action will control (Slow down) the
speed of the carriage.
Gear (3) should mesh fully, but not excessively,

with drum gear (2). It should n^ bottom in gear (2).

The carriage should move smoothly and without
hesitation or excessive jarring when tabulating all
the way across the carriage. If the carriage speed
requires adjustment, form ears (1) toward the center

To adjust, loosen screws (10 and position bracket
(8) left-right or up-down as needed.

to decrease speed and away from the center to in
crease the speed of the carriage.

proper c leoronce.
Gear (4) should mesh fully, but not excessively,

with gear (6). To adjust loosen screws (9 and 12)
and position broke drum (7) to the left or right

ROY T19 ,

TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS
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When the tab key is depressed about 1/8", it
should release tab clutch spring (10). Adjust by
forming link (11) at point 'B' up or down as

(5) at this point. Unlatch and test this two or three

needed.

The tab finger must enter between two set tab
stops as shown in View "A". To adjust, position

Depress the tab key with the power "off".
Hand-crank the machine so that arm (7) wil l latch

on latch (6). There should be a .010" overdrive
when latching. Adjust by loosening screws (9)
and adjust the length of tab link (8).
Latch arm (7) on latch (6). The lift roll should
lift the rock (2) clear of the pinion by at least

.015". To adjust, loosen nut (5) and form lift
lever (1) frontward or rearward as needed.

With the latch still latched and nut (5) loose,
hold tab finger (4) toward the front of the machine

more times. Each time recheck the clearance of

the rack and pinion.

the tab rack (3) left or right as needed.
The tab knock off link (15) must unlatch arm
(7) when tab finger (4) is .015" to .020" from
center post (14). To adjust, form link (15) at offset
bend.

The final knock off (16) should be adjusted so
that when the knock off is against the tab finger

(4), arm (7) cannot be latched by latch (6), Adjust
knock off (16) left or right as needed.
When the tabulator is in latched position, the

unti l there is a clearance of 1/16" between the

center post (14) must clear the right hand margin
by at least .010". Adjust by forming extension

tab finger (4) and the unset tab stops. Tighten nut

(17) frontward or rearward.

TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS

ROYAL
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With the power "off" and the carriage return
detent lever (4) in its latched position, stud (10)

With detent lever (4) still latched, operate the
tab mechanism. Extension (3) must disengage the

should just contact arm (9) when arm (3) is as close
OS possible to arm (5). To adjust, loosen stud (10)

carriage return mechanism before a set tab stop

and move it forward or rearward.

contacts the tab finger. To adjust, form extension
(3) to the left or right as needed. Recheck stud
(10) and arm (9) clearance.

BACKSPACER
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When the backspace key is depressed, primary
stop (10) moves up releasing clutch spring (9).
This will apply torque to the eccentric cam (4)
causing it to rotate. As cam (4) rotates, roll (6) is
pushed toward the rear causing link (3) to move up,
thereby activating backspace pawl (2). The back
space action at this point is primarily the same as
the manual typewriter.

As cam (4) makes a complete rotation, clutch

spring (9) contacts primary stop (10) expanding the
clutch spring and releasing the torque, thereby cam
(4) will stop its rotation.
If the backspace key is held depressed, the
clutch spring will contact secondary stop (7), ex
panding the clutch spring and stopping the rotation
of cam (4).

If the backspace key is depressed and held in a
repeat backspace operation, both primary and
secondary stops (10) are held out of the path of
the clutch spring, allowing cam (4) to continue to
rotate until the keylever is released.
When the carriage is all the way to the right,
and the left margin is in contact with the locator,
the backspace pawl is held down from engaging
the rack teeth. The entire backspace mechanism is
in operation, but the carriage is not moved or
jerked; therefore, no damage can occur at this
point.
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BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS
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Recheck the carriage adjustment and the mesh
of the rack with the escapement pinion before
making backspace adjustment. Review the ad
justment in the B200 Manual on Page RO—27.
In the inactive position, the top of the pawl
(1) should clear the rack teeth by about .040".
Before making an unnecessary adjustment, check
for clearance between arm (8) and pawl (2) at point
"A". After checking this, move brocket (13) up or
down in order to obtain .040" clearance.

The backspace pawl should move the carriage
backward about 1-1/4 spaces. Check this by in
serting a pencil in the card guide scale hole and
operating the backspacer. Then space the platen
up one space. Repeat this procedure about six or
seven times. The line on the paper should look

very similar to View "A". To adjust for more or
less movement, turn nut (14) clockwise to decrease
counter clockwise to increase the movement of the

pawl.
ROY-23

CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH REMOVAL
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Remove Cover Plates

Remove Belt (16)

Disconnect Link (12) and Spring (5)
Remove Screw (9) and Crank (10)
Loosen Nut (6) and Back Off Screw (7)
Remove Spring (4)

Mark Position of Bracket (13) to Base (4)
Remove Screws (8) and (11)
Remove Belt (3)
Disconnect Link from Lever (15)

Remove Clutch Assembly
Remove Carriage Return Band from Drum
ROY-24
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LINE SPACER ADJUSTMENTS;

If the left margin stop is against the locator,
and the carriage return key is depressed, the carri
age return band is pulled as it normally would be.

To eliminate the jarring of the carriage when pulled
against the center post, extension (3) is pulled
down and pushes arm (6) down. This action will
pivot bracket (2) and will contact margin rack end
(1) at point "A". Margin rack (1) will be cammed
to the right against the locator, unlatching the
carriage return mechanism
Extension (3) will continue downward, and then,
as it is returned to normal, it will again contact

arm (6); but the spring on arm (6) wi ll flex and
there will be no action on bracket (2).

Recheck the adjustments of the carriage return
clutch mechanism.

There should be sufficient movement of margin
rack (1) (left to right) to close the locator one-half
the distance to the center post. To adjust, form
bracket (2) at point "A".
There should be sufficient downward movement

of extension (3) to contact arm (6) and push the
margin rack to the right. Form arm (6) upward fo
more leverage.

Recheck for correct under or over banking ad
justments.
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CARRIAGE RETURN

NOTE: WHILE STUDYING THE CARRIAGE RE

TURN

MECHANISM, REMEMBER ALWAYS TO

ROTATE THE POWER ROLL IN THE DIRECTION
SHOWN.

Depression of the carriage return key will pull
link (4) forward. Trip lever (8) wi ll be rotated
counter clockwise. Trip lever (8) will release the
primary stop (12) of disc (10), which wil l allow
the clutch spring to tighten on hub (18), thereby
rotating eccentric cam (9) counter clockwise.
NOTE: At this point the carriage return mech
anism has been tripped, but no action on the carri
age return band has occured.

As eccentric cam (9) rotates, the high portion
pushed screw (20) and lever (21) toward the rear.
Detent lever (19) moves between com (9) and screw
(20). This will hold the lever and the screw in a

latched position. Com (9) continues to rotate until
it is stopped when secondary stop (11) contacts
detent lever (19), releasing tension on the clutch

spring, thereby stopping the rotation of cam (9).
The purpose of this action is to apply pressure on

sleeve (14) by pulling clutch actuator (13) tight
against it.

As actuator (13) applies pressure on sleeve
(14), this wil l hold the clutch spring inside of
sleeve (14). This pressure will rotate band drum
(15) with the drive shaft, and through tension of
the limiter spring (22), rotates the clutch drum
(16) pulling the carriage return band, and this
will return carriage.

As the left margin stop reaches the locator,
link (7) wi ll pivot latch (19) which will release the
secondary stop (11) and allow lever (21) to return
to its inactive position.

Disc (10) rotates slightly until the primary
stop contacts lever (8), which will expand the
clutch spring. All parts are now back to their in
active positions.

If the carriage return key is held depressed
during the carriage return operation, the same
action will occur.

If the carriage return key is held into the re
peat position (additional pressure applied to the
carriage return key), the primary and secondary
stops are held so that they cannot come into con
tact with the trip lever. Therefore, a repeat carri
age return operation wi ll occur until the carriage
return key is released.
If, during a carriage return operation, the tab
key is depressed, lever (6) will pivot arm (5) down

ward. This wi ll unlatch lever (19) from secondary
stop (11) and screw (20), causing the carriage retum mechanism to become inactive, and a tab
operation will occur.

CARRIAGE RETURN
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CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS
as needed. To moke this adjustment, turn the power

Recheck the fundamental adjustments before
making the carriage return clutch adjustments;

"on", turn screw (10) clockwise unti l actuator

such as:

(1) pulls on sleeve (2) causing a "nibbling" action

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

on the band limiter and carriage return band. Back

Center post tight.
Escapement rack play.
Margin rack play.
Banking Adjustments.
Locator adjustment.

6.Feed Roll Tension

7. Mainspring tension.

8. Ratchet detent spring tension. (Pull by hand.

Indexing will occur without moving carriage).
9. Line space eccentric.

off screw "one full turn". This will give about
.025" clearance between screw (10) and cam (11).
The limiter adjusting screw (5) is a factory ad
justment and should not be attempted. To check
for correct tension of screw (5), move the carriage

to the extreme left and apply a spring scale to the
left carriage end, pulling the scale until the scale
indicator registers three to four pounds. With the

power "on", depress the carriage return key. The

The retum band clutch spring should be wound
tight, and then install the drawband to the clutch

spring scale indicator must register nine pounds
as soon as the carriage stops its movement. At this

drum.

point, band drum assembly (3) should slip within

In the inactive position, detent lever extension
(14) should hove .010" to .015" clearance with

limiter (4) before the motor stalls. To adjust the

the upper and lower primary and secondary stops
(12) and (13). This wil l also position screw (10)
approximately in the center of cam (11). To adjust,
loosen the set screw that binds shaft (8) to bracket

(6) and move bracket (7) to the left or right as
needed.

band limiter, turn adjusting screw (5) clockwise to
increase torque and counter clockwise to decrease
torque.

With the power "off", latch the carriage return
mechanism by hand. With a screwdriver, manually
press the locator approximately one-half the dist
ance to the center post. Detent lever (14) must re

There should be about .025" clearance between

lease secondary stop (12) prior to moving out of

screw (10) and cam (11) in the inactive position.
(View "A") To adjust,, move screw (10) in or out

contact with screw (10). To adjust, form link "B"
at offset.
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The repeat line spacer is used to space the
ploten without having to return the carriage or turn
the platen manually.The platen is rotated one tooth
at a time on the 25T, 27T, 28T, 34T, or 37 Tooth
ratchet. The platen is rotated two teeth at a time

point of flange (6) contacts roll (8), arm (7) is
pul led downward. Upper link (4) pivots bai l (3)

depressed, it pivots bellcronk (18) which pulls

which is attached to the spacing pawl (2). Pawl
(2) is pushed forward into contact with ratchet
(1). The forward movement of pawl (2) will rotate
ratchet (1) by one space.
As the low side of flange (6) comes around, roll
(8) and link (4) move upward rotating bai l (3) in a

link (19) toward the front of the machine. Link
(19) rotates bellcrank (20) which pulls actuator
(22) (through spring 21) and rol l (8) into the path
of the rotating eccentric flange (6). As the high

(2) backward out of contact with ratchet (1).
This action is continuous as long as the bar
(13) is held depressed.

on the SOT, 53T, or 56Tooth ratchet.

As the repeat vertical line space bar (13) is

ROY-30

counter clockwise direction. This action moves arm

ROYAL VERTICAL LINE SPACER ADJUSTMENTS
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VIEW B

NOTE: BEFORE ADJUSTING THE VERTICAL

LINE SPACE, RECHECK THE ADJUSTMENTS
OF THE PLATEN, FEED ROLLS, LINE SPAC
ING, AND RATCHET DETENT TENSION.

Manually operate pawl (4) by rotating the line
space bail. Note that pawl (4) enters just at the
bottom of tooth (1). Adjust by forming guide (2)
up or down so pawl (4) enters correctly.
In the inactive position, the top of pawl (4)
should clear the ratchet teeth about 1/64". To

VIEW C

NOTE: Use "View (A)" for the following adjust
ments:

In the inactive position, roll (8) must clear the
face of flange (6) by 1/64". To adjust, loosen nut
(9) and turn screw (10) in or out as needed.

adjust, form ear (6) forward or rearward as needed.

Pawl (4) when pushed forward should space the

When the keylever is fully depressed, roll (8)

ratchet one tooth and only one tooth. To adjust,

hold pawl (4) into position so that it has just spaced

should have a good "bite" (about 1/2) with flange
(6). Adjust screw (11) in or out as needed.

one tooth. Loosen lock nut (7) and turn screw (8)
down on the top rai l until pawl (4) is locked in

When operated manually, link (4) should rotate

this position. Turn screw (8) in the opposite dir

bai l (3) enough to rotate the ratchet fully one

ection until pawl (4) is released. This will insure

space. Adjust by loosening screws (5) and raise

that the ratchet will not be overthrown when repeat

or lower link (7) until the proper drive is obtained.

spacing.

Tighten screws (5).

In the inactive position, there should be a

clearance of 1/64" between ear (14) and lip (15)
across the full length of the bail. To adjust, form
extension (11) up or down for clearance between

the low point of flange (6) when roll (8) is coming

(15) and (14).

necessary.

NOTE: Check that the roll (8) does not contact

into the path of flange (6). Readjust link (7) if

ROY-31
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Rotation of the power roll and gear (1) through
belt (2) will rotate the gear (14). Gear (14) is fast
ened to the shaft (23); therefore, shaft (23) will be

turning. At the end of shaft (23) there is a gear
(24), a clutch spring (25), and a starwheel (26).
These three parts are not turning. Spring (25) has
pressure against shaft (23) but it slips, because

RIBBON FEED
The feed of the fabric ribbon mechanism Is al

most identical to the manual typewriter. As gear

(15) is rotated by the rotating action of gears (13),
(14), and (5), worm gear (17) will either drive the
left ribbon shaft through gear (18) or the right

ribbon shaft by gear (16). The reversing action is
the same as the manual typewriter. Review RIBBON

starwheel (26) will relieve the tension on it when

FEED AND REVERSE in the B 200 M anual.

it is held into position (not moving).
When typing, the U bar is pushed forward. This
rotates the ribbon feed trip (13) out from contact

CARBON RIBBON FEED-

with the tooth of starwheel (26). Starwheel (26),

When the release lever (8) is in the carbon "C"

under rotation pressure from spring (25), will turn

As starwheel (26) rotates, gear (24) is also
rotated through the connecting spring (25). Gear

position, tension roll (27) is in contact with and
rotates with feed roll (3). During the typing op
eration, drive roll (3) wi ll rotate an equal amount
of carbon ribbon —equal to the pitch of the type
spacing. Roll (3) is available in three diameters
to conform to the pitch of the typewriter. The action
of the feed roll (3) will pull the carbon ribbon from

(25) is in mesh with drive gear (6), which turns

the full spool on the opposite side of the type

drive gear (4), rotating feed shaft (3) and bevel

writer.

gear (5).
Feed shaft (3) feeds the. carbon ribbon to the

As gear (14) is rotated, shaft (19) is turning
Collar (22) and pressure spring (21) are also turn
ing on 0 clockwise direction. Pressure spring (21)
exerts constant pressure on gear (20) which is in
mesh with the teeth of the take-up spool disc.
As the carbon ribbon is fed through drive roll

until another tooth of the starwheel contacts arm

(7). As the U bar returns to the inactive position,
arm (7) moves from contact with the tooth, and arm
(13) will contact and hold the next starwheel tooth.

take-up spool. Bevel gear (5) is the driving gear
for the fabric ribbon drive.

FABRIC RIBBON FEED:

When the release lever is in the "C" position,
the reverse worm (17) and the shaft are positioned
and held in a neutral position half-way between
gear (16) and gear (18). Worm gear (17) is rotated

(3), gear (20), under pressure, wi ll take up the
slack in the used carbon ribbon. The spool disc
will only move during the advancement of the
carbon ribbon.

each time that the starwheel is released but will
not feed either fabric ribbon spool.

When the release lever (29) is in the "F"

(fabric) position, lever stud (28) moves into contact
with the take-up spool disc preventing movement
of the disc. At the same time, lever (29) raiises

tension roll (27) out of contact with roll (3), pre
■

I

venting the advancement of the carbon ribbon. Re
lease lever (29) also releases reverse worm

(17) so that it may go into mesh with either gear
(16) or gear (18).

ROY-33
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Check all the adjustments of the fabric ribbon
feed and reverse mechanism in the B200 Manual

before making the electric feed adjustments. Make
sure there is no unnecessary drag on either ribbon
spool and that all gears mesh properly.
Check the ribbon feed mechanism by slowly

raising a type bar up by hand. Arm (9) should re
lease starwheel tooth (8) before the escapement
ROY-34

action occurs. To adjust, support link (10) at point
"B" and form link (10) at point "A". Check for
binds after making this adjustment.
When the automatic feed lever (11) is depressed,
trip arm (9) and arm (6) should move out of con
tact with the, starwheel (8). To adjust for more or
less movement of arms (6 and 9), lengthen or
shorten link (5)

I
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ROYAL CARBON RIBBON FEED ADJUSTMENTS
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Slip clutch spring (13) must have sufficient
pressure against drive gear (11) to maintain tension
on the used carbon ribbon. To adjust, loosen set
screw of collar (12) and move the collar (12) out
ward to decrease pressure or inward to increase

wire guide (9). To adjust, loosen screws (10) and

pressure. The tension is correct when the used

adjust guide bracket (8).

carbon ribbon fills take-up disc to within its edge.
Rolls (4) and (5) must be parallel to each other.
To adjust, form upper bracket (6) to raise or lower
the front of roll (5) so that when bracket (6) is re
leased slowly, both surfaces of rolls (4) and (5)
contact each other simultaneously.

Rolls (1) and (2) must have even contact. To
adjust, form roll lever (3) for even contact.
The center of guide (7) should be in line with

The center of rolls (4) and (5) should be in line

with the back edge of roll (2). This will make rolls
(4) and (5) slightly angled toward the rear of the
machine. To adjust, form bracket (8) toward the
front or rear as needed.
ROY-35
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GENERAL INFORMATION

REMINGTON

The Remington 25 is simi lar in its mechanical operations to most of
the earlier model Remington electrics. This section of the manual can be
used to service most of the Remington electric typewriters.

The Remington 25 uses the Power Roll for its power operations. Oil
and grease should be kept at a minimum because of the plastic cams and
the Power Roll.

The serviceman should be fami liar with the operation and adjustments
of the Remington manual typewriter found in the Ames B200 Manual before
beginning the service of the Remington 25.

•
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There are two types of motor used on Remington

When replacing the motor, check that switch

electrics. The capacitor motor (1/40 HP) is used
on most of the standard carriage machines. The

arm (22) is behind the switch bellcrank. Form

switch arm (22) to adjust for switch control, "on"

induction motor (1/28 HP) is used on 21" and 27"

and "off"

machines.

To remove the motor, remove the rear feet; re

move mounting screws (3); remove belt (5); remove

To adjust the belt (5) tension, loosen screws
(4) and position the motor forward or rearward to

the motor and the bracket from the machine.

obtain sufficient tension.
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COVER PLATES

REMOVAL

Pull cover plate (3) up and remove
Remove screws (1) L and R
Slide cover (26) to the rear and remove
Remove screws (16) and (21)

lease, and key buttons by pulling forward
Remove nuts (6) left and right
Remove screws (8) left and right
Remove the keyboard plate (9)

Pull out on the front of plate (23) from engagement
with studs (15)
Slide cover (23) to the rear and remove

Remove screws (12)
Remove the front plate (11)
Remove the 4 feet screws and complete feet

Repeat for the right plate (5)

Remove the base (18) from machine

Remove the switch, tab clear, tab set, margin re-

I

i
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POWER ROLL

REMINGTON
REMOVAL

Remove cover plates
Remove left carbon ribbon mechanism (See carbon
ribbon section)

Remove belt (8) from pulley (12)
Remove gear (10)
Remove bearing mounting screws (20)
Loosen screws of pulley (12)
Remove power roll and bearing (19) out through

Replace the unit through the left side of the ma
chine and through the opening of (14)
Replace metal washer (13) on the shaft
Replace pulley (12)
Install key (11) into the groove of the shaft and
pulley

Replace gear (10)-end,of the gear flush with the
end of the shaft

Loosen screws (18) and (21)

Tighten the set screw of pulley (12)
Tighten the set screw of gear (10)
Instal l bearing (19) and screws (20)
Replace belt (8)

Remove power roll from shaft

Replace the carbon ribbon mechanism

left side frame

Note: Position of spacer washers (13) and (15)
Note: Key (11)

INSTALLATION

Replace power roll on shaft
Do not tighten screw (18) (cupped end). Have it

There should be no end play left to right of the

touching the flat surface of shaft

power rol l. To adjust, push pulley (12) toward the

Place nylon spacer (15)on shaft
Note: Check that belt (8) is in position now, so
that it may be replaced before gear (10)

left against the side frame. Push the power roll

toward the right. Tighten screw (18) on the flat
surface of the shaft first. Tighten screw (21).
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POWER ARMS

When key lever (4) is depressed, arm trip (10) is

There should be a clearance of about .010"

j I

pushed up. Trip arm (10) will pivot trip (11), which

L)

will activate two parts: 1. It will move upper trip
(18) away from the flat surface of cam (15). 2.

jj

It will "snap" or start cam (15) in motion by the
power roll, com (15) will rotate. As the high point

between arm (10) and the lip of link (11) when the
keylever is in on inactive position. This clearance
can be checked by depressing the keylever and
slowly releasing it. Arm (10) should snap under lip
(11) just before the keylever limits on the key, lever upstop. To adjust, loosen keylever comb
screws (3) and position comb (5) up or down to

of com (15) contacts the power roll, the rear por-

obtain clearance. Check this at both ends of the

action of actuator (17).

As cam (15) is snapped into contact with the

1 j
-

I [
()
LJ

tion of arm (2) will be raised. This action wi ll

keyboard to insure that comb (5) is level. Do not

activate arm (14), which will throw the type bar

adjust the comb too high as this will affect the

bellcrank and raise a type bar to the platen. If

tripping point of the cam.

the keylever is held depressed, arm (10) wi ll unlatch from contact with arm (11), allowing cam
(15), arm (17), link (18), to return to normal in-

I j

active position by spring tension. When the keylever is released, arm (10) will be lowered and
snap back under the lip of trip (11).

' i
POWER ARMS ADJUSTMENTS:
'i

L!

The power arm cam clearance of .007"-.012"
must be adjusted before the keylever adjustments

i1 '(

are made. (See the Cam Clearance Section). If the

*-_/

cam clearance has been adjusted, the upstop and
the downstop adjustments must be made afterwards.

The trip of the cam should occur just before the
keylever limits on the downstop (7). Check this at
both ends of the keyboard. To adjust, loosen screws
(6) left and right and position downstop (7) up or
down to obtain correct setting. Recheck both sides
of the keyboard.

Downstop screws (8) are positioned under the
backspace, carriage return, space key, and under
score key levers for the purpose of repeat operations.
The keylevers should limit on the top of spring (9)
for one operation, but, when pushed down farther,
should give a repeat operation when the spring is
compressed. Adjustscrew(8) forthe properoperation.

i J

i I

i
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CAM CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENTS

The cam clearance is the clearance between

left and right so that cam (1) wi ll clear the power

cam (1) and the power roll when in on inactive
position. This clearance should remain the same
and as near .007" as possible. Never should the

roll by .007" —.012". Remember — keep this clear
ance as close to .007" as possible.Tighten screws

clearance be such that the cam will touch the

power roll. If the clearance is too great, (over
.012)" the rotation of com (1) will be affected.
To adjust, loosen screws (4) left and right and

(4) and nuts (3) securely.

Adjust the clearance of the cams of the carriage
return, repeat space key, and repeat underscore

power arm with the adjusting screws (7). Clearance
should be about .007".

loosen lock nuts (3) left and right. Adjust the high
part of eccentrics (2) to the rear to have cam (1)

entrics (2), the power roll must be replaced with a

rest on the power roll . Now turn eccentrics (2)

new or recovered roll.

If the clearance cannot be obtained by the ecc

U
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REMINGTON
As trip arm (4) is cammed upward, sub lever
link (21) is raised and stop screw (19) contacts
stop slide (18). The movement or motion at this
time is transmitted to the beiicronk (36), therefore
raising type bar (2) toward the platen.
The movement, therefore, of the type bar is
controlled by stopping or limiting the upward move

ment of arm (21), This is called the impression
control of.the type bar.
The closer stop screws (19) and (20) are ad
justed to slide (18), the more striking force of the
type bar. On some electric typewriters this is the
knock off operation.
When the impression control dial (35) is turned

from "#1" (light impression) to "H" (heavy im
pression), the stop bracket (9) will move down
ward causing more force to the type bar.
When the shift key is depressed, stop slide
(18) moves toward the rear of the machine so that

IMPRESSION CONTROL
IMPRESSION CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS:

NOTE: Before making the Impression Adjust
ment, the Ring and Cylinder, On Feet, Motion, and
Cam Clearance Adjustments must be properly made.

Place the impression dial at "#1" and the mani
fold dial (R & C) at "4". Loosen screw (27) and
turn the large part of eccentric (26) to the rear.

Place one sheet of paper with one carbon and
one second sheet into the platen. Strike all of the
keylevers one at a time. The impression should be
even print on the original and on the carbon copy.

Remember: the adjustment with screws (19) is not

to obtain lightness or darkness of print ^ simply
to obtain evenness of the existing print.

Now to adjust all the type bars for lightness or
darkness of print, adjust with eccentric (26). De
press the shift key and adjust screws (20) for
capital letters impression.

stop screws(20) will contact slide (18). This allows
the small letters to be adjusted with screws (19)
and the capital letters with screws (20). When the
shift key is released, slide (18) returns toward the
front of the machine so that screws (19) may con

If proper adjustment cannot be obtained by
eccentric (26),' replace the power roll with a new

tact slide (18).

or recovered roll.
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The escapement portion of the Remington El
ectric is identical to the manual typewriter. The
operation and adjustments for the electric type

6. Front limit: Front edge of loose dog .015"

writer wi ll be the same as those found in the Ames

7. Silencer should have the proper tension.

B200 Adjustment Manual. For your convenience,
the following is a list of the adjustments that

8. Type bars should contact the U bar at

should be made:

UJ

1. Check the carriage adjustment for proper fit.
2. Escapement rack adjustment —mesh of
rack and pinion.
3. Proper ring and cylinder.
4. Proper drawband tension

5. 6:00 o'clock position of the rocker.

I

ESCAPEMENT
to .020" back from the front edge of the
starwheel tooth.

approximately the same point.
9. The trip of the type bar should occur as
the face of the type touches the ribbon.
10. Back limit adjustment.
11. Check for rocker kick-'back tension.

For complete explanation of these adjustments,
study the Escapement Section of the Remington in
the Ames B200 Manual for Standard Typewriters.

:

LU
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When the space bar is depressed, the right end
of extension (20) operates lever (19). This will
"trip" power cam (7) into contact with power roll
(6). As com (7) rotates, arm (9) raises and pulls

I bellcrank (5) forward. Link (4) will rotate shaft (1)
j

causing the escapement rocker to "trip".
When the space bar is depressed far enough to

4. Adjust the length of link (4) so that it wi
just connect into the hole of lever (3) Connect
I ink (4).

5. The space bar should be positioned at rest
3/16" below the tops of the bottom row of keys.

Form upstops (23) and (25). Check that the space
bar is level.

1 j

to compress spring (17), latch (13) will be pivoted

_j

out of the relatching of the trip arm and, therefor,
a repeat spacing wi ll occur.

6. Tum downstop screw (14) out so that the
space bar will have full downward movement.
(Temporary adjustment).

SPACE BAR ADJUSTMENTS:

7. Adjust screws (22) and (24) so that the
space bar will be even and level with the top of

'

I
I

i ;

1. There should be a clearance of .007"-

the frame when the space bar is ful ly depressed.

.012" between com (7) and power roll (6). Adjust

8. Form extension (20) so repeat spacing will

I

downstop screw (15) in or out for this clearance,

i '

The closer to .007" clearance, the better "power".

2. Adjust link stop (12) to a neutral position.

; [
_j

(Temporary ad justment).
3. Disconnect link (4). Loosen screws (2) and

position the space shaft lever (3) to a vertical

I

position. Have shaft (1) rest against the tab blade
operating shaft. Tighten screws (2).

occur just OS the space bar limits on stops (22)
and (24).

9. Loosen stud (18). Depress the space bar
slowly until the trip occurs. Hold and adjust spring
(17) to just contact arm (16). Tighten stud (18).
10. Adjust screw (14) to limit space bar lever
(19) just as a repeat operation occurs.
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REMINGTON
The Remington Electric has a movable carriage
which enables the ring and cylinder to be changed
by the operator as needed. The movable carriage is
controlled by the manifold control dial (13). The
control dial has numbers from "4" to *'H". "4"

RING AND CYLINDER
Both eccentrics (4) and (10) should be set so
that the high point of the eccentric is up when the
dial is set on "H". Adjust the length of wire (11).
Also detent spring (12) should hold dial (13) in
proper position "H".

is for normal typing, 4 copies or less. Turning the
dial toward "H" will increase the distance between

the type head and the platen. "H" is for over 10
carbon copies.
As the dial (13) is turned, link (11) will pivot

Check that spring screws (2) left and right are
snug tight.

which will push the brackets (18) and (7) forward
or rearward, to increase or decrease the ring and

Turn the manifold dial to "4". Loosen carriage
plate screws (9) left and right, and adjust plate
eccentrics (8) to remove ploy between eccentrics
(4) and (10) and brackets (7) and (18). Tighten

cylinder.

screws (9).

rod (6). At either end of rod (6) is an eccentric cam

4 carriage spring screw nuts (17), and adjust ecc
entric screws (2) left and right so rail 09) will
have light equal pressure on shims (5) at both
front and rear. Tighten nuts (17), and install, but

Turn the manifold dial to "4". Make a paper
drag test between the platen and a type bar with
2 sheets of paper. There should be a slight drag.
Adjust by loosening screws (21, 24, 22, 25). Ad
just eccentrics (20) left and right to obtain the
drag. Check this at both ends of the carriage. Also
check with a number of different type bars to obtain
a uniform adjustment. Tighten screws (21, 24, 22,

do not tighten screws (23).

25).

RING AND CYLINDER ADJUSTMENTS:

Remove screws (23) left and right. Loosen the

ON FEET AND MOTION
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REMINGTON
NOTE: First read and study the power section of

ON FEET AND MOTION
"ON FEET" AND MOTION ADJUSTMENTS:

the Shift Mechanism.

It has been stated that the shift mechanism can

be thought of in two ports. 1. The power section
which raises and lowers the segment. 2. The ad

justing of the segments for "on feet" and motion.
The power section is found under SHIFT. The
following concerns No. 2., "On Feet" and Motion.
The segment must be positioned so that the
type head contacts the segment for the proper
print.

)

"ON FEET": With the segment shifted down
to capital letters, loosen screw (43) and position
eccentric (44) to have its high part toward the rear
of the machine. Loosen screws (41) and (42) snug
tight.

Adjust eccentric (44) for the capital letters "on
feet" adjustment. Check a number of different
letters; such as, "H", "N", "M", "L", "y/'.
The impression control dial should be set at #1
(light impression). Tighten screws (41, 42, 43).

As the cam (15) is pulled downward, plates
(16) and (45), which are connected to the segment,
will pull the segment down. Plates (16) and (45)
are assembled so that they are held together by
spring tension (10). They will move independently
of each other. Screws (41, 42, 43) will hold pres
sure between them, but they ore adjusted by ecc

MOTION: The motion (aligning the small letters
with the capitals) is adjusted by loosening nut
(40) and turning screw'(39) in or out as needed.

entric (44).

Tighten nut (40).

I

;_j
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I

I
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REMINGTON
Depression of the keylever (31) will cause cam
(35) to contact the power roll. As the high point of
cam (35) raises arm (36), link (39) is pulled forward.
Link (39) wil l rotate toggle arm (28), making a
straight line toggle between points (6) and (7)
As the toggle is "made", arm (29) will pivot, making
the lower part exert pressure toward the rear. This
places pressure on the clutch plate spring (19),
causing clutch plate (18) to force disc (16) against
the surface of spring drum (14), causing it to ro

CARRIAGE RETURN
2. Turn screw (40) out to prevent interference
of toggle movement.

3. Set the high part of eccentric (34) to the
rear.

4. (Temporary adjustment). Adjust eccentric
(26) for maximum clearance between clutch plate
(18) and disc (16).

This rotation wi ll wind up the carriage return

5. Unplug the machine. Depress keylever (31).
Rotate the power roll unti l the power arm reaches
its maximum upward travel. Adjust pullwire (39) so
that the lower lip of arm (29) just touches the

band and pull the carriage to the right. This action

underside of stud (6). Recheck this at least three

will continue until arm (1) is contacted by the left

or four times.

margin stop and pivots arm (3), lifting up on bracket
(28) which wi l l "break" the toggle between points
(6) and (7). This will release the pressure on plate

6. Apply pressure toward the rear on shaft
(25). Adjust thrust screw (12) to obtain .007"-

tate with shaft (25).

(16), and the drum (14) wi ll not rotate with shaft
(25).
The latching of the carriage return mechanism

is when the toggle (6 and 7) is securely "made".
The unlatching is accomplished by "breaking"
or "unmaking" the toggle. Thus—it can be said
that the toggle controls the carriage return mech
anism of the Remington Electric.

.010" clearance between the face of disc (16) and
the face of spring drum (14). Tighten nut (11).

7. Loosen screws (22). Adjust bracket (23)
to obtain minimum end play of shaft (25).

8. (Refer to adjustment #4). Adjust clutch
eccentric (26) to obtain .007" —.010" clearance

between the face of clutch plate (18) and disc (16).
9. Disconnect return band (5) from drum (14)

and let the spring unwind. Rewind drum (14) counter
clockwise only enough to remove the slack of bond

CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS:

NOTE: Before making the carriage return adjust
ments, check the carriage adjustments, the con
dition of the return band, and the margin rack ad
justment. Check the condition of the return clutch

(5) with the carriage at the zero position.
10. Adjust pullwire (4) to obtain .010" —.015"
clearance between lever (3) and end stop (2).

To adjust the return mechanism, follow these
adjustments in the following sequence:
1. Adjust downstop screw (32) to obtain .007"
-.012" clearance between power com (35) and

11. With the motor "on", hold the carriage
securely. Depress the carriage return key. Allow
the carriage to move slowly until the clutch is
disengaged. If the clutch fails to disengage prop
erly, clutch plate nut (20) may have to be tightened
slightly.
12. Unplug the machine. Latch the toggle
manually. There should be a clearance of .010"
between screw (40) and arm (28). Adjust screw

power rol I (33).

(40) in or out as needed.

disc (16). It must be in perfect condition. Replace
it if it is worn or if oi l is found on it.
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TABULATOR
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When the tabulator key (34) is depressed, cam
(3) is activated into contact with the power roll.

Power arm (30) is raised, pull ing link (27) forward.
Latch bellcrank (22) will pivot shaft (19). This
will raise set arm (37) and, in turn, raise tab blade
(16). When tab blade (16) reaches its maximum

travel, it is pulled to the right into a notch by
spring (38). This is the latching of the tab operation.
To unlatch the tab operation, tab blade (16) wi l l
be pushed to the left and unlatched from the notch.
As the tab blade (16) is being raised, it will

contact and pivot boil (39) which will disengage
the loose dog from contact with a starwheel tooth.
This will allow the carriage to move to the left
freely until a set tab stop contacts the tab blade.

TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS:

Recheck the adjustments in the Remington
section of the B200 Manual for the tab set, tab

clear, and the manual adjustments of the tab rack
and the release of the starwheel.

The "power" portion of the tab mechanism is to
obtain proper pull of link (27) so that tab blade
(16) wi ll latch. To get maximum power of shaft
(19), check that latch arm (37) is up against the tab
blade (16). At the same time arm (27) should be
snug in the slot of arm (22). To adjust, loosen the
set screw and adjust arm (22) forward or rearward
as needed. NOTE: This contact of arm (37) with

blade (16) can be checked by disconnecting link
(27).

Depress the tab key. Hand-crank the power roll.
The unlatching of the tab mechanism can be
accomplished by a set tab stop contacting the tab
blade or by the action of»arm (25) pivoting the bellcrank and arm (44), so that arm (44) wi ll release
tab blade (16). The movement of arm (25) will be

caused by the carriage return key being depressed
or by the right margin stop contacting the margin
stop rod.

Tab latch (16) should latch up as cam (31) reaches
its high point. Adjust by adjusting stop bracket
(32) up or down as needed. This wi l l give more
throw to the link (27).
With the tab blade in the latched position, arm

"C" should push the loose dog down out of con
tact with the starwheel tooth. Form arm "C" up
or down as needed.
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AIR CYLINDER ADJUSTMENTS:

The air cylinder has two purposes. One is to
reduce the noise and impact when the carriage is

NOTE: Check the carriage return adjustments
before making the air cylinder adjustments.

returned to the left margin stop. The other is to
cushion the overthrow of the carriage beyond the
left margin stop setting.

Position stop (1) at zero. Loosen screws (5).
Move the carriage to the left margin stop (1) until

When the carriage is returned to the left margin,
left margin stop (1) contacts and pushes bellcronk
(12) to the right. Bellcronk (12) pivots the upper
portion of arm (10) upward. The lower portion of
arm (10) is pivoted to the right. This pulls the
plunger rod (9) of the air cylinder (6) out so that
it will cushion the movement of the carriage.
REM-26

collar (3) limits against bracket (14). Move the air
cylinder bracket to the left or right so that there
will be .010" additional movement of plunger (9).
Tighten screws (5).
Adjust vent (4) one-half open.
Adjust vent (8) so that the air cylinder will
cushion the carriage movement when returned by
power.

TABULATOR GOVERNOR

REMINGTON
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The governor controls the speed of the carriage
when the carriage is being moved from right to left
(tabulation), but it wil l not control the speed when
being moved from left to right (carriage return).
Gear (15) is in mesh with carriage rack (13).
As the carriage is moved from right to left (tab
ulation), shaft (14) will rotate gear (7) through a
one-way spring (10). NOTE: This spring will slip
when the carriage is moved in the opposite dir
ection; therefore, gear (7) will not turn.

The rotation of gear (20) will turn assembly

(21), thereby forcing the weights (4) to overcome

GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENTS:

NOTE: Recheck the rack adjustment before
making the governor adjustments.
Remove the governor assembly by removing 2
screws (11). Check the freedom of movement of

the shaft (14). Adjust collar (9) as needed.
Gear (7) should mesh properly with gear (20).
Loosen nut (16) and turn eccentric screw (17) to

obtain proper mesh.

the two spring forces (3), allowing the shoes (2)
to swing out from stop (1), bringing shoe linings
(6) into contact with the inside of cover (5). This
will cause the carriage to travel at a uniform speed.

Install the governor assembly and adjust the
mesh of gear (15) with rack (13) through the slot
at "A". Tighten screws (11).
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SHIFT

REMINGTON
The shift mechanism of the Remington Electric

con be thought of in two ports- 1. The power sect
ion which raises and lowers the segment. 2. The
adjusting of the segments for "on feet" and mo
tion. (See "On Feet & MotionSection) Page REM-2T
1. Power: As the key lever (35) is depressed,
link (32) is pulled forward. This action will pivot

both upper (12) and lower (11) levers upward. Lever
(12) will release pawl (7) so that it may activate
eccentric cam (5). Pawl (7) will be rotated down

and into the path of lever (11), at which time it
will disengage from ratchet (6).

SHIFT ADJUSTMENTS:

Position the high port of the shift cam downstop (38) toward the front of the machine. Position
the high part of eccentric (37) toward the rear of
the machine (temporary adjustments).

Adjust link (32) so that arm (12) will release
pawl (7) when the top of shift key top (34) is
slightly below the top of the middle row of keys.
Adjust downstop (38) to limit the movement of
lever (12) just as it releases pawl (7).

As cam (5) was rotated, it pulled segment (13)

down into the capital letter position. As keylever
(35) is released, through link (32) arms (11) and
(12) will pivot down. Arm (11) will release pawl
(7) to engage ratchet (6), thereby rotating cam (5).
Pawl (7) will contact arm (12) and be disengaged.
The segment (13) will be pushed upward (small
letters).

Adjust eccentric (37) to hove lever (11) release
pawl (7) just before keylever (35) limits on the
keylever upstop.

Adjust shift lock plate (36) so it wil l hold shift
lock lever (34) in latched position. Check this
adjustment at both left and right sides.
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BICHROME

REMINGTON
Study the Bichrome section of the Remington
Typewriter in the B200 Manual. The bichrome

wi ll center directly in the vertical slot of actuator
(38) when the type bar is raised to the platen.

mechanism of the electric is basically the same
as the manual typewriter.

Tighten set screw (7).

The depression of a key lever activates the type
bar bellcrank (18) which will rotate U bar (21).
Bichrome link (19) is connected to the U bar and

will push arm (34) up. This will pivot arm (38) and
vibrator (1) up to a print position.

The height to which the vibrator will raise is
determined by the position of pin (36) in the slot
(A & B). See sketch "C".

3.

Loosen the nut and back out upstop screw

(39). The top of the ribbon should be about 1/32"
below the type head when in the stencil position.

Adjust stud (37) up or down by moving arm (29) up
or down as deeded.

4. The capital "H" should be centered on
the black portion of the ribbon when typed in the
black position. To adjust, raise arm (31) to throw
the ribbon higher, or lower arm (31) to lower the

BICHROME ADJUSTMENTS:

ribbon throw.

For the proper throw of the ribbon, follow the
adjustments in the B200 Manual. The additional
adjustments for the electric typewriter are:

5. Hold a type bar to the platen and adjust
upstop screw (39) to obtain a very slight additional

1.

Loosen screws (33). Adjust bracket (35)

so screws are in the center of the slot.

2.

movement of U bar (21). Tighten the nut.

6.

Repeat the procedure of #5 for the red up

stop (3).

Set bichrome wheel (11) on "stencil".

Connect link (6) in the center hole of arm (5).
Loosen screw (7) and turn shaft (4) until stud (36)

7. If an individual key is "bleeding", adjust
by forming finger (20) as needed.

REM-31
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RIBBON DRIVE

REMINGTON
Feed and Reverse section in the B200 Manual. The

The reversing is accomplished by the empty
spools and the plunger that is released to cam the

feed shaft (15) and the reversing mechanism of the

reverse cams either left or right. This is the same

Remington Electric is the some as the Remington

action as the manual typewriter.

Study the operation and adjustment of the Ribbon

Manual.
RIBBON DRIVE ADJUSTMENTS:

Make all of the adjustments in the B200 Manual
in the Feed and Reverse section of the Remington

As the keylever is depressed, the power arm (9)
forward. The ribbon drive U bar (13) will be raised

Typewriter. Check the mesh of the drive gears; the
position of the reverse cams; the detent plate (19).
Make sure that the reverse plungers (2) are free of

and arm (26) will be pivoted backward. This action

binds.

will activate both the carbon ribbon and the fabric

ribbon drive mechanisms. As arm (26) is pivoted

Move a type bar to the platen by hand. Notice
that the feed pawl (27) wi ll feed at least two or

backward, arm extension "C" will be pushed down

three notches of the ratchet whee I (21) when the

ward (see carbon ribbon drive), and feed pawl (27)
will be pulled backward. As the U bar returns to
normal, feed pawl (27) will contact ratchet (21) and

(23) Form arm (26) for more or less movement of

is activated and the type bar bellcrank is pivoted

rotate it forward. This action will rotate feed shaft

(15) so that eithpr the left or right ribbon spools
will wind. Pawl (28) has the purpose of preventing
ratchet (21) from backing up when feed pawl (27)
is in operation.

type bar is released. Check the condition of spring
feed pawl (27).
Feed pawl (27) should hove good contact with
ratchet (21) when shaft (15) is shifted in either
direction left or right. Loosen set screw (22) and
position ratchet (21) so that pawl (27) will have
a good "bite" on ratchet in both positions.
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REMINGTON

CARBON RIBBON DRIVE

The carbon ribbon drive is activated by the
action of the ribbon feed U bar being pivoted by

the movement of the type bar bellcrank. (See the
Fabric Ribbon Drive section in this manual).
The actuator arm (14) is connected to the feed

pawl arm of the feed U bar. As arm (14) is pushed
downward, it "trips" the carbon ribbon feed assem

bly (15). This will cause cam (19) to be pivoted
into the path of the power roll (23). Cam (19) is a

3.

There should be minimum play of the feed

roll shaft crank (13). Adjust collar (11) up very
snug to crank (13).
4. With the power "on", the carbon ribbon
should not "creep" between bracket (1) and feed
roll (36). Loosen set screw (5) and turn screw (2)
for more or less pressure. NOTE: If necessary,
form arm "A" slightly.

double-lobed cam, therefore it rotates a half-cycle

at a time. As the high point of cam (19) contacts

the power roll, it pivots arm (16) and connecting
arm (12). Feed plate (13) will rotate the shaft (6)
counter clockwise by the use of the one-way clutch
drive spring (10). The rotation of shaft (6) wi ll
feed the carbon ribbon between roll (36) and tension

5. The feeding of the carbon ribbon con be
calculated by placing a pencil mark on the top of
the roll (36). Manually operate a key lever and count
the number of strokes required to moke one re
volution of the roll (36). Check the following for
the proper spacing for the pitch of the machine:

roll assembly (1).
The used carbon ribbon wil l be wound up on

spool (34) by the rotation of gear (29) and belt (28).

No. of strokes per
Pitch

Revolution

The trip mechanism wi ll be restored to a neutral
position by the tension of spring (8). When the feed

6

20 to 25

mechanism is restored, shaft (6) will not rotate

8

23 to 28

backward, because spring (10) will allow plate (13)
to rotate, but shaft (6) assembly will stay station

10

27 to 32

12

32 to 37

ary.

14

36 to 41

16

40 to 45

CARBON RIBBON DRIVE ADJUSTMENTS:

1.

There should be a clearance of .010"-

.015" between cam (19) and power roll (23). Adjust
latch (21) up or down as needed.
2.

Power arm latch (21) should be released

Adjust stud (17) lower for less ribbon feed, or
adjust stud higher for more ribbon feed.

when the type bar is not more than 1 7/8" from the

Adjust the spring tension of spring (27) so
that take up spool (34) wi ll wind up the used

platen and should release trip pawl "B" at the

ribbon but wil l not overcome the pressure of rol l

same time. Form the extension of arm actuator (14)

(36) and bracket (1). Loosen nut (26) and adjust
bushing (30) in or out as needed.

for this adjustment.
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REMINGTON
The line lock mechanism can be activated in

three different ways. 1. As the carriage contacts
the right margin stop (6)or carriage end (7). 2. When
the carriage return is in operation. 3. When the
switch is turned "off". All three of the ways will
operate the line lock boil (20).
1. When the right margin (6) contacts arm (1),
arm (1) and shaft (4) are pushed to the left. This

pivots line lock bellcronk (36) which pulls up on
link (32). and pivots bellcronk (31) Link (29) pulls
line lock boil (20) under links (21) so that the keylevers cannot be depressed.

2.

As the carriage return mechanism is acti

vated, clutch toggle (14) will pivot arm (34) up
against bellcronk (31). This will also pull boil
(20) under links (21) so that the key.levers cannot
be depressed as the carriage is being returned.
3. When the switch is turned "off", this will
pull link (29), causing bail (20) to be positioned
under links (21) so that the keylevers cannot be
depressed.

LINE LOCK
When bail (20) is under links (21), all keylevers
are locked except the shift key, manual back,
spacer and the tabulator key.

LINE LOCK ADJUSTMENTS:

The line lock bail should be level the entire

distance across the keyboard. Bail (20) should
clear the links (21) about 1/32" when in the active

position. To adjust, loosen screws (19) left and

right and move brackets (18) and (24) up or down
OS needed.

When the switch is "off" bail (20) should be

positioned under all of the links (21). Form arm
(30) so that bail (20) will have a good "bite" on
links (21). Also check this with the switch "on".

Boil (20) should clear links (21) by at least 1/32"
Form arm (30) if necessary.
When the right margin stop is against arm (1),
bail (20) must be completely under links (21). Ad
just link (32) for more or less "bite".

L-'
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REMINGTON
The backspace section consists of two keys.
The first is the one-half space backspace key,
and the other is the regular full backspace key.
The one-half backspace key functions manually;
that is, its operation is mechanical and not power
driven. As the one-half key (21) is depressed, link
(27) is pulled forward. Link (7) wi ll pivot bracket
(6) so that backspace pawl (1) will rotate starwheel (3) one-half of a space backward. The onehalf key Is limited at this point by studs (19). The
starwheel con be held in this position (one-half a
space or in between a space). When keylever (21)
is released, pawl (1) and starwheel (3) return to
normal position. The carriage is now bock to the
same point as before the one-half backspace key
was depressed.

Adjust the length of link (27) to pivot starwheel
one-half space backward. Check for movement
freedom of bracket (6) and pawl (1).
This key is usually used in making corrections;
such as adding or deleting a letter.
The full backspace key is power operated by
the action of com (24) into the path of the power
roll (12).

As keylever (18) is depressed, com (24) is
rotated into the path of the power roll. Power arm'
(13) is pushed upward and, through stud (9), bellcrank (8) is pivoted forward. This action will pull

BACKSPACER
link (7) forward, rotating bracket (6) and pushing
backspace pawl (1) up into contact with a tooth of
the starwheel. This action will rotate the starwheel

one full space backward.

If the keylever (18) is pushed down into and
compressing spring (15), cam (24) will stay in
contact with the power roll, and link (7) will be
pulled forward again, so that the action is a repeat
backspace operation.

BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS:

Check that the backspace pawl (1) is the same
"pitch" as the starwheel. The pawl must be a 10
pitch if the starwheel is 10 etc.,
Disconnect links (27) and (7). Position eccentric

nut (23) so that the high side is toward the rear.
There should be about .030" clearance between

the stud (9) and the inner surface of bellcrank (8).
The lower position of bellcrank (8) should be rest
ing on the limit bracket (11) at the same time. Form
bracket (11) up or down to meet both needs.
Link (7) should just fit into the hole of bell
crank (8). To adjust, lengthen or shorten link (7).
Depress the backspace keylever and rotate the
power rol l manually. Pawl (1) should rotate the
starwheel one space plus slight additional space.
Adjust eccentric (23) for more push of pawl (1).

REM-39
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The Smith Corona 400 and the Smith Corona 410 are basically the

same machine except for the fact that the 410 has the Carbon Ribbon
attachment plus a few additional features. Therefore, this section can be
used for adjustments of both the 400 and the 410, also most of the earlier
model Smith Corona electrics.

Both machines use the Power Rol l for power operations. Care should
be exercised when oiling or greasing parts that will come into contact
with the Power Rol I.

SCM-2

SCM

POWER SECTION
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The power roll (G) is driven by the pulley (J)
by the rotation of belt (K). Drive shaft (M) is
rotated by the power from the motor by belt (B) and
pulley (C).

The speed of the power roll (G) is controlled by
two split pulleys (J) and (L) which are equipped
with sliding flanges for changing the ratio of these

pulleys. Control arm (I), which is regulated by
dial (H), positions the outer flange of pulley (J)
in or out. The spring loaded inner flange of pulley
(L) compensates for the variation in the width of

pulley (J). As the outer flange of pulley (J) is
allowed to move outward by the cam on dial (H),
pulley (J) will become a smaller diameter for belt
(K). The inner flange of pulley (L) will be pushed

outward, thereby making pulley (L) a larger dia
meter for belt (K). The reduction of one pulley
(J) and the enlargement of another pulley (L) will

speed up the rotation of the power roll (G).
If the outer flange of pulley (J) is pushed in
ward by arm (I), pulley (J) will have a larger dia
meter for belt (K). The inner flange of pulley (L)

Printed with the pennission of © SCM CORPORATION. 1970

will be forced inward, thereby it becomes smaller.

This action will allow the power roll (G) to reduce
its speed.
This action can be observed when the power is
ft

it

on

.

Belt (E) drives pulley (F) directly from gear
(D). This is a constant speed operation and does
not change with the speed of the power roll. Pulley
(F) is the driving force for the carriage return
operation, and this is covered in the Carriage Re
turn section of this book.

Belt (B) must hove sufficient tension to prevent

the creeping of pulley (A). Excessive tension will
reduce the power needed for various power actions.
Place the carriage to the extreme left and set the
left margin stop. With the motor running, engage
the carriage return clutch by hand several times.
Each time the motor stalls, observe that motor

pulley (A) does not creep ahead. Adjust screw
(P) in about 1/2 turn and repeat this test. Do not
tighten excessively.
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Ball retainers (7) and (17) should be positioned

freedom. To adjust, loosen screws (2) and (13).

so that they will not run off the carriage ballraces

Adjust nuts (4) and (5) on the left side and nuts

when the carriage is at either extreme end. To

(11) and (12) on the right side in or out to remove
OS much looseness as possible, still allowing

adjust, remove all but one of the rack screws (6).
Move rack (8) out of mesh with pinion (9) and slide
retainer (7) left or right to center. Repeat for the
front ball retainer (17).

The carriage should be adjusted so that it is
snug but still moves from side to side with perfect
SCM-4

perfect freedom of the carriage. Check that screws
(1) and (15) are not limiting the movement of the
rear rack (14). After adjusting rack (14), adjust
locking screws (1) and (15) to just contact the side
frame. Tighten screws (2) and (13).

STARWHEEL TIMING

SCM
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TIMINQr TOOTH
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If for any reason the carriage rack is taken out
of mesh with the pinion gear, the starwheel timing
must be reset. Otherwise, the tabulation, tab set,
tab clear, carriage return, automatic margin setting,
I

t

and the linelock function will be affected.

There will always be at least one starwheel
tooth in direct line with a pinion gear tooth. This
is called the "timing" tooth. It will have a punch
mark above the tooth.

To set the timing:
1. Remove the left carriage rack clamping
screw and eccentric.

On all machines, the carriage rack and the pin
ion gear are 8 pitch. The starwheels vary in pitch;
such as, 8, 10, 12, 16, etc. Therefore, the mesh of
the rock and pinion must be correct. The number of

2. Place carriage at "zero".
3. Carefully move carriage rack toward front
of machine to disengage rack from pinion

teeth on the starwheel determines the distance the

carriage travels each space. The 10 pitch starwheel has 20 teeth; the 12 pitch starwheel has 24

4. Turn starwheel so timing tooth contacts the
loose dog and replace rack into engage
ment with pinion.

teeth, etc.

5. Adjust for proper mesh of rock with pinion.

gear.
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The escapement section of the electric is some
what different from the manual Smith Corona; there
fore, the following theory and adjustments are
presented:

The rocker (K) is pivoted and the loose dog
(J) is released from the storwheel tooth. Rocker

ESCAPEMENT
The Smith Corona electric has a friction disc

on the rear of the storwheel. This serves the same

purpose and operates the some way as the silencer
on the Remington manual and electric typewriters.
The disc wil l push the loose dog out of the path
of the storwheel vwhen the carriage is being returned.

(K) is returned to rest position by spring (F) and
loose dog (J) will contact the next tooth of the
storwheel; therefore, one space will occur. (See

so that the bottom tooth of the storwheel is at the

inset "A").

6:00 o'clock position.

Adjust the rocker (K) left or right when the
loose dog is in contact with the storwheel tooth

Double or expand spacing is the same as single

The front limit should be set as the loose dog

except that loose dog (J) is al lowed to step far

is flush with the bock edge of the storwheel tooth.
Adjust screw (0) for the front limit.
The trip of the escapement should occur as a
typeface enters the type guide. Adjust the trip
adjusting screw (P).

enough to by-pass two teeth of the storwheel in
stead of one. (See inset "B").

The rigid dog (M) is pivoted so that the escape
ment will not get locked up should the operator
have the space bar depressed and also hit the
carriage return key. The rigid dog (M) will be

ratcheted by the storwheel in this case.
Arm (Bl) will release the loose dog from en
gagement with the storwheel in tabulation and by
the depression of the carriage release levers.

There should be .045" clearance between the

rear of the rigid dog and the front of the loose dog.
To adjust, place shims between the rigid dog and
the escapement plate.
Adjust bocklimit screw (R) for additional move
ment of the rocker when a type bar is at the platen.
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upwards. Trigger (M) contacts ear (K2) and pivots
trip carrier (K) so that the heel of com (C) wi ll

expand spring (L).The cam (C) wi ll not be affected,
because spring (D) is stronger than spring (L).
When the keylever is released, trigger (M) will

contact the revolving power roll (F). Carrier (K)

restore beneath ear (K2).

is attached to sublever (R). As com (C) is pulled
downward, the high point of com (C) will pivot sublever (R) at (Rl). The lower port of sublever (R)
wil l move rearward, causing the top portion to pull
toward the front. Link (S) will raise the type, bar
(A) toward the platen. This action wil l raise the
type bar within a 1/2" from the platen.
The momentum of the type bar will carry the
type bar to the platen. This movement will permit
com (C) to roll free and away from the power roll,
and allow cam (C) to restore to rest position (B).
If keylever (G) is held depressed and the trip
mechanism returns to a rest position, trigger (M)
wi ll catch on ear (K2) and pivot forward. This will

As sublever (R) pivots at (Rl), the lower arm
will be forced upward. Through spring (N), bell-

As keylever (G) is depressed, the rear is pivoted

crank (0) will pivot. Spring (N) is much heavier
than spring (Q). Spring (Q) will expand and allow
the rear of bellcrank (0) to move downward until

it contacts impression control screw (P). Bellcrank (0) wi ll be immovable at this time, and

spring (M) will expand, thereby controlling the
momentum of the type bar. By adjusting screw (P)
in or out you will control when the bellcrank will
contact the screw, thereby regulating the impression
of the type bar. Two control screws (P) are pro
vided for each bellcrank. One is for the upper case
letters, and the other is for the lower case letters.

KEYLEVER ADJUSTMENTS
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The rotation of touch selector (8) will expand
or release the tension of springs (6). Adjust link
(7) so the keylevers will be held against their rest
with a minimum of tension when the setting is on

"L"(light).

free travel, insert a screwdriver in slot (4B) and
press toward the rear of the typewriter. 2. To in
crease free travel, close slot (4B) with pliers.
To adjust the free travel for all of the keylevers
at the same time, loosen screws (11) left and right.
Loosen lock screws(13) and (16) on the left side.

There should be a clearance of .030"-.040"

between the lower port of com (2) and the power
roll (3). Adjust by forming cam stop rest (1).

There should be about 1/32" free travel between

keylever (4) and its rest at the top of the slot in
keylever comb (5). This wil l insure that trigger
(18) will restore properly under ear (17). To adjust
this free play for one keylever: 1. To decrease

Adjust eccentric (15) so that trigger (18) is .020"
is to the rear of the front edge of ear (17). (See
inset("A"). Adjust eccentric (14) so that the left
side of the keyboard has a maximum of 1/32"
free travel. Tighten lock screws (13) and (16). Re
peat this adjustment for the right side of the key
board. Tighten screws (11) left and right.

Adjust impression screws (20) for proper im
pression of the lower cose letters. Adjust screws
(22) for proper impression of the upper cose letters.
SCM-9

SHIFT CAM OPERATION
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SHIFT CAM OPERATION

The shift mechanism gets its "power" from the

will pivot the complete assembly at point (H). Stud

action of the shift cam. The shift cam is a double-

(D2) will be pushed backward and wi ll pull the

lobed cam for shifting the segment down and up.
View "A" is a picture of the shift cam assembly

segment down to the capital position.
As cam (A) and trigger (F) continue to rotate,

when the segment is "up" (lower case). View "B"
is a picture of the shift arm assembly when the

point (Cl) will come into the path of trigger (F)

segment is "down" (upper cose).

and stop the rotation. Cam (A) will have made a
one-half revolution (View "B").

As keylink (D) is depressed, arm (Dl)pushes
latch (C3) down. As latch (C) moves down, trigger
(F) is released from point (C2) (View "A"). As
the upper portion (C4) is moving downward, it will
cam point (G) and cam (A) into the path of the

When the keylink (D) is released, arm (C) will
raise through spring tension (J). Point (Cl) will
release trigger (F), and cam (A) will rotate a onehalf turn. The assembly will pivot, and stud (D2)
will be pushed backward.
Point (C2) will get into the path of trigger (F)
and stop the rotation of cam (A). The segment will
now be in the "up" position.

power roll. Cam (A) will rotate, and its high point

SHIFT
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When the shift key is depressed, the cam action

ing the segment down. Toggle link (J) will boost

pushes drive link (C) to the rear. If the shift key
is released, the cam action will also push drive

this action and hold the spring pressure so that
the segment will not bounce.

link (C) to the rear. In either operation, drive link
(C) is pushed to the rear the same distance.

When the shift key is released, the rear of drive
link (C) will raise. Point (Gl) will be positioned

If the shift key is depressed, the rear end of
link (C) is lowered, so that (C2) will be in the

path of roll (K)(View "A"). As link (C) is pushed
backward, point (C2) will drive roll (K) to the rear.
Arm (Dl) will pivot at (D2) and rol l (D) will be
brought forward.
As link (E) is rocked backward, through toggle
link (J) and link (F) shaft (I) will be pivoted, pullSCM-12

into the path of roll (D) (View "B")- As link (C)
is driven backward, arm (Dl) will pivot, and arm
(E) will be rocked forward. This will reverse the
action of toggle link (J) and link (F). Shaft (I) will
pivot in the opposite direction, and the segment
will be pushed upward into the lower case position.
Toggle link (J) will again hold pressure on link
(F), so that the shifting of the segment wi ll be
solid without bounce.

SHIFT ADJUSTMENTS
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When the shift keylevers are in the rest position,
their top should be the some height as the lower
bonk of key tops. To adjust, form the shift upstop

typewriter, and these adjustments are covered in

(2B).

the B200 Manual.

There should be a clearance of .050" —.060"

between com (3) and power roll (4) when at rest
position. To adjust, form bracket (14) forward
or rearward as needed.

Balance spring (8) should balance the weight
of the segment if spring(10) has been disconnected.
Adjust nut (9) for correct spring tension.

To adjust the "on feet" and motion of the seg
ment, note that this is the same as on the manual

With the segment "up", there should be a mini
mum of clearance between (6D) and stud (11 A)

(View "A"). To adjust, loosen nut (12) and pgsition adjuster (11) to obtain this clearance.

With the segment "down", there should be a
minimum of clearance between (6A) and stud (7A)

(View "B"). To adjust, loosen nut (5) and position
adjuster (7) to obtain this clearance.
SCM-13
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As the cam (9A) rotates to its high point, arm
(9B) will be pushed backward. Link (3A) will pivot
shaft (7) and trip (7A) against the rocker assembly
and trip the escapement. All parts restore to a rest

The space bar (16) should trip the escapement
when arms (13A) ore .010"-.040" above repeat
boil (1). To adjust, form grms (13A). Loosen screw
(2) and adjust lever (9) up or down as needed.

position by spring (7B).
SPACE BAR ADJUSTMENTS:

Space bar shaft (7) should have a slight end
end play. Adjust pivot screw for end play.

The space bar should be the same height as the
expand and half-space keys. To adjust, form left
and right stops (ISA).
There should be a clearance of .015"-.020"

between the cam (9A) and the power roll. To adjust,
turn screw (8) in or out as needed.
SCM-14

The trip of the escapement must occur before
the cam (9A) reaches its high point. To adjust,
hcnd-cronk and adjust the slip adjustment by
loosening screw (6).

SPACE BAR CAM
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When all parts are in the rest position, stud
(A) is held in contact with latch (K) by pressure
of arm (M) against detent cam (L). When the space
bar is depressed, trip arm (H) raises trigger (J)
and latch (K). This will release stud (A) and allow

cam (C) to rotate into the path of power roll (E).
As cam (C) reaches its high point, the entire cam
assembly will be pivoted to the rear. This action
will "trip" the escapement rocker.
As the cam continues its one-half rotation,

detent arm (M) completes the rotation of the cam
until latch (K) contacts stud (D), thereby stopping
the rotation action.

If the space bar is held depressed, latch (K)
will be in the path of stud (B), thereby stopping
the rotation of cam (C). When the space bar is re
leased, latch (K) will slide off of stud (B), and
into the path of stud (D), completing the cycle
action of com (C).

If the space bar is depressed into the repeat
operation, latch (K) will be raised high enough to
by-pass all stop studs. Cam (C) will continue to
rotate with the power roll, therefore repeat spacing
will occur. When the space bar is released, latch
(K) will be in the path of outer stud (A) or (D),
thereby stopping the rotating action of cam (C).
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SCM
NOTE: The same cam is used in the operation of
the bockspocer and the carriage return.

As the keylever (either backspacer or carriage
return) is depressed, trigger (E) contacts ear
(D3) and moves latch (D) downward. Point (D2)
of latch (D) will disengage from point (F). Com

OPERATIONAL CAM
As cam (A) continues its rotation, spring (C)
will expand and point (D2) will get into the path
of the release cam (F). As cam (F) contacts point

(D2), the rotation of the com is stopped.
If the keylever is held depressed, as link (E)

(A) will tum, and the low point of com (A) will

moves to the rear, latch ear (D3) will limit on the
front edge of trigger (El). When the keylever is

contact the power roll. The power roll will rotate

released, latch ear (D3) will be restored rearward,

cam (A), and, as the cam reaches its high point,

beneath cam trigger (El), by the tension of spring

the entire cam assembly will pivot at point (H).

(C).

Shelf (D4) will be latched in front of edge (E3).

If the keylever is depressed into the repeat
operation, point (E2) will be on latch (D3), and this

As the lower portion of (D4) is pushed to the rear,
it will push link (E) to the rear also. This action
will either activate the backspace mechanism or

will hold latch (D) into a tripped position. Com
(A) will continue to rotate until the keylever is

activate the carriage return mechanism.

released.
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As the backspace key is depressed, shaft (N)
is rotated and will pull the front end of link (M)
down. This wi ll trigger the cam so that link (M)
will be pushed rearward (See cam operation). This

will pivot bellcronk (J) and pull spring (I). (NOTE:
Spring (I) is the connecting link to absorb the shock
and to keep the backspace mechanism from locking
SCM-18

up when the carriage is against the left margin).
Spring (1) rotates shaft (H) to pull link (G) down
ward. The first part of this movement rotates pawl
(D) around to pivot (D1) on arm (E) to engage pawl
(D) with starwheel tooth (C). As the pawl (D)
continues to be pulled down, it pulls the starwheel
and rotates it backward about 1 1/8 spaces.

BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS
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NOTE: Check all of the escapement adjustments
before making the backspace adjustments.
There should be a clearance of .040" —.060"

between the cam (18) and the power roll (19).
Adjust by forming the interposer guide bracket.

As the backspace pawl (6) is manually operated
in toward the starwheel tooth, it should clear the

first tooth by about .020" —.030". To adjust, ad
just stop pawl (8) up or down as needed.

between ear (15) and ear (14). To adjust, form the
latch extension above ear (15).

There should be no lost motion in the linkage
between pawl (6) and bellcrank (12) at a rest
position. Adjust the linkage at (11) by reducing
the lost motion. Tighten screw (10).
When cam (18) is at the high point, pawl (6)

When interposer (16) is at rest, there should be

should rotate the starwheel about 1 1/8 to 1 1/4

a clearance of .010"-.030" between the rear edge
of ear (14) and the front edge of the cut-out at

spaces backward. Adjust screw (4) of downstop (9).
For single cycle operation, cam (18) should
contact the power roll when arm (3A) is .010" —
.040" above bai l (1). To adjust, form extending
arm (3A) up or down as needed.

There should be a clearance of .010"-.030"

point (16A). To adjust, loosen screw (10). Form
arm (1 2A) to obtain the clearance (Do not tighten
screw (10).
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BICHROME (FABRIC)
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As a keylever is depressed and sublever (P)
pivots, universal shaft (Q) will be activated in an
upward movement. This movement will raise the
rear of bellcronk (Ql) and lower the front portion

of bellcronk (Q2). Arm (J) is pulled downward by
the action of the bellcronk (Q2). Arm (J) is pulled
down the same distance each time a sublever is
activated, no matter if the bichrome is set in block

red, or stencil position.
If the stencil button is depressed, roll (F) will
be positioned to the left of the fingers (Jl) and
(J2). As arm (J) moves down, it will not contact
roll (I), therefore there will be no action of link
(H).

If the block button is depressed, roll (I) will be
positioned directly behind finger (Jl). As arm (J)
moves down, finger (Jl) will contact roll (I) and it
wil l com arm (J) forward, pulling link (H) forward.
Link (H) will pivot arm (G) and shaft (D) so that

BICHROME (FABRIC)
When the block button is depressed, stop rod
(R) is positioned so that plate (Gl) will contact
it and block the ribbon from raising too high.
. When the red button is depressed, roll (I) will
be positioned directly behind finger (J2). As arm
(J) is pulled down, finger (j2) will contact roll (I)
and will com arm (J) forward. Arm (J) will pull link

(H) forward and pivot arm (G) and shaft (D) and

raise vibrator link (C) up to the r^ position. Stop
(B) will limit the upward throw of link (C) in the
red position. Notice that finger (J2) is more curved
than finger (Jl). Finger (J2) wi ll therefore give
more coming action to arm (J) than will finger (Jl).
When a selector keystem (M) is pushed in, keystem latch (N) holds it in latched position. This
will also unlatch any other keystem that was
latched.

vibrator arm (C) will raise to the block printing
position.

SCM-21
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SCM

BICHROME ADJUSTMENTS

There should be about .010" clearance between

arm (8) and stop (7) when the U bar is fully acti
vated. To adjust, shift to capital position, raise
a type bar to the platen, and adjust arm (7) for
clearance.

With all bichrome buttons released, there should
be a clearance between roll (10) and fingers (R)

and (B). To adjust, loosen screws (3) and leave
loose. Form arm (4) for clearance between the

fingers and the roll. The roll should move freely

Adjust by forming finger (B) forward or rearward
as needed.

In the black position, there should be no overthrow of the vibrator. To adjust, form arm (11 A)
forward or rearward.

In the red position, when a type bar is held to
the platen, the underscore key should strike the
ribbon 1/32" from the bottom of the ribbon. Adjust
by forming finger (R) forward or rearward as needed.

back and forth as the different buttons are de

pressed.

NOTE: Recheck the clearance in the first ad-

justment.

The rest position should have the top of the
ribbon slightly below the underscore key. To ad
just, hold vibrator (1) in the correct position and
tighten screws (3).
In the black position, when a type bar is held
to the platen, the underscore key should strike

red position, there should be a slight
clearance between upstop (2) and the vibrator
when the type bar is held to the platen. Adjust
by forming stop (2). Also check for a slight clear

the ribbon 1/16" above the center of the ribbon.

Form plate (5A) for clearance.

In the

ance between the end of shaft (6) and plate (5A).

SCM-23
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8-A

5-A

When the carbon ribbon button is pushed in, , 1
will rotate bellcrank (7), causing shaft (2) to ro
tate and raise the carbon ribbon carrier (1) from

its lower rest to its upper rest position. The ro

V
CARBON RIBBON
LIFT OPERATION ADJUSTMENTS:

When the carbon ribbon button is pushed in, slot

tension (6) is pushed downward. Arm (5) is pulled
down, and the top of arm (5) is cammed forward,
pulling link (3A) forward. This action wi ll rotate
shift (2) and thereby will lift carbon ribbon carrier

(5A) should enter directly into stud (6). To adjust,
set stop (4) forward or backward. Slot (5A) should
enter stud (6) as deeply as possible without bottom
ing. To adjust, form ear (8A) forward or rearward.
The type should strike the center of the carbon
ribbon. To adjust for proper throw of the carbon
ribbon, adjust arm (3) on shaft (2) for more or less

(1) into 0 printing position.

throw.

tation of bellcrank (7) will also disengage the
fabric ribbon feed.

As the ribbon universal (9) is rotated, ex

SCM-24
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CARBON RIBBON FEED OPERATION:

As feed arm (A) is pulled downward and the top
portion is cammed forward, arm (4) will be rotated.
Feed roll shaft (2) will be rotated by the action of
clutch spring (3). Roll (1) will feed the carbon
ribbon the required distance. As arm (4) is re
stored to rest position, clutch spring (3) wi ll allow
roll (1) to remain in feed position.

sion decreases, regulator (9) wi ll lower arm (16)
to allow spool (15) to gain full drive to wind the
ribbon tight.
FEED OPERATION ADJUSTMENTS:

NOTE: Before making the feed adjustments, check
that the carbon ribbon lift adjustments are correct.
The feed shaft (2) is driven by clutch spring
(3). There should be a minimum clearance between

As the ribbon is fed on the upstroke of the type
bar, the rewind mechanism keeps the ribbon tout
at all times. Spool (14), in contact with roll (14),
is constantly turning to take up the slack and also
to rewind the used ribbon. Tension regulator (9)
will operate forward and rearward to help keep the

(8) for more or less tension.

ribbon tout at all times. Also, as it moves rearward,
it raises arm (16) which will reduce frictional

new surface for each type impression. Adjust feed

drive. As the ribbon advances and the ribbon ten

adjusting screw (5) in or out as needed.

shaft (2) and spring (3). Adjust the col lar at the
top of shaft (2).
Rewind regulator (9) should have only enough
tension to rewind the ribbon tightly without break

ing thin paper ribbons. Adjust tension adjuster

The ribbon should feed sufficiently to supply a

I
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SCM
By the use of the interposers (See inset #1).
the same cam which is described in the backspace
section, is used for the carriage return operation.
When the carriage return interposer (J) is between
the guide rolls (X), the backspace interposer is
blocked out.

When the carriage return keylever is depressed

CARRIAGE RETURN
until arm (A) is contacted by the left margin. At
this time notch (R) wil l be disengaged from stud
(Q) and the carriage return mechanism wi ll be in a
neutral position.
As interposer (J) is moved to the rear, another
operation is taking place. The carriage return
clutch is engaged by the rearward movement of arm

for single action, arm (FT) contacts repeat bail
(I) and rotates bellcrank (H). Extension (H3) of
bellcrank (H) will depress interposer (J) down. As
ear (K) is activated toward the rear, it moves inter

(0). Bellcrank (N) is pivoted and pulls arm (M)
inward. This wi l l compress spring (L) and pull

poser (J) toward the rear. This will do two things.
First it will pivot bellcrank (5) which will pivot

(U), and return reel (E) wi l l rotate and pull the

shaft (B) and move release arm (A) to the left.
This action will be latched at point (Q) when notch
(P) is pulled into contact with stud (Q). This is to
hold the carriage return mechanism into engagement

This action wi ll continue until the left margin
contacts and pivots ear (A) causing stud (Q) to

shaft (Y) inward (See inset #2). This action wi ll
draw arm (Z) inward into contact with clutch disc

carriage to the right by the carriage return band
being wound up on reel (E).

unlatch from notch (R).
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As arm (S) is pivoted and before it is latched
up at point (Ql), shaft (P) is rotated and the ear
of arm (X) is moved to the left. (NOTE: Facing
the rear of the machine). This movement will cam

extension (Jl) upward and rotates the right end of
bellcrank (J) downward. This will release the stud

CARRIAGE RETURN
left and then back to the right in this operation of

latching the carriage retum mechanism.
The unlatching of the carriage return mechanism
will occur when the left margin stop contacts the

carriage stop (A). This will move shaft (K) and all
parts to the left. The top portion of arm (H) will
pivot to the left and be relatched on arm (J). The

of arm (H) and spring (L) will pull the top of arm
(H) to the right. As the top moves to the right, it
wil l push actuator (I) and shaft (K) and all of the
component parts to the right. The lower portion of

lower portion of arm (H) will move to the right and
activate the dash pot, thereby cushioning the return

arm (H) will move to the left. This will set u£ two

of the carriage.

operations. One is the dash pot which will cushion

the return of the carriage. The other operation that
is set up is the starwheel backlash.

As shaft (K) continues its movement to the
left, screw (F) will contact the ear of arm (X) and

The starwheel backlash will insure that the

force it to the left. This will pivot shaft (P) and
release clutch latch (5) at point (Ql).

loose dog will engage the proper tooth when the
carriage return mechanism is released.

As arm (5) is latched into the slot and stud

(Ql) is held into position, shaft (P) will rotate in
the opposite direction and move the ears of arm
(X) to the right.

Arm (0) is now activated at point (01) and
will cause arm (0) to rotate and lower its ex
tension (02). This downward travel will rotate
bellcrank (W). This wi ll cause arm (LI) to contact

stud (V) of the loose dog and hold the loose dog
in a released position. Then, as the carriage re
tum mechanism is released, arm (U) wi ll release

At this time the carriage return mechanism is
latched, and the carriage is being returned to the

stud (V) and allow the loose dog to engage into

right. Remember that shaft (P) has rotated to the

the proper tooth of the starwheel.
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There should be a clearance of .010" —.030"

between ear (11 A) and ear (lOA). Adjust by forming
the latch extension above ear (11 A).
Latch (lOA) should enter centrally into the slot

of interposer (9). Adjust screw (13) in or out as
needed.

Keylever (5) should "trip" the com when keylever stop (5A) is .010" —.040" above repeat bail
(8). Adjust by forming downstop (5A).
When the com (4) is at its high point, there

When at rest, there should be a clearance of
about .025" between the facing of reel (3) and
clutch pulley (2) (See inset #1). Adjust with ad
juster (24).
The standard tension for the return spring is
seven turns on 15" and 19" carriages; nine turns
on 21" carriages; and eleven turns for 27" carri
ages. To adjust, unwind the reel and disconnect the
return band, and then wind the proper number of
times. Reconnect the drawband.

should be an overthrow of about .025" of stud (16)

To adjust for proper clutch pressure, check

on latch arm (15). Adjust by positioning arm (15)

that the clutch wi ll slip slightly before the motor

with screw (14).

stalls. Adjust nut (12) in or out as needed.

CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS
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There should be a slight clearance between arm

Arm (26) should release the loose dog the same

(20) and stop plate (21). Adjust arm (20) on shaft
(19) for the proper clearance.
Upper arm (28B) of actuator (28) must be paral

amount as the friction plate arm does when the

lel to the abutment shaft (1). Form arm (28B) for
ward or backward so that shafts (1) and (14) will

not rotate when right shaft (1) is pushed in or out.
The top of the left carriage stop (3) should be
flush with the top of margin abutment (4). Form
arm (28A) up or down to position the face of the

carriage is being returned. Adjust the length of arm

(26) by loosening screw (24) and positioning arm
(26).

Place the left margin locator in the first tooth
of the margin rack. Place the carriage about four
inches away from the margin stop. Hold the carri
age return button depressed and turn the power roll

slowly by hand unti I the cam has completely cycled.

stop arm vertically. To adjust, loosen the screw

of arm (29), hold arm (29) against arm (28B), rotate
the shaft to position ports (3) and (4) flush at the
top. Tighten the screw of arm (29).
With shaft (14) in the latched position, there
should be a slight clearance between arm (15A)

and ear (16A). Form arm (15A) left or right as need
ed.

There also should be a clearance of .070"

between stop control (6) and ear (16A). Adjust
latch adjustment (13) as needed.

Continue the return of the carriage and regulate
the clutch latch release screw (9) in or out to un
latch the clutch when the stop control (6) has moved

to within .035" of contacting ear (16A) of the
carriage control bracket.

The dash pot (18) is actuated during the last
one-half inch of carriage travel and should cushion

the carriage sufficiently to prevent it from striking
the stop with a solid blow. Adjust screw (17) in or
out OS needed.
SCM-31
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LINE LOCK

SCM
LINE LOCK

MARGIN RELEASE OPERATION;

When the right margin stop is automatically set,
it will limit against stop (6). At this time locator

(5) must line up for direct entry with the correct
As the right margin stop (4) contacts the carri
age stop (6), it will be pulled to the right (Facing
the rear). This will move shaft (8) and collar (9)
to the right. Spring (11) will be compressed. Bellcrank (9A) will pivot and rotate bellcrank (16A).
Link (16) will be pul led rearward and push link
(lA) and bail (1) forward. Bail (1) will move under

keylever (2) at extension (2A) and block the keylevers from being depressed.
When the margin release key is depressed, bellcrank (17A) will pull arm (15) forward. Arm (15)
will rotate arm (13) and shaft (8). Arm (6) will be

released from stop (4). Spring (11) will force shaft
(8) to the left. This will allow the carriage to con
tinue beyond the margin stop.

rack tooth. Place locator (5) in the lost tooth of

of the margin rack and position the carriage for
right stop (6) to be about one inch away from the
right margin stop. Release the margin stop auto
matically. The margin stop will now limit against

stop (6), and margin locator (5) must line up for
direct entry with the rock tooth. To adjust, loosen
stop (9) and move both margin stop and shaft (8)
to the nearest rack tooth and allow the locator to

mesh with this rock tooth. Tighten the stop (9) set
screw.

There must be a .00i3" clearance between screw

(12) and stop arm (13) when the carriage is in the
line lock position. Adjust screw (12) in or out as
needed.

LINE LOCK

MARGIN RELEASE ADJUSTMENTS:

Line lock boil (1) should have .015" clearance

below line lock arms (2A) of keylevers (2). Form

There should be approximately one-half width
of the top edge of bail (1) when in line lock posit
ion. Adjust the length of link (16) for proper "bite"
of bail (1).

brackets (3) and (18).

,

When keylever (17) is in rest position, actuator
(15) must also be at rest, with arm (15A) in contact
with bracket (14). Form arm (17A) of keylever (17)

When the margin release key is fully depressed,
stop (6) should clear both left and right margin
stop abutments (4). To adjust, raise or lower

forward or backward.

bracket (14).

i
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TABULATOR

TABULATOR POWER OPERATION:

At a rest position, com (N) should clear the
power roll by .040" — .060". To adjust, form guide

As tab bar (E) is depressed, bail (G) is rotated,
and arm (Gl) will push interposer (I) down in the
slot of guide (H). NOTE: The cam-power roll action

(H). CAUTION: If this adjustment is necessary,

of the tabulation is basically the some that is
described in the backspace section of the Smith
Corona. Interposer (I) will trip com (N) into con
tact with the power roll and will pivot the bottom
port of (K) rearward. This will move interposer (I)
rearward and rotate shaft (D). This rotation will

push arm (C) toward the rear and also push arm
(B) toward the rear. This is the power source of
the tabulation. The latching and the movement of
the carriage is covered in another section.

recheck the backspace and the carriage return cam
clearance.

There should be a clearance of .010"-.030"

between ear (J) and ear (K). Form the latch ex
tension above ear (J).

Latch (K) should enter centrally into the slot
of interposer (I) as at (II). Adjust the link of inter
poser (I) at slot screw (D2).

At the rest position, there should be .005"-

.020" clearance between trip arm (Gl) and the top
edge of interposer (I). Form arm (Gl) up or down
as needed.

TABULATOR POWER ADJUSTMENTS:

u

NOTE: Check all escapement adjustments prior to
making the tabulation adjustments.
The tab bar should be the some height as the
keyboard guard. To adjust, form arm (G3) of bellcrank (G).

,

Cam (N) should contact (trip) when keylever
ear (G2) is .010"—.040" from bellcrank (LI). To

adjust, forni ear (L) of bellcrank (LI).
Keylever final downstop (F) should contact bar
(M) at the same time the cam trips for a repeat
tabulation. To adjust, form stop (F) up or down.

I

i :
(-J
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TABULATOR GOVERNOR

TABULATOR GOVERNOR OPERATION;

Arm (H) is pulled rearward by the tab operation
and pivots bellcronk (G) causing the top portion to
come forward. Yoke (R) will push slide (C) forward
to engage pinion (F) with slide bushing (D). Pinion
(F) is in constant mesh with idler gear (E), which
is in mesh with the carriage rack. As splined en
gaging slide(C)spans both pinion (F) and bushing
(D), the rotation of pinion (F) is transferred by
spring clutch (B) to gear (A).
The rotation of gear (A) will turn worm gear
(N) and weighted arms (I). As arms (I) rotate, spring
(J) will give, and fingers (K) will raise and force

plate (L) up into contact with the base of assembly
(M). This will cause friction on plate (L) and slow

to be governed, thereby the carriage speed will

reduce. When the tabulation is unlotched, only
gear (F) and gear (E) will rotate with the move
ment of the carriage.
TABULATOR GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENTS:

There should be no clearance between bushing
(B) and bushing (D). To adjust, block the front end
of shaft(Fl) and set collar (P) to take up all clear
ance.

Worm gear (N) should hove a slight end ploy.
Adjust set screw (0) as needed.
Idler gear (E) should hove a 3/4 mesh with the
carriage rack. Position governor bracket (M) up or
down.

Set the proper speed of the carriage during tab

the momentum of arms (I). This momentum will

ulation by adjusting spring (J) up or down in diff

cause worm (N), gear (A), gear (F) and gear (E)

erent notches of arms (I).

uJ
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SCM
The tab housing contains the component parts
for: 1. Disengaging the loose dog. 2. Positioning
the tab finger. 3. Latching the tab mechanism.
4. Unlatching the mechanism. 5. Reverse tabulation.
1. Loose dog disengagement: As P.O.L.(power
operation link) pushes arm (AB) to the rear, it
causes bellcrank (C) to pivot. Stud (Cl) will move
down and disengage the loose dog from contact

aim (K1) of bellcrank (K) to raise toggle release
connection (L) and unlatch toggle assembly (M)
just prior to the bracket contacting its stop screw
(X). All parts will be returned to an inactive posit
ion by spring (F).

5. Reverse tabulation: If the carriage return

with the starwheel. This will free the carriage to

key is depressed during tabulation, link (Q) is

to move toward the left.

attached to the carriage return clutch latch and is

2. As plate (C) is pushed rearward, the lower
arm of (B) will be pulled backward by spring (A).
This will pivot the top of arm (B) forward and

drawn forward. As it moves forward, it rotates bell

stop contacts finger (G) and pushes the bracket to

crank (P) to actuate bail (0) top forward. This wi ll
overcome the pressure of and extend spring (A) to
push the bottom of sublever (B) forward. This will
retract finger (G) so that it will not hit any of the
set stops. (Remember that the tabulation is still
latched in the active position). When the carriage
has been retumed and the carriage return latch
is unlatched, link (Q) will return to normal and
finger (G) will be replaced so that it will con
tact a set tab stop. When it does, the tab section

the left. The bracket contacts and pushes upper

will be retumed to rest.

position stop (G) in the path of a set tab stop.
3. As arm (C) moves rearward, it will lift arm
(D2). This will raise arm (M)so that arm (M) and

ij

TABULATOR HOUSING

arm (M2) will "make" a straight line toggle. This

will hold arm (C) and all component parts in an
active position.

4. The unlatching of the tab is when a set
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TABULATOR HOUSING ADJUSTMENTS
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TABULATOR HOUSING ADJUSTMENTS

Wilh rebound latch (17) at rest, there should be
.020" —.030" clearance between the top of a set
tab stop and the bottom of latch tooth (17A). To

adjust, form latch tongue (17B) up or down.
When finger (16) is fully extended, it should be
in line with the front of tooth (17A). To adjust,
form stop ear (13A) forward or rearward.
The top of extended finger (16) should be even
with the top of the set tab stops. Adjust the height
of guide (15) with front guide screws (14).
Sublever boil (12) must toggle to a latched
position before the com reaches its "high point".
To adjust, loosen screw (20), loosen screw (22),
and loosen screws (26). Manually hold bail (12) to
the rear so that the top edge of bail (12B) is .050"
beyond the rear face of bracket (13). Set toggle

<

!

stop (23) to hold toggle (21) slightly beyond dead
center. Set screw (20) to hold boil (12) to the rear

so the top edge of boil (1 2B) is .050" beyond the
face of bracket (13). (Do not tighten screws 26).
When the boi l is latched, the loose dog should

clear the starwheel tooth by about .020". Form arm
(12A) on bail (12).
Latched bail (12) should release during the last
half of the bracket lateral movement. To adjust,
loosen screws (26) and lengthen or shorten conn
ection (27).

When latch (17) is held down, the clutch latch

of the carriage retum should prevent the carriage
return latch from latching. To adjust, form arm

(17C) so that there will be no latching.

TABULATOR SET - CLEAR
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TABULATOR SET - CLEAR

TAB SET-CLEAR OPERATION:

When a tab set key is depressed, arm (9) will
rotate shaft (lOA) forward. Through stud (16), !inJ<
(18) will be pulled forward. This will rotate shaft

(21). Link (24) will be pulled downward and rotate
assembly (4A) top to rear. During the rearward
movement, finger (6) contacts stop (5) and draws
stop (5) to a set position. When the set key is re
leased, detent spring (23) will return to rest the
links and shaft (lOA).
When the tab clear key is depressed, bail (11 A)
is rotated and stud (14) will push link (18) back
ward. Shaft (21) will be rotated, and link (24) will

be pushed upward and rotate the assembly (4A) top

to front. This forward movement pushes finger
(4) forward and contacts the tab stop and pushes it

Detent spring (23) should hold bellcrank (21A)
in a rest position. Loosen screws (10), (20), and
(25) and do not tighten. Position detent (23) so that
its clamping screw (22) is in the center of the slot
of detent (23).

Stop finger extension (6) should clear the lower
edge of all tab stops (5) by .020". Form extension
(6) so its top edge is parallel with the bottom edge
of extension (4). Set the height of bracket (1) with
screws (2).

Extensions (4) and (6) should equally clear both
set and cleared tab stops. Adjust the length of

connection (24) with screws {25)/
A slight depression of the clear keylever should
actuate lifter (15). With'screw (12), position ad-

justor (13) so pin (14) rests just against lifter (15).

detent spring will return the links and bail (11 A)

.When selector (18) is at rest, there should be
a slight clearance between pin (17) and lifter

to a rest position.

(15A). Form lifter (15A) up or down.

TAB SET-CLEAR ADJUSTMENTS:

Pin (16) should be positioned in the top slot of
arm (18). Position the shaft and tighten screw (10).

The set and clear keys should be of the same
height as the keyboard guard. Form arms (9) and

Pin (14) should be positioned in the bottom slot
of arm (18). Position the pin in the center and

(11) as needed.

tighten screw (20).

to a clear position. When the clear key is released,
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GENERAL INFORMATION

UNDERWOOD
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The Underwood Scriptor and the Underwood 700 ore very simi lar in
their mechanical operations. The Forum electric also resembles these
two. Therefore, this section can be used for adjustments on all these
machines.

T

The Scriptor and the 700 use the Fluted Shaft for power operation.
A Slip Clutch is bui lt into the Power Section of the machines. This is
to prevent damage should a lock-up in the mechanism occur.
It wi l l be noted in each section where a difference in the features of

the Scriptor and the 700 occur.
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COVER PLATES
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To remove the cover plates, release front cover
latches (19) and (11) located under the keyboard.
Pull the front cover (4) forward until it stops

against latch (9). Push the front cover (4) back
about 1/8 inch. Slide the middle finger of your left
hand inside the lower left rear edge of the front

cover as at (4) until you contact the front cover
stop (9), located on the frame base (14). Push the
front cover stop (9) to the right and remove the
front cover (4) by sliding it fully forward.
To install the cover plates, hold the front cover
(4) in position and inset the front cover guide rails
(10) left and right in their respective inner guide
rails (15). Slide the front cover (4) fully rearward
until latched securely.
L_l

To adjust, when the front cover (4) is latched,
sections A and B must clear the panel (17) by

.015" —.005". Adjust the stop screws (18) left
and right located in front of the frame base (14).
There must be no bock and forth or side move

ment of the front cover (14) when it is latched. To

remove bock and forth movement, adjust latch
bracket eccentrics,left (16) and right (8), as needed.
To remove side movement, loosen screws (20) and
rotate brackets (7) and (13) to attain .000" to
.010" clearance to the frame base as at (12).

The front cover rear support screws (5), left
and right, must be adjusted so that the inner
tapered flange (6) lightly contacts the rear cover
arms (2) as at (6). To adjust, loosen nuts (3) left
and right and adjust the front cover rear support
screws (5) left and right as needed. Tighten nuts
(3) left and right.
UND-3
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UND-4

UNDERWOOD
NOTE: The switch on the 700 is different from

that of the Scriptor.
The motor switch "on" button (5) is located

in the upper left corner of the keyboard, and the
"off" button (3) is located in the upper right corner
of the keyboard. Both the "on" and "off" buttons
ore attached to the switch extension slide (6),
which is mounted on top of the keylever comb (7).

The switch extension slide (6) is positively
maintained in either the "on" or "off" position
by means of a detent (4) located on the right end
of the switch extension slide (6).

SWITCH ADJUSTMENTS:

With the switch extension slide (6) in the "on"

position, the detent (4) must hold the slide (6) in
position without end play: A minimum clearance of

When the switch extension slide (6) is to the

left ("off" position), the switch actuator (11) is
held down at (9), thus breaking the electrical
circuit to the motor.

.040" should exist at (12) and a maximum clear
ance of .010" should exist at (8).

With the slide (6) in the "on" position, loosen
the two screws (2) and adjust the detent (4) to
obtain the minimum clearance of .040" at (12).

When the switch extension slide (6) is to the

right ("on" position), the switch actuator (11) is

obtain a maximum clearance of .010" at (8).

free to rise, thus completing the electrical circuit

NOTE: With the slide (6) in the "off" position,
a minimum amount of end play is allowable at (1).

to the motor (see lower insert).

!

''

i
L_i

Form the end of the slide up or down at (10) to

MOTOR DRIVE
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The drive of the Underwood Electric is mode by

When the front plate is removed, the switch

the alliance motor, equipped with a centrifugal
clutch (8). This allows the motor to accelerate to
a safe running R.P.M. before the driving mech
anism is engaged. In case of a lock-up, the clutch

blade is released, and the current to the motor is
turned off. When needed, the lock lever (3) may be
rotated up over the switch blade, and this will
allow the machine to be turned on while servicing.

(8) will disengage, thereby preventing part break
age or motor burn-out.

UNDERWOOD

MOTOR DRIVE ADJUSTMENTS
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The drive shaft (8) must turn freely with not
over .015" end play. To adjust, install or remove

cogs when holding the carriage during a carriage
return. To adjust, loosen screws (3) and move

fiber washers (9) as needed.

carriage return clutch (1) to the front or rear as

All of the cog belts should be in a "new"
condition in order to maintain the proper mesh of
the belts and cogs of the pulleys. Belts that are

needed.

as possible without excessive noise and without

Belts (4) must have equal tension but run as
loosely OS possible without excessive noise and
without disengagement when holding the carriage
during a carriage return operation. To adjust,
loosen nut (6) and move pulley (7) up or down as

disengagement between the belt cogs and pulley

needed.

worn or stretched will cause excessive noise and

a jerky action. Replace with new belts.
The carriage return belt (2) must run as loosely

UND-7

CARRIAGE ADJUSTMENTS
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The carriage must be free of binds and travel to
its full length without play. The carriage rolls (11)

and loosen nut (5). Turn eccentric screw (4) in^or

must be centered in the fixed rail (9). To adjust,
loosen the seven screws (14) slightly. Loosen the

out to center roll (6) with support roil (3). Then
turn screw (4) slightly for .000" to .015" clear

seven nuts and screws (13). Position bearing (11)
in front of center adjusting screw (13). Adjust ad
justing screws (13) in or out until the carriage is
free but snug in its entire travel.
The carriage support roll (6) must be central to
and clear the lower radius of support roil (3) by
.000" to .015" all the way across the carriage. To

ance at (7).

UND-ff.

adjust, return the carriage to "0" scale position

Support roil shoe (2) must clear rail (3) by .000"
to .015" for the entire length of the carriage. To
adjust, loosen screw (1) and move shoe (2) up or
down as needed.

CARRIAGE ADJUSTMENTS

UNDERWOOD
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The carriage rack (6) must be parallel to the
escapement pinion (7), with minimum end play be

age to the extreme left. Adjust the right end of the
rack so the mesh between the rack and pinion is

tween feed rack bracket (10). The pinion (7) must

the same on the left end of the rack. Tighten
screws (11).
Loosen screws (2). Move pinion (7) into the
rack as deeply as possible without bottoming in the
rock. Check by moving the carriage back and
forth, and release the rack. The rack should re

mesh as deeply as possible with feed rack (6)
without bottoming. To adjust, loosen screw (8)

and move adjusting block (9) to the rear. Loosen
screws (5) and (11). Position rack (6) as close as
possible and parallel to the feed roll bracket.
Tighten screws (5).
Move the carriage to the extreme right. Loosen
screws (2) and move pinion (7) partially into mesh
with the rack. Tighten screws (2). Move the carri

lease and engage into the pinion without binding.
The rack (6) must be flush to the carriage roll

rail (17). To adjust, form feed rack bracket (4)
and (12) as needed.
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NOTE: Check the following adjustments before

making the ring and cylinder adjustment.
1. Segment adjustment
2. Platen locks

3. Platen condition

4. Carriage adjustment

Move the platen index lever to the "A" position.
When the type bar is held to the platen as at (6),
there should be .003" (one sheet of paper) clear
UND-IO

ance between typehead (2) and the platen as at
(1). To adjust, loosen screw (8) (right) slightly.
Loosen nuts (7) and (10). Back out rear screw (9),
and turn front screw (6) in to move the platen for
ward. To move the platen rearward, loosen screw

(6) and turn rear screw (9) in. One turn of either
screw is equal to .025" movement of the platen..
This adjustment must be made at both ends of the
carriogei
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The "on feet" adjustment is mode in relation
to the height of the segment. The height of the
segment, when in the "up" position, should not

be changed to obtain this adjustment.
With the segment in the "up" position, all
small letters should print with equal density at

at top and bottom. Test at left, center, and right of
platen.

To adjust, remove screw (1) and insert or re
move shims (2) as needed. Check at both ends of
the carriage. Install or remove the shims, and check
after tightening screw (1).
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UNDERWOOD
The Underwood Electric typewriter is powered

by 0 rotating fluted shaft (22). This is called the
action drive shaft. The shaft (22) is powered by
the pulley on the left side of the machine. The
shaft is in continuous rotation, back to front, when
ever the switch is turned "on".
(

i

When a keylever (15) is depressed, keylever
latch (18) is pulled down by the spring (17). As

latch (18) is pulled down, it wil l pull push link
ear (19) down, thereby putting push link dog (21)
into the path of the rotating shaft (22). As the push

link dog (21) contacts the teeth of the shaft (22),
push link (23) is moved forward (toward the front
of the machine). Cam (14) contacts bellcrank lobe

(13) and will push bellcrank (13) forward (toward
the front of the machine). As bellcrank (13) and

link (2) are pulled forward, this will rotate type
bar (1) up and into contact with the platen.
As the push link (23) is being pushed forward,

the bottom edge of link (23) will contact the top of
the spring of impression screw (20). This will dis

engage the dog (21) from the teeth of shaft (22).
The position of screw (20), whether up or down.

r ;

TYPE BAR ACTION
wi ll control how long loose dog (21) wi ll stay en
gaged with the shaft (22), thereby controlling the
force of the type bar going to the platen. If the
screw is down, the dog (21) will stay engaged
longer and, therefore, there will be more force of
the type bar to the platen and a harder strike of
the platen. If the screw is "up", the dog (21) will
not be engaged as long; therefore, the force will
be lighter. This is the method of controlling the
individual type bar impressions.
As the push link (23) is disengaged from the
shaft (22), spring (3) will pul l the link up and out
of the path of shaft (22).
At this time, if the keylever (15) has been
"released", ear (19) will return under latch (18)
and be ready to be pulled down again. If the key
lever (15) is held depressed, ear (19) will contact

the "nose" of latch (18)(see inset picture) and wil
be cammed upward out of the path of shaft (22).
When keylever (15) is released, spring (17) will

"give", and latch (18) will pivot, so that ear (19)
will "snap" back under the nose of latch (18) and
be ready for another depression of the keylever.
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TYPE BAR ACTION ADJUSTMENTS;

Check that ail push links are very free of binds.

clearance is excessive, dog (5) wil l not engage

Check the bellcranks and also the type bars for
binds. A bind in one of these wil l cause a repeat

into the flutedshaft. If this clearance is insufficient

of a key or a push link to hang and not be activ

lever will be "dead".

latch (4) will not restore over lug (3) and that key-

ated.

There should be a clearance between latch (4)

To adjust, the high side of eccentric (10)

and lug (3). This clearance should be such as to

should be toward the front of the machine. Adjust
the eccentric up or dov/n until there is a slight
clearance between latch (4) and lug (3).

permit the keytop (1) to be depressed about .030"
before the latch (4) contacts the lug (3). If this

1" I
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TYPE BAR ACTION
ADJUSTMENTS:

When a key I ever is depressed, the latch (2)

2. Shortened .030"

must maintain a hold over the lug (1) long enough
to guarantee full and positive engagement of the

3. Shortened .045"
4. Shortened .060"

push link dog and the fluted shaft. This condition
LJ

establishes the minimum overlap requirements
between points "A" and "B".
When the keylever is depressed and held, the
push link restores against the latch at (5). Spring
(6) yields, and the latch is moved slightly to the
rear. The pivoting action on stud (7) causes the
point (5) to raise slightly. The lug on the push
link then moves under the latch and is cammed

down and reengages the fluted shaft, thus causing
a repeat printing.

Adjustment specifications: The overlap between
"A" and *'B" must not be less than .025" and
and not more than .035".

The latches (2) are made in four sizes to main

tain the correct overlap between "A" and "B".
1. Regular

1. To adjust, peen the keylever at (8) if the
clearance between "B" and "C" is less than

.023". Stone the keylever at (8) if the clearance is
more than .093".

2. If the clearance between "B" and "C" is
between:

(a) .065" and .093" install a regular latch.
(b) .050" and .065" install .030" shortened
latch.

(c) .035" and .050" install .045" shortened
latch.

(d) .023" and .035" install .060" shortened
latch.

3. If, after selecting the proper latch, the over

lap remains slightly in excess of specifications,
peen slightly at (8).
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UNDERWOOD
When a type bar is raised, the heel (4) of the
type bar will contact the U bar (6), and as the type
bar continues toward the platen, the U bar will be
pushed backward. The U bar rocker (9) will pivot
and pull connection arm (10) forward. The front of
the escapement rocker (28) rocks downward re
leasing the fixed dog (26) from contact with the

starwheel tooth (25), and positions the loose dog
(27) in the path of the next starwheel tooth (25).
The starwheel (24) is immediately advanced by
the starwheel advance spring (29) (see inset pic

ture). This action is necessary to prevent the
possibility of the fixed dog (26) returning to the
same starwheel tooth (25), which would result in

U

ESCAPEMENT
the failure of the carriage to advance one space.
This advance does occur because the coupling pin
(30) is smaller in diameter than the width of the

starwheel coupling joint (31).
As the type bar restores to rest position, the U
bar (6), under spring tension, will move toward the
front of the machine. This will allow the escape
ment rocker (28) to rock upward to a rest position
and places the fixed dog (26) in position to con
tact the next tooth of the starwheel.

The mainspring is pulling to the left on the
carriage; as the fixed dog released the starwheel,
the shaft (7) was permitted to rotate, thereby allow
ing the carriage to move one space to the left.

ESCAPEMENT ADJUSTMENTS
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The escapement pinion shaft and coupling must
align with the starwheel ball joint at (4) and be
perfectly free. To adjust, loosen screws (7) and
(10). With the tops of the slots in the escapement
bracket as at (3) and (5) resting on the tops of
screws (7) and (10), shift the escapement bracket
(8) to the left or the right slightly to align the

starwheel ball joint and coupling left to right.
Tighten screws (7) and (10).
UND-IB

The escapement bracket (8) must not be tilted
to the front or rear or from side to side, but be

perfectly paral lel to the escapement coupling. To
adjust, if the escapement bracket is tilted side to

side, loosen screw (7) or (10) and raise at (3) or
(5) to parallel the escapement bracket side to side
with the coupling.
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The fixed dog (5) must be perfectly free through
out the travel of stud (3) between (4) and (12) with

the least play possible at screw (6). To adjust,
loosen nut (2), turn screw (6), and tighten nut (2).
Always recheck after tightening nut (2).
The tip of the intermediate dog (9) must be at
the same height as the tip of the fixed dog (5) as
at (1). To adjust, loosen nuts (13) and (14). Tem
porarily adjust eccentric screw (10) until the face
of the intermediate dog (9) is even with the face
of the fixed dog (5) as at (7). Then turn eccentric
screw (11) until both dogs (9) and (5) are even at
(1). Tighten nut (13). Intermediate dog (9) must
be perfectly free after tightening nut (13).

When the intermediate dog (9) is held against
the eccentric screw (10), there must be .020" drop
from the face of dog (9) to the face of dog (5). Up
and down ploy of dog (9) must not exceed .010".
To adjust, turn eccentric screw (10) to the right or
left for the proper drag, and in or out to obtain
minimum up and down ploy of dog (9). Tighten nut
(14).

NOTE: There must be not less than .063" nor

more than .075" clearance between fixed dog (5)
and the intermediate dog at (8). If the clearance is
more or less, replace with a new escapement body.
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UNDERWOOD

ESCAPMENT ADJUSTMENTS

The face of fixed dog (9) must contact squarely

but must not have more than absolutely necessary.

on the face of the storwhee! as at (8). NOTE: This

To adjust, loosen nut (14) and turn washer (12)
to obtain the correct tension of spring (10). Tighten

is sometimes referred to as the 6:00 o'clock ad

justment. The escapement body (7) must be free,
with not over .0005" end ploy on pivot screws
(3) and (6). To adjust, loosen slightly nuts (2),
(11), and (14). Turn screws (1) and (13) in or out
OS needed. Tighten nuts (2), (11), and (14).
The fixed dog (9) must clear the starwheel
between the teeth .010" to .020" as at (21). To
adjust, form the escapement body at approximately
(4) and (5) for more or less clearance.

The escapement body return spring (10) must
have sufficieit tension to positively return the
escapement body (7) to its rest position at (20),

nut (14).

When the escapement body (7) is at its rest

position, the bottom of the fixed dog (9) must be
flush to the bottom of the starwheel teeth (19) as

at (20), and with not less than .010" between the
bottom of the intermediate dog (17) and the top of
the starwheel teeth (19) as at (18). Check all the

teeth on the wheel. To adjust, loosen nut (15) and
turn screw (16) in or out. Tighten nut (15).
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UNIVERSAL BAR ADJUSTMENTS:

The U bar (3) must be perfectly free on the
studs at (2) and (5) with the least possible side
play between the rocker arms (6) and (7). To adjust,

ly on the side which is high, or open slot (8) or
(11) on the side which is low. Prongs (1) and (4)

form arms (6) and (7) as needed.

Level front to rear: Both prongs (1) and (4)
must rest equally on the front and rear of the holes.
To adjust, if prongs (1) and (4) are resting on the

The U bar (3) must be centered perfectly to the

segment, and the rocker (10) must be perfectly free
with the least possible play. To adjust, adjust
screws (9) left and right, in or out, to position
prongs (1) and (4) centrally in holes (1) and (4)
with the least possible play of rocker (10).
Level the left side to the right side: If either

prong (1) or (4) is against the bottom of the hole
and the other is against or nearer the top, leveling
is required. To adjust, close slot (8) or (11) slight

must rest equally.

front of the hole and not on the rear of the hole,

close both slots (8) and (11) equally. If progs (1)
and (4) are resting on the rear of the hole and not
on the front, open both slots (8) and (11) equal ly.
The U bar should now be adjusted with all type
bars contacting at the same time so that the ma
chine wi ll have an even trip. Review the Universal
Bar section in the B200 Manual Typewriter book for
the Underwood Typewriter.
I
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With the segment in the upper cose position, raise

The trip of the Underwood Electric must take
place when the face of the type (1) is 1/4" from
the platen as at (2). The outer limit of variation is

0 type bar and notice the tripping position. Then

1/16" to the front or 1/16" to the rear of the 1/4"

shift to the lower cose position and raise the some

tripping point. To adjust, loosen lock nut (7) and
turn nut (6). Hold nut (6) and turn nut (7) until it
is snug against nut (6).

The type bars must trip at the same position
with both upper and lower cose letters. A test:

type bar. The tripping point should be the someTo adjust, loosen screws (4) and raise or lower
the guide plate (3). Link (5) must be perfectly free
in the guide plate.
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As the carriage is being returned, the lug on the

left margin stop will contact trip lever (9). This
will move the slide (10) to the left and pivot arm
(11). Plunger (12) will be pushed in and cause a
vacuum inside of housing (5). This will retard the

movement of shaft (12) and slow down the action

at this point of the movement of the carriage.
When the carriage is returned, the air cylinder
must cushion the shock of the stopping of the carri
age. To adjust, turn screw (6) in or out as needed.
I
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CARRIAGE RETURN
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NOTE; The basic operation of the carriage return

The rotating shaft (19) wi ll activate link (20) to

mechanism of the 700 does not vary from that of

ward the front of the machine. This will push link
(9) forward and release the carriage retum latch

the Scriptor. The left carriage return key has been
eliminated, and the trip mechanism has been simp
lified by combining the carriage return keylever
with the carriage return interlock lever. There is
one carriage return keylever located at the right
side of the keyboard.

(8). The interlock latch (8) is pulled over a step
on the interlock lever (17) by spring (7). This will
lock out all other operational keys from being de
pressed while the machine is in the carriage return
operation.

As either the left or the right return key (1) is
depressed, shaft (10) is rotated. Arm (15) will be
pushed downward. Stud (16) extends over the top
of carriage return lever (17) and will lower lever

As the carriage releases link (20) to a rest
position, this will pull arm (9) and contact latch
(8), pul ling it off the step on the interlock (17).

(17) at the same time. This action wil l allow push

The interlock is raised out of the roll and re

link dog (2) to engage into the fluted shaft (19).

leases, so that other keys may be depressed.
UND-25
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As link (20) is pulled forward, bellcrank (21) is
rotated and clutch control lever (12) is lowered.
The roll (28) on the clutch lever (12) moves over

the high point of clutch com (13). This forces the
carriage return plate (27) against the return plate
(26), which, in turn, forces the friction disc at
(25) against the carriage return drawband drum (24).

This ^ill let the drum turn and wind up the carri
age return band and pull the carriage to the right.
As the clutch lever and roll were being lowered,

arm (29) was raising. As arm (29) was raised high

enough to clear the step on the latch (30), the
spring (31) pulled the latch (30) under arm (29) so
that the carriage return clutch remained engaged
for the full travel of the carriage.
As the return band starts to wind on to the drum,

the line space drum (3) will rotate, activating the
line space mechanism. After the line space occurs,
the drawband continues to wind, pulling the carri

CARRIAGE RETURN
age. The feed rack (6) turns the pinion shaft (5)
and starwheel (4). As the shaft turns, the fixed
dog (33) detents over each tooth of the starwheel.
The fixed dog will not interfere with the return of
the carriage but will engage into a tooth of the
starwheel as soon as needed.

When the left margin stop (2) contacts the slide
(34), it is pushed to the right and contacts the
lever (35). This will pivot lever (35) and unlatch
arm (30) from arm (29). Spring (11) will pull arm
(12) and roll (28) up to the unlatched position.
This will release the pressure on the clutch disc

(25) and the drawband will stop winding.
As the clutch control com was operated, the
link lock slide was engaged so that none of the
keylevers could be depressed or activated. This is
a safety measure so as not to damage the escape
ment section during a carriage return operation.
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CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS:

The carriage return clutch spring tension must
have enough tension to keep a minimum of back
lash of the carriage return drawband during line

clear the carriage return drawband by 1/8" when
the carriage return band is fully wound on the
clutch drum. To adjust, return the carriage to

spacing. It also must not hove too much tension

"0" scale position. Loosen screw (5) and position

to possibly pull the line space pawl out of rest
position during a tabulation operation.
Approximately seven full turns of the carriage
return clutch drum will supply this amount of ten
sion. To adjust, disconnect the carriage return
band (3) from clutch drum (8). Engage the carriage

the upper formed section of the guide (6) at 2:00

return clutch and allow the clutch drum to unwind

(slowly). Now wind clutch drum (8) about seven
full turns. Replace the drawband and allow it to
wind up on the drum.
The upper section of guide (6) must be in a
2:00 o'clock position (looking at the right side of
the machine). The lower portion of guide (6) must
UND-28

o'clock. Tighten screw (5). Form the lower portion
of guide (6) at (7) for 1/8" clearance.

The carriage return idler bracket (13) must hold
the idler bearing so the carriage return drawband
(3) will track in the center of the idler bearing (2).
To adjust, form bracket (13) as needed.

Drawband (3) must not jump off idler (2) or
clutch drum (8) during the carriage return operation.
To adjust, form guide (12) as needed, but it must
not hold the drawband so it will rub on the side of
the clutch drum.
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CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS:

Temporarily adjust the carriage return clutch

Depress the carriage return key and hold the

control eccentric (4) so there is about .020" clear
ance between cam (2) and roll (6) with the carriage
return lever (1) at a rest position. To adjust, loosen
screw (3) and turn eccentric(4) for the clearance.

carriage. Clutch disc (10) must slip without slowing
or stalling of the motor. Upon releasing the carri
age, it must quickly accelerate and return to the
left margin. Readjust eccentric (4) as needed.

Depress lever at (1) to latch the clutch latch
ami (7) over the step of the clutch control latch

(13). The high point of roll (6) on lever (1) must
rest on the high point of the carriage return cam
(5) as at (5). To adjust, loosen screw (12) and
turn eccentric (11) as needed.

With the machine "off", depress the return key
and hand-crank. Latch (7) must overthrow step (14)

by at least .020" as at (14). To adjust, loosen nut
(8) and turn eccentric (9) as needed. Tighten nut (8)
UNO-29
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CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS:

Return the carriage by hand until the left margin

Depress the return key and slowly crank by

stop (7) forces the slide (14) to the right against

hand. The latch (11) must move over extension
(13) with a .010" clearance as at (13). Latch (11)
must hold lever (10) below the center of interlock

the end of the slot in the plate, as at (15).

There

must be .010" to .030" clearance between the

carriage return latch and the arm as at (19). To
adjust, loosen screw (20) and turn the eccentric
in the inside of latch (17). Tighten screw (20).

roll (12). To adjust, fonn extension (13) as needed.
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NOTE: Check the following adjustments before
making the Banking Adjustments:
1. All Escapement adjustments.
2. Rack adjustment.
3. Mainspring Tens ion.
4. Carriage Return Spring Tension.
The carriage must locate the starwheel in re
lation to the fixed dog (5) so that when the fixed
dog is holding the carriage in rest position, the
first typing space corresponds to the scale position
of the left margin stop (1).
With the left hand, force the carriage toward the
right until the left margin stop (1) forces the margin

slide to the right against the end of the slot in the
margin plate as at (2). While holding the carriage
in this position, tip the machine on its back. The
face of the fixed dog (5) must be midway between
two starwheel teeth as at (6). NOTE: The high

side of eccentric (8) must always be to the rear of

the machine. To adjust,^ Loosen screw (9) and
turn the high point of eccentric (8) toward the left
to move the right tooth (7) closer to the face of the

fixed dog (5). B. Or, turn the high point of eccent
ric (8) toward the right to move the left tooth (3)
closer to the face of fixed dog (5). Tighten
screw (9).
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SHIFT

UNDERWOOD
The left and right shift keylevers ore connected

When the segment bracket reaches its full down

by shaft (20). The shift mechanism may be activ
ated by depressing either shift keyiever.
When the shift keyiever (24) is depressed, the
shift shaft (20) is rotated. Through the control arm

position, the tail of pav/l (13) contacts the shift
stop pawl (7) disengaging the pawl (13) from the
ratchet. The detent pawl (2) positions into the

(17) and stud (18), the shift stop pawl (19) wil l
pivot at (10), lowering the shift stop pawls (7) and

rebounding or bouncing of the shift eccentric (11).
As the shift keyiever is released, the upper
stop pawl (7) releases the ratchet pawl (13). The
shift eccentric (11) again rotates unti l the lower
shaft stop pawl (12) contacts the tail of ratchet
pawl (13), and stud (16) is stopped by the screw
(6). The detent pawl (2) again positions into the

(12).

As pawl (12) releases ratchet pawl (13), spring

i

:

J

(14) engages the ratchet pawl (13) with ratchet
(8). The ratchet pawl (13) then follows the ratchet
(8) rotating the shift eccentric (11). The shift ecc
entric strap (9) operates back and forth by the
shift eccentric and is coupled to the segment
bracket by the shift drive coupling (4) through the
shift stop stud (16).
When the shift strop (9) moves to the rear, the
drive coupling (4) pivots at (3), and screw (5) con
tacts the shift stop stud (16) carrying the segment
bracket down until the shift stop stud (16) contacts
the stop screw (5).

detent (1) of the shift eccentric (11), preventing

detent (1) of the shift eccentric (11), preventing
the bouncing of eccentric (11).
When the shift lock key is depressed, the shift

lock pawl (23) moves under the extension (23)
preventing the restoring of the shift key (24). When
either of the shift keys are depressed, they wi ll
relieve the pressure between the pawl (22) and
extension (23), allowing the shift lock pawl (22)
and shift lock lever (24) to restore.
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The shift keylevers must be the same height.
To adjust, see that the key tops ore fully seated
on the shift keylevers; then form the shift keylevers so that they are level.
The shift keylevers must be parallel and line
with the lower bank characters-keylevers. To ad
just, with the segment bracket shifted for lower
case letters, loosen clomp screw (13) and position
the shift keylever so the key tops are level with

the lower bonk of key tops of the character key
levers.

Form the shift keylevers to parallel with the
other keylevers.
Shift eccentric (4) must be free, and the detent
pawl (6) must lock the shift cam at (5). At the
same time, the stop pawl stojjs the ratchet pawl as

:._J

stop screw (9). Tighten nut (8).
The shift stop pawl, lower (16), must release
the ratchet pawl (14) by at least .002" and not
more than .020" as at (7). To adjust, loosen
screw (11) and regulate upstop (12). Tighten screw
The shift lock lever (28) and shift lock (26)

must be perfectly free with a minimum of side play.
To adjust, loosen the nuts at (27) and (30) and
turn the shoulder screws at(27) and (30)as needed.

must be checked after the shift detent adjustment
is made.

up or down as needed.

eccentric (10).
NOTE: The shift stop pawl lower adjustment

;

The shift stop pawl, upper (2), must clear the
ratchet pawl (1) by at least .002", as at (3). To
adjust, loosen the nut at (8) and turn eccentric

Tighten the nuts at (27) and (30).
When the shift lock lever (28) is depressed,
shift lock (26) must safely engage under the ex
tension at (25). In a locked position, it must hold
the shift stop pawl upper (2), to clear the bottom
of the shelf of ratchet pawl (3) by about .002". To
adjust, form extension (24) on the keylever comb

at (15). To adjust, loosen screw (11) and turn

I
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NOTE: This "on feet" adjustment should be

mode In conjunction with the "on feet" adjustment
in the Carriage section of this book. Both adjust
ments have to be correct for a good "on feet".
The segment bracket height is set by a gauge
at the factory and should not be changed
unless absolutely necessary. If it has been changed
or needs adjusting, follow the following sequence:
Loosen nuts (2) and (9) and back out on screws
(3) and (10). Loosen nuts (5) and (6) and turn

screws (4) and (7) up. Loosen nuts (11) and (14)
and turn screws (12) and (15) down.

Temporarily adjust the shift adjusting screw
(12), lower left, so the screw head is approximately
21/64" above the offset in the side plate as at (13).
With the segment shifted "down" position,
adjust the shift screw (3), upper, so there is a
slight paper drag between the stop stud, left (1),

and the shift adjusting screw, lower left (12).
Shift adjusting screw, lower right (15), must not
interfere with stop stud, right (8), in any way at
this time.

Type a line of capital letters using different
ones. The impression should be set on ffl. If all
characters are "light" on the top, lower the shift
adjusting screw, lower left (12), and maintain the
slight paper drag between stud (1), left, and screw,
lower left (12), by turning shift coupling screw,
upper (3), until all characters print with the same
density at the top and bottom ("on feet").

If the characters print "light" on the bottom,,
reverse the above procedure.

Tighten nuts (2) and (11). Adjust the adjusting
screw, right (15), so there is a slight paper drag
between screw (15) and stud, right (8) Tighten nut
(14).

MOTION ADJUSTMENTS
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The bottoms of the upper and lower cose letters

must align perfectly. To adjust, loosen nuts (7),
(2) and (5). Shift the segment to the lower case,
small letter position. Turn coupling screw, lower
(8), so there is a paper drag between stud, left (1),
and shift adjusting screw, upper left (3). Shift
adjusting screw, upper right (6), must clear the
shift stop stud, right (4), at this time.
If the small letters are too high, lower the shift

adjusting screw, upper left (3), and maintain the

paper drag between stud (1) and screw (3) by turn
ing shift coupling screw, lower (8), until the small
letters align with the capitals.
If the small letters are too low, reverse the
above procedure.

Adjust the shift screw, upper right (6), so there
is a slight paper drag between the stud, right (4),
and the screw, upper right (6).
Tighten nuts (7), (2) and (5).
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NOTE: The basic operation of the backspace
mechanism on the 700 does not vary from that of

the Scriptor. However, the backspace keylever has

been located on the upper right side of the key
board, and the backspace connecting shaft trans
mits the movement to the backspace lever on the
left side of the machine.

BACKSPACER OPERATION:

As the backspace keylever (11) is depressed,
stud (12) will raise the front of trip lever (13).
Trip lever (13) releases the ratchet pawl (14) which
is under the spring tension of spring (15). Pawl
(14) engages into the teeth of ratchet (2). Ratchet
(2) is turning with the fluted shaft (17). As the
pawl (14) is engaged in ratchet (2), both will turn
OS one unit. The backspace arm (5) will be cammed
backward by the higher point of com (1) as it is
rotated.

Shaft (20) wi ll be rotated backward and pull
backspace pawl (7) toward the rear. Backspace
pawl (7) wil l engage in a tooth of the starwheel

(18) and rotate the starwheel and the pinion shaft
backward.

As arm (5) continues to follow com (1), spring
(16) wi ll hold it in constant contact with cam (1).
This spring will pull the arm (5) and shaft (20)
back to 0 rest position. Spring (6) will insure that
the backspace pawl does not stay engaged in the
path of the starwheel teeth.
If the backspace key has been released, arm

(13) will be in the path of ratchet (14) and will
disengage it from contact with ratchet (2).

BACKSPACER
If the backspace key is held depressed, trip
arm (13) will not contact ratchet pawl (14), there
fore a repeat backspace will occur.
To prevent damage to the escapement section,
if the backspace key is depressed when the carri
age is against the left margin, the left end of shaft
(20) has been designed to allow the shaft to yield
out of its socket at (4). This dissipates the driving
force whenever the resistance of the backspace
action exceeds the holding tension of the back
space shaft spring (16).

BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS:

NOTE: All escapement adjustments must be
correct before making the backspace adjustments.
When the cam (1) is at a rest position, and roll
(3) is positioned in the low port of cam (1), the
backspace ratchet pawl (14) must clear ratchet
(2) by at least .003" (See inset "A"). To adjust,
form the backspace roll arm (5) as needed.

When the backspace keylever is depressed, the
backspace trip lever (13) must release from the
ratchet pawl (14). To adjust, form the backspace
keylever (11) as needed.
The backspace pawl (7) must move into a starwheel tooth without slipping off. To adjust, form
the arm (19) to the left or right as needed.
The backspace pawl (7) must safely turn the
starwheel far enough to allow fixed dog (8) to de
tent over the next tooth of the starwheel. To ad

just, hold backspace arm (5) and form arm (19) to
the front or rear as needed.
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NOTE: The basic operation of the tabulator
mechanism of the 700 does not vary from that of
the Scriptor. The reverse tabulation mechanism has
been simplified, and the reverse tabulation key
has been eliminated.

In order to obtain 0 reverse tabulation operation
on the 700 during a carriage return operation,
simply depress the tabulator bar fully. Depression
of the tabulator bar disengages the carriage return
mechanism ond immediately engages the tabulation

mechanism, causing the carriage to tabulate to the
nearest set tab stop.

When the tab bar f26) is depressed, it lowers the
lever (27) which, in turn, pushes down the action
lever (28), engaging the pull link (23) with the
drive shaft (22).

The fab pull link dog (21) has three teeth in
stead of the normal two in order to get the additional
throw needed to operate the tabulator mechanism.

The pull link (23), through link (20), rotates the
stop blade shaft (18). The link (25) pivots the stop
blade bail (9) around its pivot, raising the tab
blade (8). The blade (8) raises until the step (1)
moves up and latches on the shelf (2) as at (3).
When blade (8) is latched, this wi ll hold the

tabulator mechanism in the active position.

TABULATOR
The stud (15) in the front of stop bail (9) is
located in a slot at the upper end of the escapement
release lever (16). The lower end of the escape
ment release lever (16) is located behind the fixed

dog (24). As the escapement release lever (16) is
rotated by the stud (15) in the stop bail (9), the
fixed dog
starwheel
shaft, and
to the left

(24) is pivoted, removing it from the
teeth. This will free the storwheel,
pinion so that the carriage wi ll be pulled
by the mainspring tension.

When the intermediate lever (27) lowered the
lever (28), its front end entered between the inter

lock rolls to prevent the other feature keys from
being depressed. It is held between the rolls
during the complete tab operation, as the eccentric
stud (19) rotates upward contacting the action lever
(28), thereby holding lever (28) between the rolls.
Also, shaft (18), by means of com (17), actuates
the line lock arm (10) and the line lock slide (14).
The tabulator mechanism remains active until

the carriage moves to a position where a set stop
has been set. The set stop contacts the blade (8)
and knocks it off the shelf (2), which allows the
mechanism to return to a rest position.

When the release slide (7) is moved to the left,

the release eccentric (6) will move the stop blade
(8) off the shelf (2), unlatching the tabulator mech
anism.
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TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS:

When the tab bar is in a normal or rest position;

With the tab bar in a normal position, the re
bound stop (4) must just contact the shaft arm (3)
as at (3). To adjust, form the rebound stop (4) as

iatch (17) must clear pull link lug (16) by not less
than .005" nor more than .015". To adjust, turn
eccentric (18) as needed. Test this action by de
pressing the tab bar and turning the drive shaft
by hand. The pull link dog must engage the drive

needed.

shaft while the tab bar levers are at least .030"

With the tab blade (1) latched up as at (2), the
front of the lever (8) must move into the downstop
bar (7) past the center of the interlock rolls as at
(11), and within .010" of the bottom of stop bar (7).
To adjust, place the machine on its bock and latch
up the tab blade (1). Prevent the carriage from
moving (remove the drowbond), loosen the nut at
(10), and slide eccentric stud (13) to the front or

from contacting the top of the keylever comb.
The stop blade (1) must raise high enough to
latch at (2) with not over .003" additional upward
travel from the latching point before the pull link
dog disengages from the drive shaft. To adjust,

loosen screw (15) and adjust eccentric (14). NOTE:
The high side of eccentric (14) must be up and to
the rear.

To test, unhook the drowbond from the carriage
and handcrank through tabulation. Observe the
latching point.

The tab bar lever (8) must enter the downstop
bar (7) and between the interlock rolls (12) freely,
with a minimum of ploy. To adjust, form lever (8)
at (9) as needed.

rear as needed.

After making the above adjustments, with the
tabulation unlatched, check that the lever (8)
clears the rolls (12), and blade (1) must not extend
post the guide plate at (5). Readjust the eccentric
stud (13) if necessary.
n
! i
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TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS:

by at least .010" at (11). To adjust, place the
machine on its bock and engage the tabulation

NOTE: Before making the following adjustments,
make sure that all linkage is free of binds.
With the tab blade latched up, the fixed dog (8)
ment clear all starwheel teeth (10) by from .010"
to .030" at (9).

With the tab blade unlatched (rest), the escape
ment release lever (4) must clear the fixed dog (8)

while preventing the carriage from moving (remove
the drowband). Loosen screw (6) and turn eccentric
(5) for clearance at (9).

Release the carriage to move and watch for
clearance at (9).
Unlatch the tab blade and check the clearance

at (11).
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The speed of the carriage during tabulation is
controlled by the centrifugal brake (4). When the
escapement release lever is activated, it pulls the
mounting arm (11) through the spacing pin spring
(13), engaging the brake gear (12) with gear (5).

cause the two gears may engage tooth to tooth. In

This action is controlled by the spring (13), be

mechanism restores to neutral.

this case, spring (13) will yield and then the gears
mesh as the carriage starts to move. This dis
engagement of brake gear (12) and gear (5) is
accomplished by the spacing pin (14) when the tab
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LINE SPACE OPERATION:

Set the platen index lever in the "C" position.
Set the line space selector lever in #2 position.

The line space mechanism is actuated when the
carriage return operation is in operation. When the
carriage return clutch engages, the drawband (4)

Pull the carriage return drawband slowly by hand.
The line space pawl (7) must clear the underside

unwinds from drum (5). Bond (3) winds on the
smaller drum at (6) and pulls the line space pawl
arm (2) down. The line space pawl (7).moves into

.005". To adjust, loosen the binding screw and
position the line space selector lever (1) to obtain

of the third ratchet tooth at (13) by not more than

clearance.

the teeth of the platen ratchet (10) and turns the

platen one or more spaces (determined by the
setting of the selector). When the line space pawl
(7) contacts the stop screw (9), the carriage starts
to return. The line space mechanism remains activ
ated until the carriage return clutch releases.
LINE SPACE ADJUSTMENTS:

The line space pawl (7) must turn ratchet (10)
exactly the proper number of spaces without over
or under throw. To adjust, pull the carriage return
drawband by hand until the ratchet runs one com
plete space. Loosen the set screw and turn stop

(9) against line space pawl (7).

The line space pawl (7) must safely rest on
the selector pin (8) in each position. To adjust,
form line space pawl arm (7) at the front rest
position. This will move the pawl (7) to the front

(13) by not more than .010". To adjust, form the

or rear.

tail of pawl (7) to obtain the .010" clearance.

With the line space selector set in position #4,
the pawl (7) must clear the fifth ratchet tooth at
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TABULATOR BRAKE ADJUSTMENTS:

The brake mounting arm (6) must be free with
a minimum of play up and down. To adjust, form
the mounting arm up or down at (4) as needed.
With extension (3) of the broke mounting arm
held against the escapement bracket as at (2), the

brake gear (5) must mesh as deeply as possible

TABULATOR BRAKE
gear (8). Spring (12) must yield if the gear (5) and
gear (8) should mesh tooth to tooth; also fully
engage gears when the fibre gear starts to turn. To
adjust, prevent the carriage from moving and latch

up the tab blade. Loosen nut (11) and turn screw
(10) in to obtain a clearance between bracket (1)
and extension (3). Back screw (10) out until there
is .001" between extension (3) and bracket (1) as

with fibre gear (8) at (7) without bottoming. To
adjust, form brake mounting arm extension (3) to

at (9). Tighten nut (11).

the front or rear as needed.

The tabulating speed of the carriage should be
reasonably fast without jarring the machine or re
bounding from 0 set tab stop. To adjust: To in

The brake spacing pin (13) must fully restore
the broke mounting arm so there is no danger of

gear (5) and gear (8) hitting when the tabulator is
disengaged. The spring (12) must pull the arm for
ward so there is full engagement of gear (5) and

crease speed, loosen screw (14) and raise brake
drum (15). To decrease speed, loosen Screw (14)
and lower broke drum (15). Tighten screw (14).
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REVERSE TABULATION (R-T LEVER)
ADJUSTMENTS:

When the reverse tabulation key is depressed
when the carriage is being returned, it will (1) dis
engage the carriage return mechanism and (2) en
gage the tabulation mechanism.

REVERSE TABULATION
tween the interlock rolls, causing the tab pull link
to engage into the drive shaft. This will set up a
tab operation, and the carriage will move to a set

tab stop and disengage the tabulation operation.

REVERSE TABULATION ADJUSTMENTS:

When the machine is in a carriage return oper

ation and the reverse tabulation key (5) is de

pressed, link (8), by spring (12), attempts to lower
lever (7), Since the interlock lever (10) is engaged,
the lever (6) can not enter between the rolls and,
therefore, restricts the downward movement of

lever (7). At this point, spring (12) yields, allowing
reverse tabulation key (5) to continue downward.
The movement of lever (5) pulls forward on
link (16). Through bellcrank (7) and link (4), it
actuates lever (3). The lower end of lever (3) cams
latch (2) downward, releasing the latch arm as at

(1), thereby disengaging the entire carriage return
mechanism.

The moment the carriage return interlock lever
(10) disengages from the interlock rolls, lever (8),

through spring tension (12), moves downward.
Lever (7) is moved down and pushes lever (6) be-

With the reverse tab (R-T) key (5) depressed,
the clutch release lever (3) must just touch the
clutch lever latch at (18). To adjust, open or close
the "U" section on the wire at (19).

NOTE: When repeat line spacing, the clutch
control com lever must not contact the lever (3).

The lever (7) should not be depressed for
enough to engage tabulation until the carriage
return mechanism is released. To adjust, loosen
nut and screw (20) and move trip link (21) up or
down. Trip link (21) must clear the intermediate
lever by .005" to .015" after adjustment.
Test by tabulating to the right margin stop.
Depress the carriage return key, and quickly de
press the reverse tab key. The carriage return
must disengage and tabulation must set up im
mediately.
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The positioning of the ribbon is selected by
moving the shift button to one of its three positions
The linkage is such as to position the stud (6) in
one of the notches of the detent (7), which main
tains the stud in the position selected. The stud
(6) also positions the ribbon shift link (8) to obtain

the proper raising of the ribbon.
As the bellcrank (12) is actuated by the push
link (2) of any one of the keylevers, the lower ex
tension of (12) contacts the ribbon U bar (13)
which pivots, rotating the ribbon vibrator bellcrank (18) and cam (17) over the roll (16) on the
connecting arm (15). The rotation of the ribbon
vibrator bellcrank (18) activates the ribbon feed

u

I I

BICHROME
As the cam (17) moves over the roll (16), the
ribbon connecting arm (15) pulls down the ribbon
shift link (8). If the upper section of the ribbon
shift link (8) is located over either the red or the

black positioning studs (5), the ribbon vibrator
arm (4) will also be pulled downward. The down
ward movement will pivot the ribbon vibrator arm
(4) and, through the link (3), raise the ribbon vi
brator(1) to the proper position.
If the ribbon shift link (8) is positioned between
the red and black studs (5), the shift link will not
actuate the ribbon vibrator arm (4) during its down

pawl (14), turning the ratchet (10) and ribbon feed

ward travel. This will not activate the vibrator;
therefore, this is the stenci l position of the bi-

shaft (9).

chrome.

BICHROME ADJUSTMENTS
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Arm (11) must sl ide freely over the stud at (18)
with the least possible play. To adjust, open or
close the slot at (17).
With the bichrome lever in stencil position, the

underscore key should be about .020" above the
top of the ribbon. Check that arm (15) is against
the side plate as at (4). To adjust, open "U"
(16) on the link to raise-or close to lower—the
ribbon.

With the bichrome lever in the red position,

press down on the vibrator arm at (2). The top of
the red portion of the ribbon must be .020" above

the top of the typeface. To adjust, form red upstop
(1) up or down as needed.
Raise a type bar to the platen. The vibrator
must move up and just contact the red upstop as at
(1). To adjust, turn eccentric at the bottom of the
ribbon shift link.

Place the bichrome lever in the black position

and raise a type bar to the platen. The top of the
ribbon must be about .020" above the top of the
typeface. To adjust, loosen nut (3) and move the
stud to the left or right as needed.
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The ribbon vibrator U bar (11) must be perfectly
straight, and oil of the prongs (12) must be in
perfect alignment and in good condition. To adjust,

Arms (3) and (7) must locate centrally over
studs (4) and (6). The shaft (5) must be free with

form U bar (11) and the individual prongs (12) as

the least possible end ploy between pivot screws
(1) and (9). To adjust, loosen nuts (2) and (8). Turn

needed.

pivot screws (1) and (9) in or out as needed.

The six end prongs must just touch the ends of
the type bar bellcranks, both left and right. To
adjust, form prongs (12) as needed.
NOTE: The U bar must still be perfectly free.

The shaft arms (3) and (7) must be parallel to
each other. To adjust, form arm (3) and (7) as

Form bar arms (13) and (14) as needed.

needed
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Place the bichrome lever in the black position

and raise a type bar to the platen. The vibrator
aim (5) must just contact the shift stud (12). To ad
just, loosen nut (6) and move stud (12) up or down
as needed.

The detent bracket (13) must position as closely
as possible under the stud (12) to eliminate the
possibility of the momentum of the ribbon vibrator

and the yielding of the shift stud (1 2) from carrying
the ribbon above its designated height. To adjust,
loosen screws (8) and move the detent bracket (13)
as needed.
UND-54

Place the bichrome lever in the stencil position

and place stud (12) in the center notch of the lever
(9). When typing, the link (10) must move up and
down between studs (4) and (7) without contacting
either. When shifted to red, link (10) must hove a
positive hold on stud (4). When shifted to black,
link (10) must have a positive hold on stud (7).
To adjust, form the lever at (11) to have stud (12)
detenting in the notches of detent lever (9) and also
holding link (10) in the proper positions.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

IBM Selectric

The Selectric is a completely different type of typewriter in its mech
anical operation. It differs from other conventional type bar action type
writers in the following ways:

1. It has a revolving type head instead of type bars.
2. The carriage is stationary, and the type head and carrier escapes
instead of the carriage moving.
3. It uses "cams" instead of a power rol l or fluted shaft for power.
4. The selection of the characters is by "ti lt and rotation" of the
type head.

When studying the Selectric, study al l of its sections and hand-crank
through each operation. A hand crank #1145391 is essential to service
this machine.

,

(

IBM Selectric

MOTOR DRIVE

The earlier produced Selectrics used c capacitor

start, induction type motor (Figure 1). The wiring
diagram for this type motor is shown in (Figure 2).
3" Capacitor-Start Motor

Line Cord
Motor
Green - Run
Black - Start

Whi te

_Green_
r .Blac{< j
_i_

Optional Ground

W

I—

-}-

---

Gray - Common

Optional K
Ground
L

H

r/

Capacitor

w

Solderless Connector

Switch

FIGURE 2.

Drive Be t

Switch

Insulator

Cycle Clutch Pulley
Switch Lever

The latest Selectrics use the shaded pole, in

duction type motor (Figure 3). This motor has an
FIGURE 1.

internal circuit breaker to prevent damage to the
field coil in cose the machine is left "on" when

the machine is locked up. After the motor has cool
ed to normal temperature, the circuit breaker will
again close. This wi ll continue for as long as the

3" Shaded Pole Motor

Line Cord

machine is left "on" and locked up. The wiring
diagram for this type motor is shown.in (Figure 4).

Duct

Motor Pulley and
Clutch Mechanism

Motor

Optional
Ground
Switch

Switch
Switch Lever

Solderless Connector

FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 4.

MAINSPRING

IBM Selectric
wound to the lef|, and the rear cord is wound to

The mainspring supplies the tension to move
the carrier to the right (Escapementand Tabulation).

the right. As the shaft turns, one hub will wind up

Tension of the mainspring is changed by turning

the cord while the other unwinds.

the entire mainspring drum.

The slack of these two cords is kept tight by
the spring tension of the cord tension arm on the

The mainspring is connected to and around a

shaft that has two hubs set screwed to it (Figure

right side of the machine. This tension will auto

5). The hub at the rear is the carrier return cord

matically keep both cords right.

hub. Th e one at the front is the escapement/tab
cord hub. These two hubs control the carrier either

The approximate tension of the mainspring
should be five full turns of the mainspring drum.

way, left or right. Notice that the front cord is

Carrier Return Cord

0

Back Plate

Mainspring

Q

Carrier

Escapement Shaft

Escapement/lab Card

FIGURE S

Cord Tension Arm

Print Shaft

Operational Cam Shaft
Drive Beit

Idler Gear

7:
Escapement Cam
Filter Shaft

Cycle Clutch Pulley
Cycle Shaft

0
FIGURE 6.

DRIVE: The motor pulls the drive belt which,
in turn, turns the cycle clutch pulley. This puJIey
wi ll rotate the operational cam shaft (the right side
of this shaft only). This shaft rotates at all times
when- the machine is turned on (Figure 6). All
powered items; such as, the space bar, backspace,
carrier return, indexing and shift, are operated by
this shaft. The left hand side of the shaft is the

cycle shaft, and al l the printing o-f letters is con
trolled by this shaft (Figure 6).

IBM Selectric

TYPE HEAD

Spring Clip

Letter z

Escapement Rack

Carrier

Type Head

\

Cover

eeve

o
Print Shaft

Bronze Bearing

Print Shaft Wiper

Type Head

Platen

FIGURE 8

FIGURE 7.

The printing portion of the l.B.M. Selectric type
writer is a balled-shaped head containing 88 char

is very similar to the carriage portion of a con
ventional typewriter.

acters (Figure 7). This ball is supported by and,
carried across from side to side by, the frame

Th e mechanism that selects the letters to be

printed is called the tilt and rotate section.

work called the carrier (Figure 8). This carrier

Lower Case Hemisphere
Platen

Upper Case
Hemisphere

Type Head

FIGURE 9.

The type head contains four rows of characters
with 22 letters in each row. The type head is
divided into two sections. The section towards the

platen (in the non-shift position) contains the

small or lower case letters. The section away from
the platen contains the large or upper cose letters
(Figure 9).

IBM Selectric

TILT

Upper Ball Socket

Tilt Ring Spacer
Shi

Tilt Ring

Pivot Pin

Tilt Sector Gears

Tilt Sector Tube

Tilt Tape

Tilt Pulley

Return Spring

FIGURE 10.

At a rest position, the type head is in the

smal l "t" is the "I", and on the bottom row is the

position where the small "z" would strike the
platen. The letter "z" is positioned in the center

small "i"'- Therefore, if the machine intended to
print the smal l "t'\ the type head would "tilt"
up one row and print. If the small "j" was struck,
the type head would "tilt" up three rows and print.

of the top row of letters. This is the home position
of the type head. Considering only the lower case
portion of the type head, there would be five letters
to the left and five letters to the right of the small

The ti lting of the type head is controlled by

"z". The letter directly under the "z" on the

the ti lt mechanism which is control led by the tilt

secorfd row down is the small "t". Under the

pulley and the tilt tape (Figure 10).

IBM Selectric

TILT

Tilt Tape

LJ

Tilt Arm

Xi
Tilt Bellcrank

Tilt Pulley

Tilt-2 Latch
Tilt-1 Latch
FIGURE 11.

The tilt tape is attached to the tilt mechanism
and around a pulley wheel, which is port of the

move to the left l/3rd of its distance. This will

tilt arm. This arm is controlled by a bellcrank and

cause the type head to tilt up one notch, thereby
permitting the second row to be in a printing

toggle arm (Figure 11).

position.
If a character in the third row down from the

There are two tilt latches that will control the

action of the tilt bellcrank. There is the Tilt-1
latch and the Tilt-2 latch. The tilt bellcrank is

rotated by the pull on the ti lt latches.

In the operation of the Selectric, if a character
in the top row on the type head has been depressed
by the operator (9,0,6,5,2,z,4,8,7,3,(1), neither of
the tilt latches will be pulled down; therefore, there
will be no tilting of the type head.
If a character in the second row down from the

top on the type head has been selected by the key
board (w,s,i,',.,!,o,a,r,v,m), the Tilt-2 latch will
be pulled down, thereby pulling the ti lt bellcrank
2/3rds of the way down, causing the ti lt arm to
move to the left 2/3rds of its distance. This wi ll

cause the type head to tilt up two notches, thereby
permitting the third row of characters to be in a
printing position.

If both of the tilt latches are pulled down, the

type head is tilted three notches up, and the fourth

top on the type head has been selected by the key
board (d,h,k,e,n,t,l,G,b,u,x,) the Tilt-1 latch will
be pulled down, thereby pulling the tilt bellcrank

row of characters is in a printing position.

l/3rd of the way down, causing the tilt arm to

Keyboard section of this book.

The method showing how the Tilt-1 and the
Tilt-2 latches are selected wi ll be covered in the

IBM-7
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TILT ADJUSTMENTS
The detent mechanism of the type head must
be correct before making the proper tilt adjust
ments. In the rest position, there should be .025"
to .035" clearance between the detent arm and the

loosen the set screws on the ribbon feed and the

detent cam and move the com to the left or right
OS needed. Moving the cam to the left will in
crease the clearance (Figure 13).

bottom tip of the type head (Figure 12). To odjust-

(

■>

!

I

Position Left or Right
Ribbon Feed And Detent Co

r

N

i i

.025" To .035"

Ribbon Feed Cam Follower

FIGURE 12.

||

FIGURE 13.

I

It is very important that the TiIt-1 latch and

drop into the rest position notch at the same time

the Tilt-2 latch re-set simultaneously under the
latch bail. To check this, hand crank a zero tilt

that the two ti lt latches re-set under the latch

character twice. As the cycle shaft begins to pass
its rest position, the check pawl (Figure 14) should

;

bail. To adjust, form the two stop lugs (Figure 15)
up or down as needed, careful to keep both latched
even.

Cycle Shaft

Cycle Clutch
Check Ratchet

Cycle Clutch
Check Pawl

FIGURE 14.

n
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TILT ADJUSTMENTS
Loosen Nut To

Make Adjustment

Adjust Link Up Or Down

IIKIUIMIMMIIIIII

©

liiiiillllililiilllll

Q'

i

i©

I
fr\i

Adjust R. H. Pulley
Adjusting Screw

0

FIGURE 15.

I

!

The detent arm should enter slightly to the rear
of the 4th tooth. To adjust, loosen the lock nut
on top of the pulley and adjust the right hand
pulley, moving the screw in or out as needed
(Figure 15).

To check for the proper tilt of the tilt ring,
half-cycle a small "z". At this point the tilt
detent should enter the rear tooth of the tilt ring
just slightly to the rear of that tooth (Figure 16).
Check this also by using the smal l "j'' (three tilt).

Tilt Ring

O-

\

Tilt Detent

/

I

Rear Tooth ^

vj—™

v 1

Detent Enters Slightly —
To The Rear

FIGURE 16.

/
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ROTATE
Upper Ball Socket

Rotate Tape
Bail Joint

Rotate Pulley

Lower Ball Socket

I

FIGURE 17.

Rotate Tape

Rotate Pulley
Rotate Arm

CD

Rotate Link

Rotate Spring
FIGURE 18.

Shift Arm

The rotate mechanism positions the type head
either left or right. By itieans of the upper and
lower ball sockets and the ball joint, the rotate
pulley operates the type head in either direction

(Figure 17). The rotate pulley is operated by a
tape that passes around two side pulleys and
attaches to the carrier. When either of the side

pulleys moves away from the other, the type head
is rotated in a counter clockwise or a positive
direction. When either side pulley moves toward
the other, the type head is rotated in a clockwise
or negative direction by the tension of the rotate
pulley spring (Figure 18).

;

Selectric

ROTATE
ROTATE
POSITIVE

+5 +4

TILT

NO

NEGATIVE

+3

+2

+1

0

-1

-2
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-4

-5

0

9

0

6

5

2

z

4

8

7

3

C

1

b

h

k

e

n

t

1

c

d

u

X

2

w

s

i

!

0

0

r

i

/

!

/

3

1

-

y

q

P

.=

V

f

m

g

lj

Rotate Tape
Rotate Bellcrank
Balance Lever

Stop Lub

I

i %)\ ■■■■

Rotate Arm

o

o

-5

+1

+2A

+2

Rotate Link

FIGURE 19.

There are five characters on either side of the

be determined by the action of the rotate latches.

four home letters —small "z" (zero tilt); small

If a + 1 rotation of the type head is desired, the
+ 1 rotation latch will be pulled down (Figure 19)
causing the rotate arm to move l/5th of its dis

"t" (flTit); "I" (2 ti lt); and small "j" (3 tilt).
See Chart. So if a "5" is depressed, the type head
will rotate + 2 and print. If a "9" is depressed ,

tance to the left. This movement will rotate the

the type head will rotate + 5 and print. On the

type head into print position for either the "2",

negative side the same wi ll happen except the

*'n",
or "=
according to which tilt latch
has been put into operation. If the+2 latch has
been pulled down, then the type head will rotate

rotation will be in a negative direction. Study the
chart and you con determine all of the movements

of the type head. Example: "a" = 2 and - 2 rotate,
"y" = ti lt 3 and + 4 rotate.

two notches. If both the+1 and the + 2 latches

are pulled down, this will rotate the type head
three notches. If both the + 2 and the + 2A latches

POSITIVE ROTATION: To rotate the type
head in a counter clockwise (+) direction, the
left rotate arm will be pushed out towards the

notches. If all three ( + l,+2, and + 2A) latches

left. How for the arm will travel to the left will

notches.

are pul led down, the type head will rotate four
are pulled down, the type head will rotate five

IBM Selectric

ROTATE

5-Unit Drive Link
5-Unit Latch
5-Unit Cam

o

5-Unit Bail

FIGURE 20.

o
O

^
t iiiiiiiiiiiyiQ

O

Q

FIGURE 21.

NEGATIVE ROTATION: The negative rotation

of the type head is accomplished by allowing the
rotate arm to pivot towards the machine (to the
right). The rotate arm is pulled in by the tension
of the rotate spring (Figure 19). This is accomp
lished by freeing the five-unit bai l which is re

leased by the five-unit latch (Figure 20). When the
five-unit bail is unlatched (Figure 21), the rotate
arm is free to move the type head five notches
clockwise, which would bring the *')", "x",
"m", and "g" characters into print positionaccording to which tilt latch is activated.

IBM Selectric
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ROTATE

/

M

o

B
FIGURE 22.
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1
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If a -4 rotate is desired, the five-unit bai l is
unlatched and also the +1 rotate latch is pulled

If a —2 rotate is desired, the five-unit bail is
unlatched and also the + 1 and the+2 latches are

If a -3 rotate is desired, the five-unit bail is

pulled down.
If a -1 rotate is desired, the five-unit bail is

unlatched and also the + 2 rotate latch wi ll be

unlatched and also the +2 and the + 2A latches

pulled down (Figure 22).

are pulled down.

down.

IBM Selectric

ROTATE ADJUSTMENTS

spring scale should be used as in (Figure 23).
Read the scale as you slowly let the shift arm
move in towards the stop screw. To adjust the
spring tension, pull the spring cage toward the
left with a spring hook, and turn the cage

The rotate latches should re-set simultaneously

under the latch bail just as the cycle clutch check
pawl drops into the notch on the check ratchet
at a rest position. To adjust, forn^ the stop lugs up
or down as needed.

clockwise to increase the tension. To decrease

the tension, pull the retainer forward and allow the

The rotate spring "tension should hove 1 7/8 to
2 pounds of tension. This is checked by depressing
0 small "m" and half-cycling the machine. A

cage to rotate counter clockwise. Re-check the

reading on the scale to be sure it is correct.

Scale Should Be Read Just As
Shift Arm Reaches Rest Position

i

Shift Arm Moves

Toward Left
FIGURE 23.

Adjust the negative —5 latch stop screw so
that the five-latch bail will re-set simultaneously

as the check pawl drops into the notch on the
check ratchet at a rest position (Figure 24).

Cycle Shaft
Latched At
Rest Position

o

^1 Scribe L ine

Adjust Stop'Screw
Negative Latch Bail
FIGURE 24o

FIGURE 25

IBM Selectric

ROTATE ADJUSTMENTS
the machine side frame (Figure 25). To adjust,
loosen the two lock nuts on the rotate link (Figure
(26) and turn the adjusting link in or out as needed.

Remove the type head and depress the letter
"t". Half-cycle the machine. The point at the
top of the rotate arm should be 15/32 inch from

Rotate Tape

Rotate Pulley
• Rotate Arm
■\©I

x
&
I

!

vji

Rotate Link'

Rotate Spring
FIGURE 26.
I

1

'

I

Shift Arm ■

The adjustable plate on the bottom of the rotate

detents the same as a half-cycled upper case
letter "R" (—3).

arm (Figure 27) should be adjusted up or down so
that a half-cycled upper case letter "W" (+5)

if/

t- -

Q
FIGURE 27.

0/

Adjust Here
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KEYBOARD
NOTE: It would be advisable to re-examine the

latch, allowing a cycle operation. It also selects

Tilt section and the Rotate section before attempt
ing Keyboard adjustments.

the selector bails which will be activated for that

character (Figure 28).

Depression of a letter keylever activates the
interposer mechanism which trips the cycle clutch
Selector Latch

Latch Interposer
Key]ever

Pawl

Iter Shaft

Cy

Ba

a
Se ector Bai

Keylever
Interposer
FIGURE 28.

The purpose of the interposers is to select the

Six of the selector lugs control whichever of

amount of ti lt and rotate needed to bring the

the tilt or rotate latches are pulled forward. There

desired characters into a print position (Figure 29).
for eight lugs. Seven of these lugs are selective
lugs. The larger lug in the center is the cycle
clutch release lug. This lug will press down on the
cycle bail, (see the Cycle Clutch section for this

are no two interposers alike. The rear lug is for
special application of the machine. When an inter
poser with all of its lugs is driven forward by the
fi lter shaft, then al l six bai ls are brought forward;
therefore, the "z" wil l be in the print position.
The combination of lugs and the absence of lugs

action).

will cause each character to print.

On the bottom of the interposers ore positions

Keylever Pawl Contact Surface
Latching Surface

a
Selector Lug

Filter Shaft

Cycle Clutch
Release Lug

Contact Surface

FIGURE 29.

the cycle clutch is
unlatched and allows the cycle shaft to rotate
180 degrees, the filter shaft wil l rotate 180 degrees
through the gear train on the left side of the ma
FILTER SHAFT: When

chine. The fi lter shaft is a two-bladedishaft; there

fore, it will contact the interposer at the filter
shaft contact surface (Figure 29) pushing it for
ward to operate the character bails.

IBM Selectric

KEYBOARD

The interposer must be latched down so that it
remains in contact with the filter shaft long enough
for the complete operation of the character bai ls.

at the rear of the interposer. This is cal led the
compensator. The compensator contains a number
of closely spaced steel bal ls that prevent two or
more interposers to be depressed at the same time
(Fi gure 30).

This is accomplished by the interposer latch spring
(Figure 30).
To insure that two key levers cannot be de
pressed at the same time, there is a block out

Selector Compensator Tube
Interposer

Interposer Latch
Spring

Selector Compensator m
Ball

[||

'
B. INTERPOSER LATCHED

A. INTERPOSER AT REST

DOWN

FIGURE 30.

moved forward, thereby preventing the cycle clutch
from being released. Also the bellcrank at the

KEYBOARD LOCK: When the switch is turned

off, the keyboard must be locked. Operation of
the switch lever controls the lock mechanism by
rotating the lockout bail (Figure 31). When the
lever is in the OFF position, the lockout bail is

left of the machine forces the steel balls together

(compensator), thereby blocking out all inter
posers so they cannot be depressed.
Q

Shift Clutch Ratchet

Q

Shift Keylever

Sh

Re

ease

Arm

Shift Lock

Shift Release Link

Shift Bail

FIGURE 31

KEYBOARD ADJUSTMENTS
FILTER SHAFT: With the machine in neutral,

depress a keylever. There should be .010" to .015"
clearance between the filter shaft and the back

edge of the interposer (Figure 32). Adjust by
loosening the set screws on the fi lter shaft drive

gear and positioning the filter shaft as pictured.
Tighten the set screws.
There should

IBM Selectric

driver between the keylevers beneath the front
row of keybuttons) and moving the guide comb up
or down as needed. Check this adjustment all
across the keyboard.
A good check at this time would be to latch
down one interposer and hold pressure on the keylever next to it. Slowly hand-crank the machine.

be .020" to .030" clearance

between the fi lter shaft and the rear corner of the

The filter shaft blade should miss the keylever

interposer when at rest (Figure 33). Adjust by
loosening the four guide screws (insert screw

held by about .005". This will assure that no
other interposer wiII be "flicked".

Adjust by rotating the filter shaft to the correct position
after loosening the filter shaft gear.

Adjust interposer Guide
Loosen Four

.010" to .015"

Screws

Interposer

&
Filter Shaft

yx
LJ I I

Al l Backlash Removed
In This Direction

o
Interposer
020" To .030"

Filter Shaft
FIGURE 32.

FIGURE 33.

With an interposer latched down, there should

section (Figure 34) and positioning the spring up

be about .010" additional travel of the interposer.
Check this by use of a spring hook. Pull the
interposer down to check for ofterploy. Adjust by
loosening the spring latch screws on the right hand

or down. At the same time there should be .000"

to .002" clearance between the keeper and pawl
(Figure 35).

Loosen To Adjust

Interposer Latch

m

+/"" Interposer
Latched Down

Spring

.000" To .002"

Prevent The Latch From

Guide

T
010" Approx
FIGURE 34.

Moving Forward While

Observing The Adjustment

FIGURE 3S.
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KEYBOARD ADJUSTMENTS
position, then back out the adjusting screw unti
the interposer is released. Turn the adjusting
1/6 more turn. Repeat this adjustment at the left
side also. Tighten the set screws.

The selector compensator (keylever blockout)
should be adjusted by depressing the extreme
right hand interposer. Loosen the locking set
screws on the nylon block (Figure 36), turn the
adjusting screw in until the interposer is held into

Set Screw

Nylon Block

QQl

Adjust Here
Interposer
Hex
FIGURE 36.

SELECTOR LATCH LINKS: With the machine

at rest position, there should be .050" to .060"
overlap of the negative-five latch and the stop
screw head. Adjust the negative-five link to obtain
this overlap (Figure 37).

Cam Shaft

With the machine at rest, there should be .000"
to .010" overhang of the tilt and rotate latches
(5) on the latch bail. Adjust the links to obtain
this overhang (Figure 38).

Slightly Less Than

1/2 Latch Thickness

Adjust Link To Obtain
Desired Negative Latch

Interposer Against Stop

.050" to .060"

To Stop Pod Screw Overlap'
Clevis

O

Flush To .010"

/Overhang
Negative Boil

FIGURE 37.

FIGURE 38.
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SHIFT

the right by the action of the shift cam (Figure 39).

The purpose of the shift mechanism of the
Selectric typewriter is to rotate the type head 180
degrees in a counter clockwise direction. This
will place the upper case or capital letters into a

The shift cam is only in operation during a shift
operation. The shift com is driven by the shift
clutch, which is engaged and disengaged through

print position.

the shift clutch ratchet. This ratchet has an inner

In the shift operation, the shift arm is moved to

lug and an outer lug (Figure 40).

Outer Lug

Inner Lug
Shift Arm

,<TTT:n:

Shift Cam

i

Shift Clutch Release Arm

A, LOWER CASE POSITION

Shift Clutch Ratchet

B. UPPER CASE POSITION

FIGURE 40.

FIGURE 39.

When the shift keylevers ore at rest position

The selectric has three safety features on the

(up), the release arm is resting against the inner

shift mechanism. One is the brake. The brake is

lug on the clutch ratchet. As the shift key is
depressed, the release arm comes out of contact

used when the machine is shifting from the upper

wi th the inner lug and moves up into the path .of
the outer lug, thereby allowing the clutch to moke
a 180 degree revolution. This 180 degree revolution
wi ll com the shift arm out and revolve the type

being pulled inward by spring tension. The brake
wi ll slow down the action of the cam (Figure 41).

cose to the lower case letters. The shift arm is

head 180 degrees.

Raised Braking Surface
on

Shoe

Shift Cam Broke

O

D
Shift Cam

FIGURE 41.

IBM Selectric

SHIFT

Another safety feature is the character inter
rupter, operated by the action of the shift detent
□rm. As this arm is pushed down, the character
interrupter bail is pivoted, thereby pivoting the
interrupter paw! into the path of the cycle clutch

latch link. Therefore, if a key is depressed while
the shift com in is operation, the cycle clutch

latch is kept from being engaged until the shift
detent arm seats into the notch on the shift cam

(Figure 42).

Shift Cam

Cycle Clutch Latch

Character Interrupter Pawl

Cycle Clutch Latch Link

,

O

e

6

Shift Detent Arm

Character Interrupter Bai

FIGURE 42.

The third safety feature is just the opposite
of the interrupter. It is the shift interlock which
holds the shift com from rotating while a key is

depressed. The shift interlock operates off of the
interlock cam and stops the shift clutch ratchet
(Figure 43).

Shift Clutch Ratchet
Shift Interlock

o

o

o

Shift Interlock Cam

A. REST POSITION

B. ACTIVE POSITION

FIGURE 43.
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SHIFT ADJUSTMENTS
With the machine turned off, depress the shift
key. The shift clutch ratchet should rotate 1/16"
to 3/32" when the shift release arm releases the

Adjust the shift cam stop so that, in a rest
position, there is .010" to .030" between the
shift cam stop and the shift release arm (Figure 45).

ratchet (Figure 44). To adjust, loosen the two
screws on the plate and turn the retaining plate
left or ric^t as needed.
.010" to .030"

^1/16" to 3/32"

Shift Release Arm

Shift Cam

Holding Inner Lug

Stop

Of Ratchet

O

o

3. RELEASED POSITION

Shift Cam Detented
FIGURE 45.

FIGURE 44.

The shift cam brake should have .035" to .040"

bite on the braking surface of the cam. To adjust,
loosen the two screws and move the bracket up or
down as needed (Figure 46).
The shift arm adjustingscrew (Figure 47) should
be adjusted in or out to obtain 180 degrees rotation

.035" to .040"

of the type head. Check this adjustment by using
the capital "M". The detent must enter the notch
exactly the same on upper case as it does on
lower case. Half-cycle the machine and manually
check this.

1/2 Thickness Of
Brak ng Rib

Shift Arm

Adjusting Screw

o

FIGURE 46.

FIGURE 47.
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CYCLE CLUTCH

A cycle operation occurs each time a character
prints. Everything concerned with printing on the
paper is powered by the cycle shaft.

shaft operates only during a print operation (Figure
48).

The cycle shaft is controlled by the cycle
clutch sleeve, which has two steps on its outside
surface. These steps are used to stop and start
the rotation of the cycle shaft (Figure 49).

The cycle clutch pulley is in continuous rot
ation whenever the motor is running, but the cycle

Cycle Shaft
5-Unit Cam

Cycle Clutch Sleeve
Cycle Clutch Collar

Cycle Clutch Latch Brkt

o

Cycle Clutch Spring
Positive Com

Hub On Cycle Shaft
Cy. Cl. Restoring Cam

Cycle Clutch Spring

Cycle Clutch Sleeve
Cycle Clutch Latch

Hub On Cy. Cl. Pulley
FIGURE 48.

FIGURE 49.

The cycle clutch sleeve is controlled by the
action of the cycle clutch latch, either engaged or

gears at the left of the machine, the filter shaft

(see Keyboard section) and the print shaft (see

disengaged. The cycle clutch latch is disengaged
from the clutch sleeve, allowing the cycle shaft
to rotate one-half of a revolution. When the cycle

Print section) ore rotated. The filter shaft will

shaft makes its one-half revolution through the

smaller gear on the print shaft. Figure 50).

rotate one-half of a revolution whi le the print
shaft wi ll make one ful l revolution. (Notice the

Print Shaft

Operational Cam Shaft,
Drive Belt

Idler Gear

7:
Escapement Cam
Filter Shaft

Cycle Clutch Pulley
Cycle Shaft

FIGURE 50.

CYCLE CLUTCH ADJUSTMENTS
The cycle clutch spring should clear the face
of the cycle clutch pulley by .004" to .012"
(Figure 51). To adjust, loosen the collar and move
the spring left or right as needed.

IBM Selectric

The sleeve should have .010" to .015" end play.
To adjust, move the collar left or right as needed.

eeve

.004" To .012"

Collar Adjustment

S

Pulley

'///A

010" To .015"

Cycle Clutch Spring

Sleeve End Ploy

FIGURE 51.

Hand-crank a "1" (one) until the cycle clutch

begins to slip. Release the cycle clutch again.
Now, slowly hand-crank the machine. The cycle
shaft should rotate about 5 degrees, then the check
pawl should drop into a tooth in the check ratchet.
Adjust the collar clockwise or counter clockwise
around the cycle shaft (Figure 52).

With the check pawl engaged into the ratchet
tooth (after a power operation), there should be
.007" to .015" clearance between the opening in
the sleeve (Figure 53). Adjust by moving the nylon
stop adjustment forward or rearward.

Nylon Stop
Adjustment

.007" To .015"

Sleeve

1/16" To 3/32"
FIGURE 52.

IBM-24.
SEL

Pulley
FIGURE 53.
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CYCLE CLUTCH ADJUSTMENTS

The cycle clutch latch should overlap the step
on the clutch sleeve by .030" to .035" (Figure

To adjust, adjust the restoring roll up or down as

54). To adjust, move the cycle clutch keeper

not get too much overthrow, as the clutch latch
will be pressed into the clutch sleeve.

bracket forward or rearward as needed.

needed. NOTE: Check this on both lobe cams. Do

The restoring roll should restore the latch pawl
with an overthrow of .020" to .025" (Figure 55).

Restoring Roller
Cycle Clutch Keeper

.030" To ,035"

.020" To .025"

Bracket

Cycle Clutch

j

Keeper

1

Cycle Clutch
II ^

Latch Pawl

LJU'

Do Not Overthrow Into Sleeve

FIGURE 54.

FIGURE 55.

Adjust the cycle clutch keeper vertically for

When the keyboard is at rest, the latch pawl

.000" to .002" clearance between the pawl and

should have a .030" to .035" bite on the keeper.

the keeper, with the +/= key depressed. Check

To adjust, loosen the lock nuts and screws that
mount the cycle clutch bail stop (Figure 56) and
move it up or down as needed.

this as the unlatching occurs. This on is important

adjustment, so check several times.

Cycle Clutch Bail Stop
.030" to .035"

./t]

FIGURE 56.
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PRINT

The print cam has two camming surfaces. One
will drive the type head toward the platen. The
other will pull the type head back to normal (Figure

The printing of the Selectric is powered and
controlled by a print com which will com or push
the type head back to the platen to moke an im
pression—then restore the type head to a rest

57).

position.

The print cam is rotated a full 360 degrees by
the action of the cycle shaft through the gear
train on the left side of the machine. When a keylever is depressed and the cycle shaft makes a
one-half rotation, the print shaft will rotate one

action is the ring and cylinder action of the con
ventional typewriter. The two parts of the Selectric

full turn.

are referred to as the "striker and anvil".

The type head is not cammed or pushed all the
way to the platen. It is stopped by the anvi l. This

FIGURE 57.

There should be very little play of the carrier
back and forth on the escapement rack. About

Check this all along the rack (Figure 58). Adjust
the upper carrier shoe eccentric.

.001" is the minimum, and .004" is the maximum.

&

Carrier

Carrier Shoe

Escapemenf Rack

FIGURE 58.

PRINT ADJUSTMENTS

IBM Selectric
Slight Drag On Three Tab Cards

Letter Z

e
Type Head
Held Slightly

O

Forward
Sufficient Cards To Total
.260" to .270" When Added

Turn Eccentric Up

©

To Hooverometer Base.

Before Making Adjustment
Velocity Control Plate Ecc.

Loosen This Screw

©

Q
Q

Move Pin Forward Or Back
FIGURE 60.

Approx. 1/32" Of Slot
Visible Above Head Of
Screw
FIGURE 59.

There are two adjustments of the print section
that must be made in conjunction with each other.
One is when the print cam follower is on the high
point of the print cam. The other is when the print

Roller Just Touching

cam follower is at the low point of the print cam.

These adjustments must be made in the following
sequence (Figure 59).

a

1. Raise the anvi l adjusting eccentrics and
the restoring com follower eccentric.

CO

2. Remove the ribbon.

3. Remove the ribbon feed plate.

4. Set the control plate eccentric forward.
Striker Against Anvil

5. Adjust the plate so that about 1/32" of the
slot is visible above the head of the screw (Figure

FIGURE 61.

59).

ween the type head and platen (.020" to .030"). No

9. Position the copy control lever all the way
back. Type a "period at both ends of the platen.
Adjust the anvil eccentrics so that the "period"
wi ll not print in this position. Place the copy cont
rol lever in the fourth position. The "period"
should print very lightly. Use one sheet of paper

drag should be felt on two cords.
8. Hand-crank the machine until the pri nt

for this adjustment.
10. Hand-crank until the print cam follower is

follower is at the low point of the print cam (Figure

at the high point of the print cam. Press the type

60). Adjust the velocity control plate pin forward

head toward the platen until the striker is against
the anvi l. The rubber roll should just touch the
restoring cam (Figure 61). Adjust the eccentric

6. Hand-crank the machine using the letter
"z" until the print follower is on the high point
of the com.

7. Adjust the velocity control plate eccentric
until a slight drag is felt on three tab cards bet

or backward in the slot until a clearance of .260"

to .270" exist between the type head (letter "z")
and the platen. Measure this with a piece of metal
that has been "milked".

up or down as needed. Keep the high point of the
eccentric forward.
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ESCAPEMENT

"Stop Lug

^Backspace Pawl
• Escapement Pawl
Escapement Rack ■

Backspace Rack

'\Jj

Escapement Trigger

Escapement Torque Bar'

Eccentric Collar

Filter Shaft

Trigger Guide

Escapement Trigger
Lever

Escapement Cam Follower

Escapement Cam

FIGURE 62.

The escapement mechanism controls the move
ment of the carrier. The escapement of the carrier
is controlled by two mechanisms. One mechanism
controls the escapement by the use of the space
bar. (see the Space Bar section). The other mech
anism performs when the type head is in operation.
The cycle shaft has been activated, and the filter

shaft is rotated 180 degrees (Figure 62). On the
right end of the filter shaft is a small double lobed
cam called the escapement cam. As the cam is
rotated 180 degrees, it pushes the cam roll to pull
the link and pull down on the trigger lever, which
rotates the torque bar.

ESCAPEMENT

IBM Selectric
The escapement rack is mounted to each side
frame just behind the carrier and beneath the
escapement bracket. The escapement pawl con
tains an elongated hole at its mounting point that
allows .022" lateral movement of the pawl. This

pawl has a spring that pulls the point of the pawl
to the right. The mainspring holds pressure against
the carrier; therefore, the escapement pawl is in a
cocked position (Figure 63A). When the escape-

ment torque bar is pivoted, the escapement pawl is
pushed backwards (Figure 63B). The spring action
of the pawl forces the pawl into the plane of the
next tooth of the escapement rack. The torque bar
is released, and the escapement pawl enters into
the next tooth of the escapement rack (Figure 63C).
The carrier moves to the right as this action occurs,

bui lding up the spring tension of the escapement
pawl again (Figure 63D).
Q

O
A.

o

o

C.

O
O
B.

O

o

D.

FIGURE 63A.

FIGURE 63B.

The rotation of the torque bar is instantaneous

that actually pulls the torque bar downward (Figure

and just enough to trip the pawls (escapement and
backspace) out of their rocks. The torque bar is

64A). The trigger wi ll be disengaged from the tor
que bar, by the contact with the trigger guide, as

immediately rotated back to a normal position. This
allows the pawls to re-enter their racks to limit
the carrier to one space. The trigger is the part

soon as it has rotated the torque bar down enough

Escapement Torgue Bar

to activate the escapement pawls (Figure 64B).

Escapement
Torque Bar

Escapement Trigger

Trigger Guide Cams
Trigger To Rear

o
Trigger Guide

Escapement

Escapement Trigger

Trigger Lever

Lever

0

%

A. REST POSITION

FIGURE 64C.

B. ACTIVE POSITION

FIGURE 64D.
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ESCAPEMENT ADJUSTMENTS
There should be .011" to .017" clearance

There should be .008" to .010" clearance

between the escapement bracket and the tab torque
bar (Figure 65). Adjust the escapement bracket

between the torque bar and the lug on the escape
ment pawl (Figure 66). Adjust the torque bar stop

front to rear as needed. Check this clearance all

forward or rearward as needed.

the way across the torque bar.

.008" To .010"

.011" to .017"

Torque Bar

Escapement Pawl Lug

3

Escapement Bracket
Positioned To Obtain
Clearance

Torque Bar

Escapement Pawl
Check Entire Length Of Writing Line
For Possible Warped Torque Bar

Torque Bar Stop
FIGURE 66.

FIGURE 6S.

There should be .001" to .005" clearance

between the torque bar and the torque bar back

stop (Figure 67). Adjust the back stop forward or
rearward as needed.

00 " To .005"

I
V.

FIGURE 67.
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ESCAPEMENT ADJUSTMENTS

The escapement cam rol l should be resting in
the lowest part of the escapement cam when the
machine is at rest (Figure 68). To adjust, loosen

before the printing-which will cruse crowding or
blurring of the print. If the action comes late, the
space bar might be inoperative.

the set screw (Bristol), and move the cam forward
or rearward. (You can reach the cam between the

There should be a clearance of .007" to .010"

carrier return and the backspace keylevers just in
front of the margin rack). This cam adjustment
affects the timing of the escapement. If this action
comes too soon, it will cause the trip to occur

between the torque bar lug and the hook of the
escapement trigger (Figure 68). Adjust the trip
link in or out as needed. (Recheck this adjustment

after making space bar adjustments).

.007" to .010"

Escapement Trip Link

o

o

ititiiiiiiiiiiiiiM—niiiiiiiiiii

o
o

Cam Follower Just Resting At Low Point

FIGURE 68.

should be disengaged from the torque bar lug
(Figure 69). Adjust the trigger knock-off eccentric

Hand-crank the machine slowly after depressing

a lettered key. When the escapement pawl clears
the rack by .010" to .015", the escapement trigger

stud.

,010" to .015"

Trigger Disengages

' From Torque Bar When
Correct Pawl Clearance
Exists

Trigger Guide

FIGURE 69.
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OPERATIONAL CAM

return/indexing cam. The #1 cam is a double-lobed
cam and requires only a rotation of 180 degrees to
complete one operation. The #2 cam requires a

All four of the service operations ore powered

by two clutches, located on the right side of the
operational cam shaft (Figure 70). The clutch on

complete 360 degree rotation for its

the left is the #1 cam, back space/space bar cam.
The clutch on the right is the #2 cam, carrier

operation.

Operational Cam Shaft
Operational Clutch
Ratchet

Operational Shaft
Bearing

Backspace/Spacebar
Cam 1

Carrier Return/
Indexing Cam 2
FIGURE 70.

The cams rotate only when a service key is

depressed; such as, the space bar, the backspace,
the carrier return, or the indexing. Then the clutch
pawl is engaged in the ratchet and rotates the cam.
As the cam rotates, its high point wi ll force the

cam follower bock and the rear portion down (Figure

71). If a latch has been tripped, it will be

pulled down and actuate the selected mechanism.
(See the Space Bar, Backspace, or the Carrier
Return sections for their operations).

Latch

Cam Follower

Interposer

Interposer
Restoring Lever
ti im 1

FIGURE 71.

'
,
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OPERATIONAL CAM
.020"-.025" Index —Adjust bracket up or down.

OPERATIONAL CAM ADJUSTMENTS:

Adjust each keylever pawl guide stud so that
the keylever pawls overlap their respective interposers by .035" to .045" with both parts at rest.
The index should be about .040" to .060" overlap
(Figure 72).
Adjust for clearance between the respective
keylevers and their interposers in the following
manner: (Figure 73).

.020"-.030" Carrier

Return - Adjust slot in

keylever

.030"—.040" Backspacer—Adjust slot in key
lever.

.005"—.015" Space Bar—Adjust lever eccent
ric.

These clearances insure proper timing of the
interposer release when a keylever is depressed.

.020" To .025" For Index

Keylever Pawl

.020" To .030" For Carrier Return

Guide Bracket

.030" To .040" For Backspace

.035" to .045"

(Index Keylever Pawl
Requires,.040" to .060).

.005" to .015" Clearance

HI inrnmin

For Spacebar
FIGURE 72.

FIGURE 73.

There should be a clearance of .001" to .015"

There should be a clearance of .005" to .015"

between the backspace and the space bar latches
and the cam follower lever. (Figure 70). Adjust the
latch adjusting screw in or out as needed.

between all of the latches and their respective

cam followers (Figure 74). Adjust the interposer
adjusting screw in or out as needed.

Interposer Slides
On Latch Incline
Cam Follower
Latch

o

005" To .015"

Make Adjustment Here

Interposer

FIGURE 74.
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OPERATIONAL CAM
OPERATIONAL CAM ADJUSTMENTS:

With the cam latched in the rest position, there
should be a clearance of .010" to .015" between

75). Adjust the eccentric nut on the opposite side
of the clutch, after loosening the mounting screws
first.

the tip of the pawl and the ratchet teeth (Figure

Adjust Eccentric

010

to .015"

Cam Pawl

O

o
Cam Check Ring
A. LEFT SIDE OF CAM

. RIGHT SIDE OF CAM
FIGURE 75.

The clutch release arm should clear the inter-

The interposers should be restored forward

poser lug by .030" to .040" (Figure 76). Adjust

.010" to .030" past the latching point when either
com is operated (Figure 77). Adjust by forming the
lug at each side of the restoring bail.

by forming the bottom of each clutch release arm.

O

.010" to .030"

I

-H
' M

Form

Lug

J

FIGURE 76.

Form Lug

.030" to .040"

FIGURE 77.
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TABULATOR

The tabulator mechanism is manually operated
by depression of the tab key. This action will
pivot the tab torque bar to the rear (Figure 78).
The torque bar contacts the tab lever trigger and

pawls. The pawls are disengaged from their re
spective racks. As the tab lever is pushed to the
rear to disengage the pawls, it is latched and held
in this position by the tab lever latch (Figure 79).

pushes it against the escapement and backspace
Tab Torque Bar

&
Tab Lever

Jab Lever Trigger

Tab Keylever

Tab Lever Trigger
Tab

Torque

Tab Lever Pawl

Bar

Tab Lever
Latch

Tab Bel crank

o

FIGURE 78.

FIGURE 79.

As the carrier is pulled toward the right by the
spring tension force, the tip of the tab lever con
tacts a set tab stop and is stopped (Figure 80A).
The carrier will move a short distance farther so

restore toward

front (Figure 80C). The escapement and backspace
pawls are allowed to re-engage in the teeth of their
respective racks.

Carrier Movement

Tab Stop

Escapement Pawl

that the tab lever wil l unlatch and

Tab Lever
Latch

Continues Until Stopped
By The Escapement Pawl

Tab Lever

Tab Lever Lug

Escapement Rack
Tab Lever Unlatches And
Restores Toward The Front

A.
FIGURE 80.
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TABULATOR
During a tabulation, the speed of the carrier is

the pinion tries to exceed the speed of the collar,

controlled by a clutch spring (Figure 81). This

and this causes the clutch spring to tighten,
controlling the speed of the carrier.

clutch spring wi ll rotate freely on the shaft until

Col jar Turns With

Operational Shaft

O,

Mainspring
Tension Rotates
Cord Drum
Pinion Tries To

Exceed Speed of
Collar And Causes

Clutch Spring To
Tighten

FIGURE 81.

With the tab lever at rest, there should be .035"
to .045" clearance between a set tab stop and the

should be a minimum of .005", but not more than
.010" clearance between the tip of the escapement

tip of the tab lever pawl (Figure 82). Adjust the

pawl and the escapement rack teeth (Figure 83).

tab lever pawl forward or rearward as needed..
With the tab lever in the latched position, there

Adjust by forming the upright lug of the tab latch,
as shown in the diagram.

Tab Rack

Tab Lever

.035" To .045"

Adjust Tab Lever
Pawl

FIGURE 82.

.010" To .015"

FIGURE 83.
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TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS

The tab lever linkage is checked and adjusted
at two points. At a rest position, there should be a
clearance of 1/8" to 5/32" between the powerframe and the arm of the bellcronk (Figure 84).

Adjust the tab keylever link. Also there should be
a slight clearance between the tab torque bar and
the lug of the tab lever trigger (Figure 84). Adjust
the tab bellcrank link.

Tab Lever Trigger

a

Torque Bar

IttttI |o

\J^

.001" To

.006"

1/8" To 5/32"
i

I

Tab Keylever Link

Tab Bellcrank

FIGURE 84.

Set a tab stop, then backspace one time. Hold
the carrier from moving. Slowly depress the tab
key. There should be a clearance of .005" to
.020" between the tip of the tab pawl and the tab

stop (Figure 85). Loosen the locking plate at the
right end of the tab rack, and adjust the bushing
nut in or out. This will move the tab rack left or

right as needed.

Tab Rack

Adjust Tab Rack

Bushing (Not Shown)^
Tab Lever
005" To .020"

Tab Pawl

CZ]

FIGURE 85.
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TAB SET - CLEAR

Tab Rack Brake

Escapement Bracket Projections
Tab Rock
' Tab Set and Clear Bei lcronk

Tab Set and Clear Keybutton

Z'
Tab Set And

^1

Clear Arm

r

1

1-J

Tab Rock
FIGURE 86.

n

Gang Clear Finger
&

Escapement Bracket
FIGURE 87.

The tab set and clear is manually operated with
no power function. The depression of the set-clear
lever either on the front end or rear end will pivot
the tab rack forward or rearward (Figure 86). As
the rack pivots, a tab stop will contact either the
top or bottom lug on the escapement bracket pro
jections, thereby stopping the movement of the tab
stop. The tab rack will continue to rotate; there

I

(

;

1

fore, the tab stop will either be cleared or setdepending upon which direction the tab rack was
rotated.

All tab stops may be cleared by moving the
carriage to the extreme right margin, depressing
and holding down the clear key, and depressing
the carrier return key. This will clear al l tab stops
OS the carrier is returned (Figure 87).

IBM Selectric

TAB SET - CLEAR

Set And Clear Lever
Bracket

Tab Stop Not Set
Escapement Bracket
,

.Equal Clearance
Stops (Form Here)
Set And Clear Arm

FIGURE 88.

FIGURE 89.

TAB SET-CLEAR ADJUSTMENTS:
_J

There should be equal clearance between the
tab lever pawl and the tab set lug on the escape
ment bracket (Figure 88). Adjust the tab rack bell-

fully —but not excessively (Figure 89). Form the
stop lugs on the bracket up or down as needed.

crank up or down for this clearance.

set/clear key is at rest. Depress a set or clear and

When depressing the tab clear or the tab set
key, the tab stop should either be set or un-set

The tab rack should be centered when the tab

release the key slowly. The tab brake should
center the tab rack (Figure 86). Adjust the tab rack
brake forward or rearward.
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SPACE BAR

When the space bar is depressed, the operating
arm is raised (Figure 90), which pivots the front
of the space bar lever up —and the rear down. The

The space bar operates by tripping the escape

ment pawl (and backspace pawl) out of mesh with
the escapement rack. This is basically the same
operation as the print escapement action. These

space bar lever pawl is pushed down on the space
bar interposers (see Cam section) to unlatch from

two escapements have the same action from the
trip of the trigger through the carrier movement.

the key lever pawl guide bracket. The interposer

activated. (You should study and adjust the Es
capement and Operational Cams sections of this

snaps to the rear, releases the space bar cam,
which, through the action of the cam follower, will
actuate the trigger and rotate the torque bar. An

book before attempting the Space Bar section.

escapement action is caused to occur.

The only difference is the way that the trigger is

-Spacebar Shaft
SfX3 eba

Spacebar Lever
Pav/I

Spacebar Operating
Early Sty!
na

Arm

Stops

Spa ebar Stem

Spacebar Tension
Spring

Spacebar Level
FIGURE 90

extension of the interlock interposer to just clear
the stop on the space bar interposer as it operates
to the rear (Figure 91). If a print escapement action
occurs, the filter shaft will turn and the space bar
interlock cam will rotate, causing the interlock
interposer to raise and block out the space bar

To prevent a lock-up or breakage of parts
should both the print escapement and the space bar
be operated at the same time, there is a space bar
lock-out mechanism. When the fi lter shaft is in

the rest position, the interlock interposer is rest
ing on the high point of one of the lobes on the
interlock cam. This allows the lug on the lower

inte rposer.
Spacebar Interlock Cam

Interlock

Interposer

O)

Spacebar Interposer

Interlock
Bracket

Adjustable
Stop

HI

FIGURE 91.

SPACE BAR ADJUSTMENTS

IBM Selectric

IMPORTANT: Make adjustments in the Escape
ment and Cam sections first.
There should be a clearance of .007" to .010"

between the escapement trigger and the escapement
torque bar (Figure 92). Disconnect the escapement
trip link and adjust the adjusting screw in or out

With the machine in the rest position, the space
bar interlock cam should be adjusted so that the
tip of the interlock rests on the high point of the
com (Figure 93). To adjust, loosen the set screws
on the com and turn until the high point is resting
on the tip of the interposer.

OS needed.

Adjusting Screw

.007" to .010"-^
'

Spacebar Interlock Cam

A

Trigger

3*

Torque Bar

0

Interlock

Interposer
m

O)

o

Spacebar Interposer

Interlock

Spacebar Latch

Adjustable

Bracket

Stop

Trigger

FIGURE 92.

FIGURE 93.

Release the space bar interposer. There should

There should be a clearance of .020" to .025"

be a clearance of .040" to .050" between the

between the stop and the interlock interposer when
the machine is half-cycled and the space bar inter
poser is latched at rest (Figure 95). Adjust the
adjustable stop forward or backward as needed.

interposer and the stop on the space bar inter
poser (Figure 94). Adjust the interlock bracket
front to rear.

Spacebar
interlock Cam

Interlock Interposer

.Interlock Interposer
Interlock Bracket

Spacebar
Interposer

Interlock

Spacebar Interposer

Bracket
rr

[Z
J_L

1
m

Adjustable Stop

FIGURE 94.

.040" To.050"

iilC

'4

Adjustable Stop'

FIGURE 95.

.020" To .025"
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BACKSPACER

Escapement Torque Bar

Backspace Pawl
Escapement Pawl
Backspace
Beilcrank

Escapement
Rack

Backspace Rack

^ /

Intermediate Backspace Lever

.Backspace
Latch

Cam Follower Lever

9

Key lever Pawl
! t
!

Backspace Interposer

FIGURE 96.

When the backspace key is depressed, the key-

lever pawl trips the backspace interposer (Figure
96). The interposer is snapped to the rear and un
latches the space bar/backspace cam (see Oper
ation Cams section), and places the backspace
latch under the cam follower bail. As the cam

toward the left. The backspace pawl is engaged
in the rack, and this causes the carrier to be

pushed to the left. The escapement pawl will be
forced to click into another tooth of the escape
ment rack and hold the carrier in this position.

rotates, the cam follower bail pulls the backspace

As the backspace rack is restored, the backspace
pawl will click into another tooth, ready to be

beilcrank down and forces the backspace rack

used again.

I

BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS

IBM Selectric

NOTE: Be sure that the Escapement and the

there should be a clearance of .005" to .015"

Operational Control adjustments are correct before

between the backspace pawl and the edge of the

making the Backspace adjustments.
With the backspace rack in the rest position,

rac

k tooth (Figure 97). Adjust the adjusting stud

screw in or out as needed.

Backspace Bellcrank

mm

Adjusting Stud

o

o
005" - .015"

FIGURE 97.

Hand-crank the backspace mechanism until the
backspace rack has moved to the left as far as
possible. The escapement pawl should not drop
into the next tooth of the escapement rack. There

98). Adjust the intermediate lever forward or rear

fore, the backspace wilI not occur by hand-cranking.
The force of the throw of the backspace rack under

under Serial #4012015, adjust so that you get an
overthrow of .005" to .010" when the backspace

power will make the backspace possible (Figure

rack is manually operated.

ward in its slot so that the escapement pawl will
not enter the next tooth in the escapement rack
when under hand power. NOTE: With machines

mm

Intermediate Lever

Backsjxice Pawl
-A

Backspace Rack

o
Bcapement Pawl

Move Front To Rear

Escapement Rack
FIGURE 98.

For Adjustment

CARRIER RETURN
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, Escapement Pawl

Escapement Torque Bar

C. R. Latch Keeper

Clutch Latch Actuating Arm
C. R. Latch Arm

C. R. Clutch
Latch

C. R. Operational Latch

Cam Follower

FIGURE 99.

When the return keylever is depressed and re

leased, seven major operations wi ll occur. They
are the following:
1.

Keylever trips interposer.

2.

Interposer unlatches clutch cam.

3.

Cam follower will index platen.

4. Escapement torque bar wi ll disengage the
escapement pawl from rack.
5. Carrier return clutch spring will tighten
around the pinion hub.
6.
7.

Carrier retum latch will latch up.
The margin rack wi ll unlatch the carrier

return latch.

Steps 1 and 2-are covered in the Operational
Cams section of this book.

Step 3-is covered in the Indexing section of
this book.

Step 4 —The top of the clutch latch actuating
ami forces a lug on the torque bar to the rear,
rotating it to remove the escapement and back
space pawl out of the path of the racks. This
prevents the pawls from dragging along the racks
as the carrier is being returned (Figure 99).

CARRIER RETURN

IBM Selectric
Step 5-The carrier return clutch is mode up of
a spring that is free to rotate around the operational

pinion is in mesh with the pinion on the main,
spring shaft. The rotation of this shaft in the

shaft. When the nylon shoe is forced into contact
with this spring, the spring will apply pressure

opposite direction of the pull of the mainspring

against the carrier return pinion and rotate the
pinion with the operational shaft. The carrier return

hub. The carrier wi ll then be pulled toward the
left. (Figures 100 and 101).

tension wi ll wind the carrier return cord onto its

e
Clutch Latch

C. R. Latch
Arm

Actuating Arm

C. R. Operational
Latch

Pivot Pm

C.R. Clutch Spring

o
/

C.R. Shoe

/

C. R.
Cord

C.R. Clutch Arm
C. R. Pinion

C. R, Clutch Arm

Nylon Shoe

C. R. Actuating Arm
Operational Shaft

C. R. Clutch Spring

C.R. Actuating Arm

C. R. Clutch Arbor

■''^2.

FIGURE 101.

FIGURE 100.

Step 6-During this operation, the carrier return
latch is pushed upward and is latched by the carrier
retum keeper (Figure 99). This action will hold
Steps 4 and 5 in operation so that the carrier will

movement will operate a bellcrank at the right end
of the margin rack and, through the link will pull
the keeper from engagement with the carrier return
latch. Through spring tension, all parts will return

retum al l the way to the left margin.
Step 7 —When the carrier contacts the left
margin, it will push the margin rack to the left. This

to neutral (Figure 102).

Carrier Return

Unlatching Bellcrank

Q
Carrier Return

Latch Keeper

CARRIER RETURN ADJUSTMENTS IBM Selectric
With the operational cam at rest, there should

(Figure 103). Adjust the adjusting screw up or

The escapement pawl should clear the escape
ment rack by .005" to .015" when the carrier
return latch is latched on the keeper (Figure 104).
Adjust by forming the carrier return latch up or

down as needed.

down as needed.

be a clearance of .001" to .010" between the end
of the cam follower and the carrier return latch

Adjusting Screw

o

V7

.005" To .015"

Backplate

Carrier Return Clutch
Latch

0
*Tfi I I

001" To .010"

1
Carrier Return'

o

Latch Keeper

From Here

FIGURE 104.

FIGURE 103.

Hand-crank the carrier return cam to its highest

point. The carrier return latch should overthrow
the keeper by about .030" to .040" (Figure 105).
Adjust the adjusting screw up or down as needed.

In the active position, the carrier return shoe
should overlap the last three coi ls of the clutch
spring (Figure 106). Adjust the carrier return arm
bracket left or right.

Adjusting Screw

Carrier Return

Carrier Return Actuating

Latch Arm

Arm Bracket

Shoe

(Keeper)
Carrier Return
Clutch Latch

4^

o
030" to .040" Clearance
At This Point

o
FIGURE 105.

Last 3 Coils

FIGURE 106.

IBM Selectric CARRIER RETURN ADJUSTMENTS
In the inactive position, the carrier return shoe
should clear the clutch spring by .015" to .020"

overcoming spring tension adjustment. This clear

(Figure 107). Adjust the nut on the arm stud up

ance should be checked at least three or four times.

or down as needed. NOTE: This is a spring tension

Carrier Return Clutch
Arm Hub

O

Nut)

Adjust Clearance For

o

.015" To .020"

(Horizontal)
Carrier Return

///

Clutch Arm

Actuating Arm Stud

CN

Clutch Actuating Arm
FIGURE 107.

There should be a clearance of .001" to .005"

Holding the margin rack to the left, there should

between the carrier stop latch and the left margin

be a clearance of .001" to .015" between the

stop, when in a rest position (Figure 108). Adjust
the position of the margin rack with the overbank
guide. NOTE: This is actually the under and over

keeper and the camier return latch (Figure 109).
Adjust the length of the unlatching link as needed.

banking adjustment.

001" To .015" -74-

Carrier Slop Latch

0
Margin Rack
.001" To .005"

^T-TLT

ir»

Overbank Guide

\

T-TLT^ ^

—II

G)
Adjust Here

FIGURE 108.

FIGURE 109.
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PLATEN - VARIABLE

IBM Selectric
be straight up (Figure 110). Adjust the copy control

PLATEN;

lever on the shaft.

There should be no play front to rear between
the copy control eccentric and the retaining plate
(Figure 110). Adjust the plates both left and right.
Adjust the platen latch eccentric so that the
platen is held firmly in position. The latches
should latch and unlatch freely when the feed

The platen odiustments of the Selectric are
very similar to the conventional electric type
writers. The copy control mechanism positions the
platen forward or rearward for different thicknesses
of typing materials.

With the copy control lever in forward position,
the high points of the eccentrics (L and R) should

rolls are released.

Platen Latch Ecc

o
Copy Control Lever

ear

u

Copy Control
Ecc.

o
o
Ecc. Retaining Plate

o

Platen Adj. Ecc

Platen Guide
Bracket Ecc.

FIGURE 110.

Knob

P oten

Push Rod

Vor

b e Driver

VARIABLE:
Variable Spring

Ratchet
NEW

STYLE

The variable of the Selectric is very similar

to other variables except thet the ratchet is located
on the right hand end of the platen. Therefore, an
operator that is fami liar with a conventional type
writer would hove to get used to the variable being
on the right side. I.B.M. thought of this, placing
the knob on the left end of the platen to operate

FIGURE 111.

the variable (Figure 111).

IBM Selectric

INDEXING

The indexing or line spacing of the Selectric
is operated through the operational cam (Figure
112). The operational clutch is tripped by the

depression of the carrier return key or by the de
pression of the index key. The cam follower will
cause the index link to be pulled down.

Line Space Cam Lever

OPERATIONAL CAM

Multiplying Lever
Stop

o

v.:

3

o

o

O
Multiplying Lever

FIGURE 112.

If a single space operation is desired, the index
pawl is prevented from entering the ratchet until
it has passed a tooth of the ratchet (Figure 113).
If a double space is desired, the index pawl is
allowed to enter the platen immediately (Figure

forward, the index pawl will skip one tooth and
space just one time. If the selector is back, the
pawl will enter the ratchet sooner and, therefore,
will space two spaces.
When the keylever is depressed down farther

114).

than the first limit, the index repeat lever will

The index pawl is controlled by the line space
cam lever which is attached to the index selection

lever (Figure 114). If the selection lever is pulled

yield, allowing further depression of the keylever.
This will hold the interposer down so that it cannot
relatch, and a repeat indexing wil l occur.

Index Selector Lever
Platen
Index Pawl Carrier

Ratchet

Line Space Cam Lever

o
O

o

O

Platen Overthrow Stop
Index Pawl

B. SINGLE SPACE POSITION

FIGURE 113.

A. DOUBLE SPACE POSITION

FIGURE 114.

IBM Selectric

INDEXING ADJUSTMENTS
NOTE: The Operational Control adjustment
must be made before making the Index adjust
ment.

the lever stop forward or rearward as needed.
Loosen the platen overthrow stop and move it
to the rear. Install the platen. With a spring hook,

On machines with either 27 or 54 tooth ratchets,

hold the detent roll from contact with the ratchet

there should be .370" to .390" (approximately
3/8") motion between the movement of the cam

cycle. Slowly let the detent roll back down into

from high point to low point (Figure 115). On ma

the ratchet. There should be little or no movement

chines with 24 tooth ratchets, motion should be

of the ratchet (Figure 116). Adjust the index link
so that this operation will be true.

.400" to .420" (approximately 13/32"). Adjust

tooth. Hand-crank the machine through an index

Platen Overthrow

Stop Moved To The

6^

(Index Operation Manually
Operated Through)

Rear

o

O
o

.370" To .390" For 27 And 54 Tooth Ratchets
.400" To .420" For 24 Tooth Ratchets

Index Link

Detent Held Disengaged

FIGURE 116.

FIGURE IIS.

Hand-crank an index cycle half way, or the

Place the selector for double spacing. There

operational cam to its highest point. Adjust the
overthrow stop to clear the pawl by .005" (Figure

should be a clearance o f .015" to .050" between

117).

Adjust the selector cam forward or rearward as

the index pawl and the ratchet tooth (Figure 118).
ne

eded.

Index Selector Cam

n

O

5^

Index Link

.015" To .050"

.005"

FIGURE 117.
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FIGURE 118.

RIBBON FEED

IBM Selectric
The ribbon feed is activated by the ribbon feed

ribbon feed pawl front to rear. This feed pawl will

cam on the print sleeve (Figure 119). As the feed

turn either the left or right spool, depending upon
the position of the ribbon feed detent lever (Figure

cam rotates, the ribbon feed cam follower will
pivot the ribbon feed bellcrank, which moves the

120)"^

Ribbon Feed Ratchet
Ribbon Feed Ratchet

Ribbon
Ribbon Feed Fowl

Feed Pew!

Ribbon Feed Cam Follower
Ribbon Feed

Bellcrank

Ribbon Feed Com

o

Q

Ribbon Feed Detent Lever

Ribbon Feed Detent
Pawl

FIGURE 119

FIGURE 120.

The ribbon reverse mechanism is reversed or

and activate the reverse lever. This lever will

activated by the action of the empty spool. When
the spool is empty of ribbon, a trigger on the
riUjon feed ratchet assembly drops down (Figure
121). The lower portion of the trigger wi ll contact

pivot the ribbon reverse interposer left or right,
depending upon which spool has been emptied

(Fl^gure 122).

Ribbon Reverse

Centering Spring

/

Interposer

o
Ribbon Feed

Reverse Trigger

Ratchet Assembly

>0^

i
Ribbon Reverse
Yoke

Ribbon Reversing
O

Lever

Reverse Trigger Spring

Ribbon Feed Detent
Lever
FIGURE 121.

FIGURE 122.

RIBBON FEED ADJUSTMENTS
The movement of the interposer wi l l position
the ribbon feed pawl so that it wil l start to feed
the opposite spool. The interposer also causes the

IBM Selectric

detent lever to pivot to the opposite spool(Figure
123).

Pin Projects Througn
Slot In interposer

Q

Q

Pivot Point For

Ribbon Reverse Yoke

□

FIGURE 123.

To insure that the springs are not extended
when at rest and that they will restore after a
reverse operation, form the lugs of the ribbon feed

plate for .003" to .005" clearance in the centering
spring loops (Figure 124).

ribbon feed pawl should hold the reverse interposer
within .005" to .010" of its total travel (Figure

125). Adjust the ribbon feed plate forward or back
ward. This adjustment should assure that a two
teeth feed of the spool is obtained each .time.

With the ribbon mechanism set for a reversing

operation and the ribbon cam at its high point, the
X

003" lo .005"
003

' O

i

To

005

@

005" To .010"

u

□

FIGURE 124.

FIGURE 125.

BICHROME

IBM Seiectric

Ribbon Lift Cam Follower
Ribbon Lift Guide
Ribbon Feed
Cam Fol lower

Assembly
Ribbon Lift

\N
\.

Control Link
\

©
N/

n
Ribbon Lift Cam

(Cam)
\/

Ribbon Lift

''u) I

Ribbon Feed
Latch

Control Lever

Ribbon

/,' / Lift Lever

r
-5/

Ribbon Lift
Ribbon Load Lever

Lever

FIGURE 126.

The bichrome mechanism is powered by the

ribbon lift com. This com makes one complete
rotation each time the cycle operation occurs

(Figure 126). A com follower rides on the left com.
The com follower has a long slot in the upper
portion. The control link stud rides in this slot.
The height to which the ribbon is raised is deter
mined by the position of this stud in the slot. As

this stud is positioned toward the front, the higher
the ribbon will be raised.

FIGURE 127.

head will contact the top, middle, or lower portion
of the ribbon. The ribbon lift guide is spring loaded
and will be pulled back to a rest position.
The lever to the right side of the bichrome mech
anism is the ribbon load lever. When this lever is

pushed to the right, it will bring the lift guide up
to its extreme. This enables a ribbon to be in

stalled easier (Figure 126).
When the lever control is pushed into the stencil
position, the ribbon feed cam follower is locked

In addition to the stencil, there ore three posit
ions of the stud in the slot. The three positions

out so that there will be no action of the ribbon

will cause the ribbon to be raised so that the type

lift guide (Figure 127).

BICHROME ADJUSTMENTS

IBM Selectric

Adjust Plate
Up Or Down

1
O
sxna

Q).

m TZZL

010
Move Link Front
To Rear

FIGURE 128.

FIGURE 129.

The ribbon lift cam has a punch mark on the

Place the control lever in the high lift (red)

right side that must line up with the print sleeve
key-way. This assures proper time with the print

1/16" from the bottom edge. Adjust the ribbon

operation.

lift control link forward or backward to obtain this

position. The underscore should hit the ribbon

condition. This adjustment will regulate the height
that the ribbon will throw.

Adjust the lift guide plate as low as possible,

The stencil lockout should be adjusted so that

but the ribbon guide should not change its height

there is a clearance of .010" between the feed

when the control lever is moved from left to right

latch and the lug on the com follower (Figure 129).
Adjust by forming the ribbon feed latch.

(Figure 128).
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MOTOR
EXTERNAL PLUG

RUBBER SHIELD

INTERNAL PLUis
CAPACITOR

SWITCH

SWITCH

The IBM Electric typewriter uses either an
AC or a DC 1/40 HP motor. The AC motor is of

the induction principle and runs at a speed of
about 1625 RPM. There ore no governors, brushes,
or starting contacts.

LEVER

If the motor stalls, a fuse is provided in the
circuit to prevent damage to the motor in case the
machine should lock up.
The electrical system can be removed as a
unit by removing the rear frame. The switch must
be disconnected separately.

CAPACITOR

START WINDING

tr'

-Tnns
RUN WINDING

o

"1 OPTIONAL GROUND

'W
OPTIONAL GROUND
SOLOERLESS CONNECTOR

IBM C and D

POWER DRIVE

INTEftMEDIATE PULLEY

□ RIVE BELT

POWER ROLL

DRIVEN BELT

The power drive of the IBM is accomplished
by the use of two belts —the drive belt and the
driven belt. This will reduce the speed of the

POWER ROLL PULLEY

An intermediate pulley is mounted to the left

side frame by a left-handed threaded screw. (Caut
ion: When removing, remember the left-hand thread).

motor to the speed of the power roll by about 6
to 1.

There are two sizes of motor pulleys —a 14
tooth and a 15 tooth. The purpose of this is to

control the speed of the power roll. A machine
equipped with a larger type size will require more
force for better print. The 14 tooth pulley will
provide a power roll speed of 242 RPM. The 15

tooth pulley will have a power roll speed of 2^
RPM. Therefore, a 15 tooth pulley will give a
much harder impression than a 14 tooth pulley.
Drive belts come in different sizes so that

DRIVE ADJUSTMENTS:

The afore-mentioned screw can be loosened

and the intermediate pulley adjusted forward or
rearward to enable the tension of the driven belt

to be adjusted. It should have a maximum tension
without creating a noise.

The drive belt should be adjusted by adjusting
the motor forward or rearward so that the belt will
have maximum tension without excess noise.

they may compensate for the different size pul
leys. The belts are marked by having a band of
color on them. The green band is used on all

Adjust the motor mounts so the motor housing
wi ll be parallel to the rear frame.

ring-mounted motors (60 cycle). The red or white
than 60 cycle) according to the type style used

Adjust the clutch hub on the motor shaft to
compress the spring washer to provide free and
quiet starting. To check this, trip a functional

on the machine. All driven belts are the same

cam with the power off, then turn on the machine.

size.

The motor should be able to start.

belts are used on the shaft-mounted motors (other

I

)

I

1

POWER ROLL

IBM C and D

BEARING

RETAINER ASSEMBLY

O

CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH

SELF-ALIGNING BEARING

^253

Ml

o

STEEL WASHERS

10
POWER ROLL SHAFT

POWER ROLL

o

r

CLUTCH LEVER RETAINING BOLT

POWER ROLL DRIVE PULLEY

COMPRESSION SPRING

The rotation of the power roll provides the
power to operate the type bars and the various
other actions of the IBM typewriter. The power
roll must be kept in perfect condition at all times.
If a drop of oil gets on it, the cams will slip and
will not operate. The power roll con be cleaned
with a soft, clean cloth with a roll cleaner applied.
..j

If grooves appear in the power roll, the cams will
not hove the power they need. The best solution
is to install a new or recovered power roll. (These
con'be ordered from Ames Supply Company).
The end play of the power roll should be about
.002" to .010". Adjust by positioning the power
roll on its shaft, left or right as needed.

TYPE BAR ACTION

IBM C and D

TYPEBAR

FUUCRUM

TYPE REST

( !

ri

KEYLEVER FUUCRUM
KEYLEVER GUIDE COMB

UP PE

STOP
CAM

LEVER

TRl P LEVER

CAM

LEVER FULCRUM
an

KNOCKOUT BAR
FUUCRUM

POWER ROUU
ECCENTRIC SHAFT
CAM

The type bar action of the IBM is accomplished
by the depression of the keylever, which will push
the cam heel into the path of the power roll. As the
cam is in contact with the revolving power rol l,
the cam lever is pushed toward the front of the

HEEU

machine This wi ll pull the type bar link forward,
causing the type bar to raise and contact the
platen. For adjustments, see the section entitled
Keylever Rest Position Adjustments.

(

!

IBM C and D

TYPE BAR ACTION

PLATEN

TYPEBAR FULCRUM

O

CAM

KNOCKOUT

a:

FINGER

TOE

ADJUSTING SCREW

CAM LEVER FULCRUM

Just prior to the typeheod contacting the platen,

the power roll, the greater the force of the type

the head of the com meets the cam knockout finger.
The movement of the com is stopped, but the typehead continues its travel to contact the platen.

bar against the platen. On the Model C there is
one knockout adjusting screw for each keylever.

This continued motion of the cam (caused by
bar motion) releases the cam from the power
and the cam spring restores the com to rest
ition. The longer the com remains engaged

type
roll,
pos
with

On the Model D there are two adjusting screws,
one for upper case and one for lower cose letters.
For adjustments, see the section entitled mpression Control Adjustments.

IBM C and D

KEYLEVER REST POSITION
Cam Lever

Power Roll

Locking Screw
Test Clearance Here

and Eccentric

Cam Lever

ADJUSTMENTS:

Bearing Support

Pivot Screw

There are three adjustments that should be
checked when the key levers are in the rest posi ti on.

1. There should be a clearance of .015" to

Model) between the heel of the cam and the forward
surface of the power rol l. Adjust the cam lever
bearing support forward or rearward with the lock
ing screw and eccentric.

.020" (for the C Model); .013" to .015" (for the D
Keylever Fulcrum Wire

Spread open with screwdriver to
roise lug ond increose cleoronce

o

Depress here to lower
lug ond close cleoronce.

2. There should be a clearance of .010" to

.020" between the lug of the keylever and the
trip lever. Adjust the Teylever upstop up or down
fo

.

as needed. For individual adjustment, place the
screwdriver and the fulcrum wire as shown.

o

o

Keylever
Upstop

o

.050" - .070

3. The tripping point of the keylevers is ad
justed so that there should be about 1/16" play
from the bottom, after the cam has tripped. Slowly
depress each key, and check for free movement

Keylever Bearing
Support Mounting Screw

after tripping. Adjust the keylever bearing sup
port mounting screw up or down as needed. Recheck both left and right sides of the keyboard.

IBM C and D

IMPRESSION

The proper impression is a very important fact
or on all electric typewriters. Therefore, you
should check a number of items before proceeding
with other adjustments. Check the following:
1. Segment slots free and clean.
2. No contact of type bar and type bar guidefree.

ADJUSTMENTS

3. Correct ring and cylinder.

4. Most important — power roll in perfect con
dition.

The Model C has only one knock-out screw.
Turn the screw in for a lighter impression or turn
it out for a darker impression.

Drive Link

Drive Link

T-Bar

Adjusting
'Piate

o
o
y

0

Drive Link
Adj. Screw

.060" —j

o

(Thickness of No. 4 Bristol)
060

The Model D has a dual setup for adjusting both
upper and lower case letters. Figure "A" shows
the machine in a lower case position with the im
pression control lever in the zero position. Ad
just the T bar adjusting plate front to rear to have
a clearance of .060" between the roll and the rear

of the opening of the plate.

Figure "B" shows the machine in the upper
case position. Adjust the drive link adjusting
screw for .060" clearance between the roll and

the front of the plate.

IBM C and D

IMPRESSION ADJUSTMENTS
Impression

O Control ^
Link \

Range Control
Lever

-b543^,

/

o

y

o
o

Range Matching
Plate

Set the range matching plate for the proper type
style on the Impression Chart. Adjust both plates
to the same setting. This adjustment affects the

Hole D is the greatest impression. Set this as
specified in the Impression Chart. This may be

upper case impression range only'and does not

Should the link ever be moved down to increase

affect the impression at zero.

raised

or lowered for individual requirements.

the impression, check that the cams are not over
riding the power roll. Check this by hand-cranking
the letters and observe that the type bar is re
leased before it comes closer than 7/8" from the

The impression control link has four positions —
A, B, C, and D. Hole A is the lowest impression.

platen. If this does occur, reset the link to a lower
hole.

7/8"- r

Knock-Off,
Finger

Knock-Off.
Screw
T-Bar

The upper and lower case knock-off screws
should be adjusted to satisfy the individual re

quirements. They are stamped with UC and LC on
the type bar.
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1

,J

B

D
C
B

Elite

Pica Gothic (SC)
Pica Gothic

Elite Gothic (DC)

E
G
H
F

C
D

B
A

C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C
B

D
C
A
B

C

Spec. Gothic
Bookface Academic
Cloister Elite
Micro Elite

Great Primer
Secretarial

Large Elite
Ex. Modern

Dual Basic

Regent Gothic
Ex. Documentary
Micro Gothic (SC)

Micro Gothic (DC)

Large Bookface
El. Gothic Bold

Copperplate Gothic
Ex. Text

Acctg. Gothic
Pica No. 2

DC
BA
BE
BM
BP
PS
LE
PM
DB

RG

FD
FF
LB

FB
PG
PH
M
AP

C
C
c
D

Siamese

Mercury Elite
Mercury Elite
Bold Face No. 2
Facsimile Goth. No. 2

S
PC
EH
PB

OT

D
B

C
D

C

D
D
C

Ex. Directory
Diplomat
Portfolio 11
Ex. Testimonial

Manifold "12"
Manifold "10"
Manifold "9"
Manifold "8"
Pres. Elite

PK

B2
EF
PV
H2

H3
H4
H5
SE

D

C

Ex. Arcadia

Corinthian Script
Artisan 12

SP
JM
FE

G2

Ex. Patron

Pica (Opt. Sensing)
Courier (Opt. Sensing)

JE
P2

B
B

Courier 12
Doric

SR

PQ

C

C
Elite

E4

JN

C

1428 Alphameric
Ex. Registry 2

D

B

VA5

C5

B

JG

C

D

Courier 10

Copperplate No.2

SM

D

C

Artisan 10
Courier 10

G3 ,
SM

C

C
C

Pres. Pica
Pres. Pica

SP

D

C

EC

Ex. Registry

C

Signet 11

PJ

PN

D

C

Bold Face italic No. 1

Ex. Heritage

PT

B

Mid Century
Ex. Charter

PF
PR

D

B

PE

D

Bold Face No. 1

C

Large Pica

B

Multigraph Elite

D

Med. Roman Gothic

XG

ME

D

L

PO

C

Elite Gothic (SC)
Modern Gothic

GE

B

Name
Pica

P

7

4

4

7

6

5

5

7

7

5

5

6

6

7

7

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

7

4

5

7

7

5

7

7

5

7

5

5

6

7

5

5

7

6

7

5

5

" 7

5

5

7

4

6

6

4

4

7

5

4

7

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

Pos.

D

C

C

D

C

D

C

D

C

D

D

D

C

D

D

D

D

C

D

D

D

D

D

C

C

D

D

C

D

D

D

D

C

C

C

D

D

C

B

C

D

B

C

D

C

C

D

C

C

D

B

C

D

C

C

D

C

D

D

C

C

C

D

C

C

Link Pos.

7

6

5

7

6

6

6

7

7

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

6

5

5

5

5

7

6

5

7

7

6

7

7

5

7

6

6

6

7

5

5

7

6

7

5

5

7

5

5

7

6

6

6

5

6

7

5

5

7

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

Pos.

.

Imp. Con. Range Match

Link Pos.

Fabric Ribbon

Carbon Ribbon

Imp. Con. Range Match

.

15

14

15

14

15

14

14

15

14

14

14

14

14

15

14

14

15

15

14

15

15

15

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

Fabric

14

14

14

15

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

15

14

15

14

15

15

14

15

15

15

14

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

14

15

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

15

14

15

15

15

15

14

15

15

15

14

15

14

14

15

15

14

15

15

15

15

14

14

14

■nn:

World Trade

14

15

Exp. Scanning

15

14

15

14

15

14

14

14

14

14

15

14

15

15

14

14

14

15

14

15

15

15

15

14

14

15

15

14

14

Carbon

^Motor Pulley

^14- 95ft/min
15 = 103 ft/min

IMPRESSION CHART
DUAL K.O. SPECS BY TYPE STYLE

Code

Type

IBM C and D

IBM C and D

ESCAPEMENT
✓TAB LEVER

MOUNTING BRACKET

.ESCAPEMENT PAWL
ESCAPEMENT

£7

ESCAPEMENT

RACK

TRI P UEVER

RUBBER SHOCK

U-BAR

MOUNTING

ADJUSTMENT

FULCRUM

TRI P

LINK

ADJUSTING PLATE

U-BAR

MOUNTING

SCREWS

TYPEBAR

UNIVERSAL BAR

The escapement section of the IBM is somewhot similor to other typewriters except thot it

contocts the U bor ond pushes it bockword. The
trip link is olso pushed bock. This wi ll rotote

does not use o storwheel ond rocker for its oction.

the escopement trip lever.

As the type bor comes up, the heel of the type bor
SPACER SPRING

PAWL
SPRING

PAWL
SPACER

ESCAPEMENT PAWL

O

OVERTHROW

STOP

B
.JVXAA/WW- —

The escopement powl is in contoct with the
escopement rock on the corrioge. As the powl
spocer is pushed forword, it contocts the heels of
the escopement powl (Figure A) ond pulls it out
of contoct with the rock teeth (Figure B). The

of the corrioge wi ll push the escopement powl to
the left ond, therefore, stretch the powl spring

(Figure D). As the type bor is releosed, the powl
spocer wi ll ogoin restore bockword ond lotch up
on the heel of the escopement powl (Figure E).

powl spring then pulls the escopement powl to the
right ond downword (Figure C) os the escopement
rock (corrioge) moves to the left one tooth. As the
escopement powl contocts the next tooth of the
escopement rock, the pressure from the movement

The trip of the IBM depends lorgely upon the
condition of the rock, powl, ond the powl springs.
These should be free ond in perfect condition for
proper operotion.

IBM C and D

ESCAPEMENT ADJUSTMENTS
Escapement Pawl

Escapement Trip Lever
Trip Link

Large Hole

Hexagonal Screw

-Jw:!Support

•3

Adjusting

Universal Bar

Plate

y

1/8"

Number 42 Type Bar

Number 1 Type Bar

Number 22 Type Bar

The U bar must be properly adiusted to insure
that the trip wi ll be equal throughout all of the
type bars. Hold the #1, #22 and the #42 type bars
up as shown in the i llustration. Loosen the hex

1/8"

There

should

be

no difference

between the

tripping points of the upper and lower case letters.
Adjust the U bar adjusting plate up or down until
the upper and the lower are the same.

head screw on the rear of the U bar. The U bar

will flex into its proper position. Tighten the nut.
If the left and right type bars trip equally, but

the center one does not, form the U bar support
bracket up or down as needed.

The trip of the IBM should occur when the type
face is 1/4" to 1/2" from the platen. Adjust the
trip link in or out as needed.

Screwdriver Adj. Slot

Half-Space Adj. Lever

l(

The Model D has a half-space key which wi ll
half space forward. To adjust for more or less
spacing, loosen the screw and place the screw

driver in the slot, move the adjusting lever opposite
the direction you want the half space to print.

IBM-13

DECELERATOR

IBM C and D

DECELERATOR GEAR

CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNOR

CARRIAGE

RETURN

SPRI NG-CLUTCH

TABULATOR SPRING-CLUTCH

MAINSPRING DRUM
SPRI NG-CLUTCH

The decelerator is the mechanism which trans

fers the energy of the carriage movement to the
centrifugal governor.
The decelerator is used in three operations.

1. on the mainspring drum, 2. during the carriage
return operation, 3. during the tabulator operation.
The decelerator consists of three spring clutches
(see the General Section) which operate the large
decelerator gear.

When the carriage return arm is in operation,
this wi ll activate the carriage return spring clutch,
therefore activating the decelerator gear. Only one

spring clutch wi l l drive at any one time. Carriage
movement in any direction always rotates the gear.
The adjustment for the decelerator is the same
as for any of the spring clutches. Adjust the
collars for only about .003"-.005" end play in
the entire shaft. Any more than this wi ll cause the
spring clutches to function improperly.

IBM C and D

GOVERNOR

DECELERATOR GEAR
GOVERNOR

HOUSING

GOVERNOR ARM SHOE

PINION GEAR

GOVERNOR ARMS

GOVERNOR ARM

BUMPER

GOVERNOR ARM SPRING

GOVERNOR HOUSING COVER

The governor is actually the part that controls
the speed of the carriage whenever it is moved.
The IBM governor is a centrifugal type governor.

Adjust the mesh of the pinion gear and decel
erator gear for their quietest operation, free of
tight spots or binds.

It has two brake shoes that rub on the surface of

the plastic housing. As the carriage moves faster,
the shoes are thrown out tighter against the gover
nor housing, thereby slowing the carriage action.
The governor pinion gear is always in mesh with
the decelerator gear; therefore, any time the decelerator gear is revolving, so is the governor.

The carriage speed should be equal on long
tabs and carriage return operations. To adjust,
move the spring closer to the governor arm pivots
for more governor action, and away from the pivots
for less action.

IBM C and D

PLATEN - VARIABLE

PLATEN

L-ATCH

PLATEN BEARING

PLATEN

LATCH LEVER

Q

O
o

1
CP

Q

PLATEN:

The platen must be held down firmly at both
ends. The platen latch lever has an eccentric
adjustment so that the platen up and down ploy

may be adjusted. The platen latch also has an
eccentric adjustment to hold the platen latch tight
in position.

RATCHET DRIVER
PLATEN

RATCHET

CLUTCH COVER

PLATEN VARIABLE BUTTON

LH

LAT

COMPRESSION SPRING

i
,

VARIABLE:

similar to the Royal type of variable. Check the

The variable of the IBM is operated by pushing
in on the variable button, thereby disengaging the
ratchet driver from the platen ratchet. This is very

condition of the teeth of the ratchet driver and the

platen ratchet. Check that the compression spring
is in good condition.

I

IBM C and D

PAPER FEED
Feed Roll Tension Springs

Rear Pressure Lever

Rear Feed Roll

'PS

Adjusting Screw

Feed
Roll Release Com Shaft

\

Support Lug

* Support Lugs

4
Feed Roll Crodles ^

Plastic Bushings

Feed Roll Pressure

^

Adjusting Screws

iiL
u

Screw Plate

Spocer

Feed Roll Shaft
Front Pressure Lever

Feed Roll

Spring Clips

Front Feed Roll

Center Support
Platen Guide

Platen Guide Shaft

Shaft Fccentric

The feed rolls are positioned in pairs for the
different sized carriages. The front feed rolls
have a spring-loaded tip for easy removal and

to the torsion springs by the feed roll pressure

replacement of the shaft. The rear shaft is not

adjusting screws.

The feed rol l pressure against the platen is
adjusted by varying the amount of twist applied

spring-loaded, but it can be removed by sliding
it farther into the pressure lever on one side to
release it from the other.

Front Paper Table

Front Paper
Scale

Deflector
Rear Pressure Lever

Adjusting Plate
Front Pressure Lever

With the paper pan out, insert two tab cards
between the rear feed rolls and the platen. The
front feed rol ls will touch the platen. Insert five
tab cards between the rear feed rolls and the

platen. At this time the front feed rolls should

not touch the platen. Adjust the rear feed roll
arm adjusting plate for more or less clearance.

MARGIN SET

IBM C and D
I

PIVOT STUD
RH

LH

MARGIN STOP

MARGIN STOP

(DETAIL A AND B)
BRACKET

MARGIN RESET LEVER

REAR

RAIL

LINK

MOUNTING STUD

SLOT LIMITS

AND FULCRUM

MOTION

DETAIL OF MARGIN STOP
SLIDER ASSEMBLIES

The margins of the IBM ore set in four steps:

1. Position the carriage at the present (old)
margin.

2. Depress the margin set keybutton and hold
down firmly.

3. Move the carriage to the desired (new)
margin set.

4. Release the keybutton.

As the keybutton is depressed, the margin reset
lever is pivoted and the pin will depress and re
lease the margin from the teeth of the margin rack.
Adjust the length of the margin reset link so
that when the button is depressed, that margin is
fully released from the margin rack.

,

1

!

IBM C and D

MARGIN RELEASE

-I_H

MARGIN STOP
TAB

LEVER

MARGIN CONTROL

I

MARGIN

CONTROL LEVER

LEVER
0

CARRIAGE AT LH

MARGIN

TAB actuating LEVER

FORMED LUG

\

FULCRUM

CAMMING SURFACE

MOUNTING STUD

MARGIN

RELEASE KEYLEVER

LH

MARGIN STOP — TYPING

THROUGH

When depressing the margin release key, you
raise the tab actuating lever. This action pivots
the tab lever and lowers the right end of the tab
lever. The margin control lever is then lowered
below the margin stop. This allows the margin to
pass over the margin control lever. The carriage
can then be moved beyond the margins without
disturbing the margin setting.

LH

MARGIN

When the button is released, the tab actuating
lever spring and the tab lever spring restores the
mechanism to a rest position.

When the carriage is brought back from beyond
the margin stops, the slanted surface on the back
side of the margin stop cams the control lever
down to allow the margin stop to pass over it.

LINE LOCK

IBM C and D

LINE-UOCK LEVER,

RH

MARGIN STOP

MARGIN CONTROL LEVER

LINE-LOCK
PUSH

ROD

BACKSPACE KEYLEVER

ETT

EYL

^CARRIAGE RETURN LOCK

KEYLEVER

LOCKING BAR

COMPRESSION SPRING

SWITCH LEVER

IBM C and D

LINE LOCK

The line lock of the IBM serves two functions.

bar. This in turn pivots the line lock bar forward

It locks the keyboard when the right hand margin
is reached, and it locks the keyboard when the

under the keylevers. (On the Model C the space

switch is off.

To check and adjust the line lock mechanism
use the following sequence:
1. Disconnect the push rod clevis.

When the right hand margin contacts the margin
control lever, this will push the line lock push
rod forward into contact with the keylever locking
bar. This wi l l rotate the bar under the key levers
and prevent the operator from depressing the keylevers.

The line lock bar is so designed that when the

bar is pivoted forward, the only operational function
key that will be blocked out is the tab key.
When the switch is turned off, the line lock

bar is moved in two directions. The camming sur

bar is not locked.)

2. Position the carriage at the right margin.
Be sure the carriage is resting on the escapement
pawl and is not completely against the stop.
3. Push the on-off switch to the rear enough
to unlock the keylever.

4. Hold down a letter keylever.

5. Push forward on the push rod until it stops.
6. Match the pin in the push rod clevis with
the hole in the bellcronk and connect.

face on the switch forces the line lock bar to the

7. With the carriage away from the right margin,

left. This will block out the bockspacer and space
bar keylevers. The switch motion also pivots the
carriage return lock forward against the line lock

adjust the line lock com to position the line lock
bar under the keylevers when the switch is turned
off.

IBM C and D

FUNCTIONAL CAMS

OPERATING LINK
CAM

RIBBON

LUG

CAM

ASSEMBLY

ADJUSTABLE STOP
FULCRUM

©

a

LEASE

CAM

RELEASE

LEVE
RAT

NG

LI

FULCRUM
POWER

ROLL

TAB CAM ASSEMBLY'

'B'

OPERATING LINK

OPERATING

LINK

/
-1—^
RELEASE

r(5V
u

LEVER

) WE5.

Ej

n
fed

ADJUSTABLE
STOP
FULCRUM

BACKSPACE AND

CARR. RET. CAM'^SSEMBLY

FULCRUM

SHIFT CAM

ASSEMB

A

IBM C and D
There are six operations that are powered by
the functional cams. These are: tabulation, space
bar, ribbon drive^ backspacer, carriage return, and
the shift mechanism. These operations are covered

FUNCTIONAL CAMS

individually in this section, but al l are simi lar in

the cam. The forward lug is called the primary lug;
the other is the non-repeat lug. Depressing the
keylever wi l l release the primary lug and position
the lever to contact the non-repeat lug after the
cam has made its revolution (180 degrees or 360

their power operations.

degrees).

There are four different cams that are used in

these operations, and they are shown in the pic
tures. Study these pictures and notice that the
shape of the cams is different. Figures A, B, and

The single-lobed cam has one lug that engages
the primary and non-repeat lugs of the release

D are double-lobed cams, and Figure C is a single-

lever. The double-lobed cam has two lugs, 180
degrees apart, which restrict its operation to onehalf of a revolution. This wi ll occur if the operator

lobed cam.

has held the particular keylever in a depressed

Single-lobed cams rotate 360 degrees for each
operation, providing a large' amount of motion to

position. As the keylever is released, the lever
will release the non-repeat lug and again come
into contact with the primary lug. The cam is now

the mechanism. The double-lobed cams provide
less motion but faster action, because they rotate
only 180 degrees for each operation.
The operation of these cams is very similar
to the Remington Electric Typewriter cams. A
study of the Remington Section wi ll help to under
stand this section.

reset and ready for another operation.
If a repeat operation is desired, the lever wi ll
be held out away from contact with the non-repeat
lug, therefore allowing the cam to repeat its oper
ation.

Lugs extending out from either side of these

As the cam rotates over its high point it causes
the cam frame to pivot on its fulcrum. An operating

cams control the cams. A spring finger pushes

link attached to the cam frame delivers the motion

against the lug on one side of the cam to rotate
it into the power roll when the cam is released.

to the operation involved. This mechanism is

A cam release link from the keylever wil l allow
the cam to pivot into contact with the power roll.

restored to rest by spring tension on the parts of
each section.

The adjustments of the functional cams are

The release lever has two lugs, one sHghtly be

covered in the individual sections of the respective

hind the other and farther out from the center of

operations.

IBM C and D

SPACE BAR

ESCAPEMENT TRIP LEVER

SPACEBAR SHAFT
ESCAPEMENT

LEVER

ESCAPEMENT LEVER SHAFT
KEYLEVER FULCRUM

ESCAPEMENT LEVER PLATE

CAM

RELEASE LINK

Oo
OPERATING

LINK

CAM

FULCRUM
ADJUSTABLE STOP

Depression of the space bar pivots downward
the keylever on the left side of the machine. This
will move the functional cam into the path of the
power roll. As the com is rotated, the cam frame

from the rack as the cam reaches its high point.
The spring on the escapement lever plate restores
the linkage and cam to a rest position.

is pivoted toward the front of the machine. (See
Functional Cam section). The operating link is
pulled forward and rotates the escapement lever
plate and the escapement lever shaft. This rot
ation of the lever shaft wi l l push the escapement

The repeat operation of the space bar is about
the same as other electrics. As the space bar is
depressed beyond its normal position, the release
lever wi l l pivot out of the path of the cam lug.

pawl forward into contact with the escapement
pawl tai l. The escapement pawl is then tripped

The cam then can continue to rotate and trip the
escapement every time it rotates over its high
point unti l the space bar is released.

IBM C and D

SPACE BAR ADJUSTMENTS

OPERATING LINK

ADJUSTABLE STOP

D

CAM

RELEASE LEVE

FULCRUM

TAB CAM ASSEMBLY'

With the power off, adjust the com clearance so
that when the space bar is tripped, the release
lever lug falls on the rear of the cam lug.

Adjust the operating link so the escapement
pawl trips just before the high point of the com
is reached. Check both lobes.

Form Here

Spacebar

Upstop

\

Spacebar Return
Sprtng

Keylever Actuator

Spacebar Shaft

Attach the space bar return spring in the proper
hole which will provide for a two to three ounce
tripping force.

Form the keylever actuator as shown so the
cam resets slightly before the space bar stem
contacts the stop.

IBM C and D

TABULATOR

PAWL RELEASE LEVER

TAB

LEVER

CHECK

LEVER

KEEPER
TAB

LATCH
TAB

DECELERATOR

BELLCRANK

TAB

DECELERATOR
ARM

DECELERATOR
GEAR

CENTRIFUGAL

GOVERNOR

ACTUATING

LEVER

m

OPERATING

LINK

CJ

TAB CAM

TAB KEYLEVER

IBM C and D

TABULATOR

XT-

--A

TAB AT REST

TAB

LATCHED

ESCAPEMENT PAWL HELD OUT OF

Depressing the tab key releases the tab cam to
make contact with the power roil, (see Functional
Cam Section - Figure A). As the com rotates with
the power roll, the operating link is pulled forward,
pivoting the actuating lever forward. The action
pulls the left end of the tab lever forward. The
right end of the tab lever pivots to the rear and

CHECK

RACK

allows the tab latch to spring into place in front
of the tab lever.

As the tab lever pivots to the rear, the hook
riveted to the tab lever pivots the pawl release
lever. The escapement pawl is thus released and
is held out of the rack as long as the tab lever
remains latched.

LEVER
OVERTHROW

KEEPER

STOP

TAB LATCHED

TAB AT REST
KEEPER HOLDS CHECK

LEVER

CHECK LEVER RELEASED

leased, and it springs to the right. It is now in
position to contact the first set tab stop that

As 0 set tab stop contacts the tab check lever,
the carriage motion drives the check lever to the
left. This will slow the carriage speed so that

comes along.

there wi ll be no bounce when the carriage is stopp

At the same time, the tab check lever is re

When the escapement pawl is released, the

carriage is pulled to the left by the mainspring.
The spring clutch of the decelerotor will activate
the governor, thereby controlling the speed of the
carriage during tabulation.

ed. As the check lever is pushed farther to the
left, it pushes the latch oft the tab lever. The tab
lever then restores to its rest position, and the
escapement pawl re-enters the escapement rack.
The tab check lever resumes its position behind
the keeper.
IBM-27
C
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TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS
OPERATING LINK

ADJUSTABLE STOP

CAM

RELEASE

LEVER

FULCRUM

TAB CAM

ASSEMBLY

Adjust the cam clearance so the release lever
falls on the rear of the cam lug when the cam is
tripped with the power off.

Adjust the cam release link so the cam is trip
ped when the keylever is depressed 1/2 to 3/4 of
its downward travel.

Tab Lever

Tab Actuating Lever
Side Frame

Margin Release
Eccentric

Actuating Lever
Pivot Stud

Keyiever
Form Here

Adjust the operating link so the tab lever over
throws the tab latch a minimum of .010" when the

cam is on the high point. Check that it is not
choking off at this point.

Adjust the actuating lever eccentric or lug
until the margin control lever engages the left
margin stop by the thickness of its metal.

IBM C and D

TABULATOR ADJUSTMENTS
nnr IJU

Carriage Motion

- - _an_ JUl.

xzzzzz

a

Set Tab Stop

.015" plus or minus .002

Tab Check Lever

Escapement Rack

Escapement Pawl

For the proper positions of the tab rack, check
and make the adjustments in this sequence. With
the power off and the cam on the high point, allow
the carriage to move to the left so a set tab holds

As the escapement pawl enters the escapement
rack, there should be about .015" clearance bet

ween the working surface of lhe fescapement pawl
and the working surface of the rac1< tooth. Adjust
the tab rack left or right as needed. Keep the rack

the tab check lever to its extreme left position.
Slowly bock the com from its high point.

parallel to the rear rail and square with the tab
check lever.

Tab Check Lever

Tab Stop
.010" to .025"

\
o
Tab Check Lever Keeper

Adjust the tab check lever keeper left or right
so there is a clearance of .010" to .025" between

the tab check lever and the set tab stop as the
tab lever is moved slowly to the rear.

.001" - .005"
Tab Check Lever
003" to .010

lUUL^
a!-

i=

-

Tab Check Lever Keeper

When making the above adjustment, also check

*

m

to .005" between the extension and the overthrow

for a .003" to .010" clearance between the tab

stop.

check lever and keeper, with the tab lever latched.
With the cam on the high point, form the tab
lever extension to provide a clearance of .001"

Form the rear upright lug on the pawl release
lever so the pawls clear the rack by .015" when
the tab lever is latched.
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CARRIAGE RETURN
INTERMEDIATE

PAWL RELEASE

CARRIAGE return/tab
INTERLOCK

PIVOT

CLUTCH

UNLATCHING

PAWL RELEASE
LINK

BELLCRAhK

PAWL RELEASE

LINK

©

CARRIAGE RETURN TAPE

CLUTCH

LATCH LINK

CLUTCH LEVER LINK

LATCH

OPERATING LINK

CARRIAGE

RETURN

KEYLEVER

CLUTCH LEVER

CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

CARRIAGE RETURN-LATCHING:

As the carriage return key is depressed, the
carriage return cam is released into contact with

the power roll. As the cam revolves to its high
point, it pulls the clutch lever toward the front
of the machine. The clutch lever is pivoted and

return tape and pull the carriage to the right.
2. The carriage return and the tab interlock
are positioned. The latch holds the clutch com
pressed until the carriage reaches the left margin

are three major operations that will occur when
the latch is latched up. They are the following:
1. Pressure is applied to the clutch assembly,

for the unlatching of the clutch.
3. The pawl release link pivots the pawl re
lease bellcrank and releases the escaoement pawl
from contact with the rack. This will prevent the
backspace pawl from entering the rock during a

thereby applying the. force to wind the carriage

carriage return operation.

is latched on the carriage return latch plate. There

IBM C and D

CARRIAGE RETURN

CARRIAGE RETURN-UNLATCHING:

As the carriage approaches the left margin,
the left margin stop contacts a margin control lever.

MARGIN CONTROL LEVER

The margin control lever is pushed to the right
and pivots the margin control bellcrank. There
are three things that will occur at this time.
1. It operates the carriage release decelerator
bellcrank to decelerate the carriage.

MARGIN CONTROL
BELLCRANK

DECELERATION

ADJUSTING SCREW

FULCRUM
DECELERATOR

CARRIAGE RETURN
Decelerator arm

BELLCRANK

ROLLER

INTERMEDIATE PAWL
RELEASE LEVER

CARRIAGE return/tab
INTERLOCK

PAWL RELEASE
BELLCRANK

CLUTCH
UNLATCHING

LINK

2. It pushes the intermediate pawl release
lever and releases the escapement pawl to enter
the rack again. The escapement pawl re-enters

the rack one or two spaces before the carriage
reaches the left margin to insure that the pawl will
be fully engaged to hold the carriage in place.

3. It rotates the carriage return/tab interlock
to unlatch the clutch.
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CARRIAGE RETURN
Clutch Latch Link

.005" - .015"

Ciutch Latch

Cam On High Point

n
Clutch

Lever Spring

?
Rear Clutch

Lever Link

Clutch Lever

□
Front Clutch
Lever Link

CARRIAGE RETURN ADJUSTMENTS:

Adjust the clutch latch link so the elongated

Adjust the cam clearance so the release lever
lug falls on the rear of the com lug when the cam

hole in the clutch latch bellcrank is in line with

is released with the power off.

hole in the carriage return/tab interlock when the

Adjust the cam release link so the cam repeats
when the plunger is depressed 1/16". The clevis

clutch is latched. Use the center hole.

should be in the rear hole of the key lever.

Adjust the front clutch lever link for .005" to

With the decelerator latch engaging a notch of
th.e decelerator arm and the clutch mechanism at

rest, adjust the link to just span the distance from

.015" throw of the clutch lever past the latch-

the latch to the bellcrank.

Adjust the rear clutch lever link so the motion
of the clevis pin wi ll be evenly distributed over
either side of the bellcronk pivot center. Use the

Adjust the clutch plate so that when it is held
in firmly against the disc, the clutch clearance
should be .008" to .012" between the clutch plate

center hole.

and the operating arm.

Margin Controi Lever

DIG
015

Carriage Return Tab Interlock
Form Upright Lug

Contact here with carriage at left margin !

Margin Control
Bellcrank

With the carriage resting at the left margin,
form the left upright lug of the interlock so there

extension

is .010" to .015" clearance between the tab lever

contacts the margin control bellcrank.

and the interlock when

the interlock

1 :
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CARRIAGE RETURN

-.020" - .025

Clutch Lever

Margin Control Lever
Carriage In Full Overbank

Carriage Return Tab Interlock

CARRIAGE RETURN

ADJUSTMENTS:

unlatching Link

Adjust the clutch unlatching link so when the
carriage is held firmly against the left margin,

the clutch lever and the clutch latch when the
clutch is at rest.

there wi ll be .020" to .025" clearance between
I ntermedlate Pawl

Pawl R elease Lever

Release Lever

Pawl Release Lever
Eccentric

Form Here

Escapement Pawl
Mounting Bracket

Q)
Pawl Release Link

Form the upright lug of the intermediate pawl

clears the intermediate pawl release lever when at

release lever so the tip of the margin control bellcrank contacts it when the carriage is one to two

rest position.

spaces from the left margin.
Adjust the pawl release lever eccentric so the
right side of the ear of the pawl release lever just

Adjust the pawl release link so the escapement
pawl wi ll clear the escapement rack by .015" when
the carriage return clutch is latched.
Linelock Bellcrank

. Margin

/

Control
Lever

Margin Control Bellcrank

;

Pawl Release Bellcrank

New Style Stop

1

- j

Old Style Stop

Adjust the bellcrank stop (new or old) so the
margin control bel lcrank will come to rest against

the stop just OS it has moved the margin control
lever into contact with the line lock bellcrank.
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LEFT MARGIN

I
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Af
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,058

GO

After the carriage has reached the limit of its
travel to the right and the carriage return cluch is
restored to rest, the carriage settles back a short

over-travel. The amount of over-travel is controlled

distance to the left. The amount that it travels is

the same amountof the slidingmotion in the escape

capement pawl and the back edge of the rock is
about .010". Check this by pushing the carriage

ment pawl —about .058" to .038" plus the distance

to the right by hand.

that the escapement rack tooth was caused to

by adjusting the margin rack left or right so that
the clearance between the front edge of the es
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LINE SPACER

Locking Screw
For Stop
I ndex Pawl

Against Stop

□

o

Lower index

Pawl Stop
Detent Roller

Detent Spring

If the carriage return is operated at the left
margin, the clutch must slip so that the linespace
mechanism can be operated. The pawl releasing
linkage is not engaged, therefore the escapement
pawl wil l remain in the rack. The carriage return
cam will make its revolution and applies moment
ary pressure on the clutch surfaces. This action
will pull on the return tape and space the platen.
Since the carriage is already at the margin, the

margin control bellcronk is in the operating posit
ion, holding the hook of the intermediate pawl re
lease lever away from the lug of the bellcronk.
The pawl release bellcronk pivots as the cam ro

Detent Arm

tates, but it does not engage the intermediate pawl
release lever. Therefore, the pawl release lever is
not operated, and the escapement pawl remains
in the rack.

To adjust the spacing, adjust the lower index
pawl stop by loosening the locking screw and
setting the stop to stop the downward movement
of the index pawl just as the detent roll seats
between two teeth on the platen ratchet. Check
by pulling the return tape unti l the index pawl con
tacts the stop. Then release the tape. No further
rotation of the platen in either direction should
occur.
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SHIFT
Segment Support

Stop Screw

Type Rest
Motion-

Upper Segment Guide

Adjustment
Stop Bracket

lli

Toggle Bracket Screws

Lower Segment Guide

|KW

Fulcrum

EnL

Actuating Lever
Shift Buttons
Shift Lock Button

\

Operating Link
©

Shift Toggle lever M

Pusher Link

Assembly'S^P

• Camf

Pusher

Release
Link

r

Retainer

Shift Lock Bracket

/

Adjustable Stop,-^C^ Fulcrum

Hairpin Spring

BufFei

Cam Assembly

Auxiliary Hairpin Spring

The shift mechanism of the IBM is powered by
0 double- lobed cam.

This means that when the

shift key is released, the cam is again released
to rotate over the other lobe of the cam.

This

shift key is depressed, the cam is released to ro

action gives the operating link the same pull for

tate over one lobe of the com.

ward to operate the actuating lever.

Then when the

Shoulder Screw

Actuating Lever
Operating Link
Pusher Link

Toggie Link
Upper Pin

Shift Piate

Shift Pusher

Shift Buffer

Toggle Spring
Lower Pin

As the operating l ink is pulled forward, through
the actuating lever, the "yoke type" shift pusher
will contact either the upper pin or the lower pin,
depending upon the one with which the pusher is
in line. If the shift key has been depressed, the
shift pusher wi ll contact the upper pin and pul l
the segment down. If the shift key has been re
leased, the shift pusher will contact the lower pin
and raise the segment.

This action is accomplished through the shift
plate. As the shift plate is rotated, the other pin
that has not been pushed by the shift pusher will
contact the buffer arm. This will keep the segment
from slamming against the stop brackets. The
buffer arm is raised and lowered by the action
of the buffer hairpin spring.

(

;
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SHIFT ADJUSTMENTS
Shift

Stop
Screw

Bumper
Washer

Stop
Bracket

Segment

Power

support ,

Frame

I

i

0

Toggle
O

Lever

O

Toggle "On Center"

Adjust the cam clearance so that the release
lug just falls off the lower case cam lug when the
cam is tripped with the power off.
Adjust the com release link so the cam releases
when the keylever is depressed one-half to threefourths of its total downward travel.

Adjust the distance between the shift stop wash
ers so the upper cose characters print on the some

line

as the lower cose characters. Be sure to

check both sides.

Adjust the shift stop screws up or down in
the segment support so that when the segment is
midway between the upper and lower cose, the
center of the shift toggle shaft and the two toggle
spring pins ore in a straight line.
Shoulder Screw

Eccentric

Actuating Lever

Operating Link
Pusher Link

Toggle Link
Upper Pin

rWO

Shift Plate

Shift Pusher

Shift Buffer

Toggle Spring
Lower Pin

Adjust the segment mounting eccentric screw
for even top and bottom print. (Keep the eccentrics
even and toward the outside of the segment).
Adjust the shift plate so the pusher wi ll clear
the upper and lower pins by on equal amount when
in line with each.

Adjust the pusher link so the top edge of the
upper pusher arm is even or slightly above the
upper pin when the com is released.
Adjust the operating link so the pusher clears

the pins by .010" to .020" when the cam is at rest.
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BACKSPACER

BACKSPACE PAWL

BACKSPACE PAWL STOP

backspace BELLCRANK

CAM RELEASE LEVER SPRING

BACKSPACE KEYLEVER

OPERATING

CAM

LINK

FULCRUM

ADJUSTABLE STOP

As the backspace keylever is depressed, the
single-lobed cam is released into contact with
the power rol l. As the cam is rotated tcC its high

point, the operating link is pulled forward, which
rotates the bellcrank and pulls the rear link to the
right.
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BACKSPACER
CARRIAGE ESCAPEMENT RACK

JUUp^

CD

ESCAPEMENT PAWl_,

Q

HOUDING CARRIAGE

The backspace pawl is mounted on a diagonallycut hole. As it is pulled to the right it is cammed

BACKSPACE PAWL

into the escapement rack.

rum

CD

GUIDE

LUG

The two springs attached to the head of the
backspace pawl delay the movement of the head

□

ELONGATED HOLE

to the right until the backspace pawl is engaged
in the escapement rack.

CD

PAWL MOUNTING STUD

A guide lug directs the pawl tip to safely bot
tom on a rack tooth. When the tooth of the pawl

link then pivots the pawl on its mounting stud
and moves the carriage to the right.

has engaged the tooth of the rack, the pull of the
PAWL STOP

/

CD

Q
The motion continues until the carriage moves

ment of the carriage, as the pawl is wedged bet

for enough to allow the escapement pawl to snap

ween the rack teeth at this point.)

into the next tooth of the escapement rack. At
this point the backspace pawl is halted by the

As the cam continues its rotation and passes
over its high point, the parts will restore to rest
by spring tension.

pawl stop. (The pawl also stops any further move
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BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS
Backspace Pawl

□

Backspace
Interlock

Interlock Operated
Minimum Clearance

Adjust the cam clearance so the release lug
falls on the rear half of the cam lug when the cam

lug when the cam is tripped with the power off.
Adjust the cam release link so the cam trips
when the keylever has completed three-fourths of

With the backspace at rest, form the interlock
mounting bracket so the upright lug on the inter
lock clears the backspace pawl by a minimum
clearance when the interlock is operated.

its total downward travel.

Pawl Engaged In Next Rack Tooth
Stop

u

Minimum Clearance

Pawl Release Lever Lug

,

Adjust the rest position of the interlock by
forming the lug so the backspace pawl can move

past the upright lug on the interlock with a mini
mum clearance.

.015" to ,025"'

iuur

nnrL

(D
Guide Lug

Backspace pawl sides on diagonal mounting
hole to engage rack

Form the guide lug left or right to guide the

pawl into the escapement rack with ,015" to

.025" clearance between the rack tooth and the

pawl, just as the pawl contacts the rack.

I
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BACKSPACER ADJUSTMENTS
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1/32

ke;

□
Pawl Release Lever

Operated

Backspace Pawl Clears Rack
And Stop When Backspace is
Operated With Interlock Actuated

Backspace Interlock Operated

Adjust the pawl stop so the backspace pawl
contacts the stop just after the escapement pawl

Form Here

drops into the next rack too-th. No more than .010"
overthrow.

O

o

Interlock Actuator

Margin Controi
Beiicrank

With the carriage at the left margin, form the

top extension of the interlock actuator left or
right so the interlock wi ll be in the actuated

position to prevent entry of the backspace pawl

into the rock. (This must not prevent the back
space from operating one space from the margin).
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BICHROME

I

RIBBON

LIFT GUIDE

RIBBON
POS

RIBBON

LIFT LEVER

ON

LEVE

POSITIONING

I

PLATE
POWE R

RIBBON

ROLL

LIFT

TOGGLE
RESTORING SPRING
.

ARM
DETENT

CAM

RELEASE
ROLLER

LINK

ACTUATI NG
LEVER

RIBBON

LIFT BAIL

I

RIBBON

LIFT LINK

n

: 1

The bichrome of the IBM has four positions.

There are three lift positions—top, middle, and
bottom port of the ribbon, and it also has a neutral
or stencil position.

The operation of any of the key levers will con
tact the lift bai l and activate two links. The com

release link will operate the ribbon feed mechanism
(See the Ribbon Feed section). The ribbon lift
link is pushed to the rear and pivots the actuating
lever which pulls forward on the center of a tog
gle assembly. The angle between the toggle arms

is increased/ and the ribbon is raised. The amount
that it is raised depends upon the angle of the
two toggle arms. This angle is varied by changing
the ribbon position lever.
When the ribbon position lever is lifted from
stencil position, the lower toggle arm rotates and
forms an angle with the upper arm. The higher
the lever position, the sharper the angle between
the toggle arms, and the greater the amount of the
ribbon lift.

The restoring spring will restore all parts back
to rest position.
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BICHROME ADJUSTMENTS

Ribbon Lift Guide

Upper Lug Of

I Positioning Piate

Ribbon Lift Lever

Against Stop

Cam Lever

Lift Guide

Lever Stop
Actuating Lever.

Piay Removed to Front!
o

.005" to .010"

Lower Lug

Ribbon Lift Operating Link
Ribbon Lift Bail Vane Against
The Cam Lever
I

lJ

With the lift bail held against the cam tails and
all the play in the ribbon lift toggle removed to
the front of the machine, adjust the operating link
clevis to match the hole in the actuating lever.

With a type bar held to the platen, form the tog
gle plate stop lug for .005" to .010" clearance
with the actuating lever extension.

Adjust the ribbon lift guide clevis so the top
of the tallest character strikes 1/32" below the

upper edge of the ribbon in the lowest lift position.

(With a carbon ribbon the diagonal should strike
the center of the ribbon.)

With the bichrome lever in stencil position,
form the lower lug so the underscore does not strike
the ribbon at all.

Form the upper lug so the underscore prints

1/32" above the bottom of the ribbon in the high
est lift position.

RIBBON FEED
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POOL
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LATCH
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CL UTC
PE

POOL GEAR

BO

AM

N

SHAFT

FE

GEAR
RAT

NG

ON

LC

AN

AR

The ribbon is fed each time a type bar comes
up and contacts the ribbon lift boil (See Bichrome
Section). As the ribbon lift bail is pivoted, the

IMPORTANT; When the arm is raised, the spring
clutch tightens and turns the drive wheel. When
the arm is lowered, the spring clutch relaxes and

cam release link will release the ribbon cam into

slips around the wheel hub. A second spring clutch
and non-rotating arm assembly on the left of the
drive wheel tightens when the upper arm moves
down and prevents backward rotation of the drive

contact with the power roll.
As the cam rotates it raises the cam frame.

An operating link from the com frame to a ribbon
feed bellcrank rotates the bellcrank. As the bellcrank rotates it wi ll activate the feed link. A

wheel.

spring clutch connects the upper arm to a drive

As the drive wheel rotates, it rotates the drive
shaft, thereby feeding whichever spaol is in mesh

wheel which is fastened to the drive shaft.

with the drive gears.

:
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RIBBON REWIND

REWIND LEVER
BUTTON

LINK

REWIND BUTTON
BUTTON LATCH

TRANSFER WHEEL
BELLCRANK

TRANSFER

FULCRUM

TRANSFER

WHEEL BRACKET

WHEEL*

This rapid rewind feature winds up the used
ribbon.onto the left spoolfor changing a new ribbon.
The operator depresses the rewind button at
the keyboard. This motion is transferred to raise

spring. As the rewind lever is raised, the bellcrank pivots against the transfer wheel mounting
bracket, pushing it up and to the rear to engage
the transfer wheel with the power roll pulley and

the rewind lever. The rewind lever and the trans

the drive wheel.

fer wheel bellcrank are linked together by a heavy

BUTTON

LINK

REVERSE LEVER LATCH

REWIND
REWIND

LEVER

LATCH

LATCH
BUTTON

REWIND

LATCH

LEVER
REVERSE

When the rewind button is fully depressed and
the rewind lever fully raised, the rewind latch
springs under a lug on the rewind lever and holds

LEVER STUD

versing occurs. This moves the drive shaft to the
right and rotates the reverse lever counter clock
wise. A stud on the reverse lever strikes the tail

the rewind mechanism in the operating position.

of the rewind latch to unlatch the rewind lever.

The ribbon will now rewind to the left until the

The transfer wheel is disengaged, and the rotation

right spool is empty.

of the drive shaft stops.

As the spool empties, re-
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RIBBON REVERSE - LEFT

SENSING FINGER
RIBBON

SPOOL

SENSING CAM
UNLATCHING

ECCENTRIC

WASHER

reverse L.EVER L-ATCH

L-EVER

LINK

REVERSE

LEVER

REVERSE UEVER SPRING
DRIVE SHAFT COLLAR

The ribbon is reversed by shifting the drive
shaft either left or right when either spool becomes

As the left spool empties, the sensing finger
falls into an opening in the hub of the spool and

empty.

rotates the cam by acting on a rear upright lug of
the cam. Rotation of the finger cam causes the
eccentric washer to pivot the unlatching lever to
the rear. A link from the unlatching lever pulls

The left sensing finger is spring - loaded toward
the hub of the ribbon spool. The sensing com is
spring - loaded in a counter clockwise direction.
An eccentric washer mounted on the cam acts on

the unlatching lever.

the reverse lever latch from the reverse lever.
r )

This allows the reverse lever spring to pivot the
reverse lever clockwise and pull the shaft to the
left. The left ribbon spool will now be fed.
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RIBBON REVERSE - RIGHT

RH SENSING FINGER

RH SPOOL

REVERSING PAWL

\!

SENSING CAM

PR I MARY CAM

SECONDARY CAM
DRIVE SHAFT

A two pieced primary-secondary cam assembly

As the right spool empties, the plastic gate

is attached to the right end of the drive shaft.
The secondary is set-screwed to the shaft. The

swings open and the sensing finger enters the
opening in the spool hub. This motion rotates
the sensing cam, and the cam slot rotates the

primary cam rotates with it, but it is not fastened
to the shaft. The two sections of the cam are

spring-loaded together so that they rotate together.
The two sections can also rotate independently,
but they are forced away from each other when
they do. If the primary cam is prevented from
rotating, the secondary cam is forced to the right.
This action will reverse the feed shaft to the

right spool feed.

reversing pawl. The reversing pawl engages a tooth
on the primary cam and stops its rotation. As the
secondary cam continues to rotate with the drive

shaft it climbs the camming surface of the primary
cam, pulling the drive shaft to the right until the
reversing lever latches. The right spool will now
begin to feed.

;
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RIBBON FEED ADJUSTMENTS

drive wheel

NON - ROTATING
RIBBON

SPOOL

ARM

□ RIVE PLATE

REVERSE LEVER LATCH

REVERSE

LEVER

DRIVE SHAFT COLLAR
5PRI NG

DRIVE SHAFT

CLUTCH

UPPER

ARM

SPOOL GEAR

DRIVEN SHAFT

RIBBON CAM
FEED
LJ NK

DRIVEN GEAR

OPERATING LINK

RIBBON FEED BELLCRANK

Position the left and right spool gears on the
driven shaft for maximum engagement with the drive
plate gears.

Position the left and right driven shaft mounting
brackets on the keylever bearing support to allow
a minimum play between the drive plate gears and
the spool gears without bmding.

Position the driven gears for minimum backlash
with the drive gears without binding.

Adjust the eccentric cam stop so that with the
cam released and the power off, the release lever
will rest on the rear half of the cam lug.

DRIVE GEAR

Adjust the cam release link to release the cam
when any typeface is 3/4" from the platen.

Adjust the cam link to permit the ribbon feed
bellcrank to rest .015" above the transfer wheel

mounting bracket stud.
Position the right and left drive gears for equal
engagement with their respective driven gears.
The gears should be positioned in such a way that
at a point during reverse, both gears are disengaged
by a minimum clearance.
Adjust the ribbon feed link to provide one com
plete revolution of either spool for no more than
38 cam operations.

I
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RIBBON FEED ADJUSTMENTS
Sensing Finger Stop'

Sensing Finger Cam
\

Eccentric Washer

k

Reverse Lever Latch

Sensing Finger

Unlatching Lever
Rewind Lever Latch
Reverse Lever

Drive Shaft Collar

Position the left sensing finger cam vertically

With

on its shaft so that the sensing finger is centered
between the ribbon spools.

the reverse lever latched and the left

sensing finger resting against the ribbon spool hub,
position the eccentric washer to just contact the
unlatching lever.

Eccentric Stop
Reverse Lever

. J

Collar

006 plus or minus .002

Drive Shaft

Keylever Bearing Support

With the drive shaft held to the right, position
the primary - secondary cam assembly on the drive
shaft so that when the primary cam is held on the

high point, there will be .010" clearance between
the primary cam and the keylever bearing support.
With the primary cam on its high point, position

9

the drive shaft collar on the shaft to provide .010"
to .020" overthrow of the reverse lever post its
normal latched position.
With the reverse lever unlatched, adjust the
eccentric stop to provide .006" clearance between
the primary cam and the keylever bearina support
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CARBON RIBBON

REAR

FEED

ROLLERS

ROLLER

B RACKET

CONTROL LEVERS
TENCIL CONTROL

LEVER

POWER
SPRING

FEED

FRAME

CLUTCH

ARM

The driving action of the carbon ribbon feed is
the same as that of the fabric. The movement of
the ribbon cam and feed link (See Ribbon Feed
Secti on) is converted to a rotary motion by a spring
clutch connected to the shaft of the feed rol l. The
front rol l is fastened to a shaft which is driven by

The rear rol l is mounted on a spring - loaded
bracket which holds it against the front roll.
Rotation of the front roll drives the rear rol l also.

The two-piece feed arm provides adjustment of
the distance between the shaft and the feed link
attachment. The closer the link is moved toward

the feed arm through a spring clutch connection.

the shaft, the greater the amount of rotation from

The spring clutch rotates the shaft and roll when

each cam rotation. This orm is adjusted to prevent

the arm is raised, and it sl ips when the arm restores

overlapping of characters on the ribbon, without

A spider spring provides friction to prevent the

excessive ribbon feed.

shaft from being rotated back by the spring clutch
drag when the arm restores.
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CARBON RIBBON

HINGED

BRACKET
RELEASE BUTTON

SPOOL SHAFT

TAKE-UP SPOOL

LANG

RING

LATCH

DRIVE

A two-piece plastic spool winds up the used
ribbon as it is fed through the feed rolls. The
spool is driven by a drive gear which engages a
gear ring molded on its inner flange. The drive
gear is operated by a spring clutch working in
reverse, or, in its slipping direction. The drive
gear and spring clutch are screwed into the end
of the power roll shaft.
When not feeding, the ribbon is held firmly by
the feed rolls. The drag of the spring clutch will
create tension on the take-up spool. This drag is
not adjustable.
Because of the direction of the power roll, the
clutch spring is never turned in its driving direc
tion.

GEAR

The outer end of the clutch spring is turned out
and inserted into a hole in the drive gear. Al l of
the slippage takes place on the section of spring
that engages the metal shaft.

The supply spool is on the right side of the
machine. This spool turns freely on a shoulder
screw. A spring - loaded follower bears against
the outside diameter of the ribbon and is connected

to a red indicator. As the ribbon supply becomes
low, the indicator appears in the switch indicator
window.

NOTES

NOTES
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NOTES

